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ABSTRACT 

This project, funded by NASA through the University of Arizona Space Engineer

ing Research Center, is an extension of earlier work, and is aimed at developing the base 

technology for continuous profiling geophysical systems that will be able to detennine not 

only where anomalous features lie, but also what they look like and, ultimately, what has 

caused them. A hybrid approach was used that employed object oriented and procedural 

progrrunming, neural networks, fuzzy systems theory, genetic algorithms, and symbolic 

processing initially within a distJibuted computing architecture, and later on an 80486 PC 

platfonn. 

Neural networks were used to map synthetic GPR patterns to geometric models. 

Object oriented programming was combined with fuzzy theory to map these geometJic 

models to a database of real world objects. GPR objects were then combined to build 

extended objects and systems. Genetic algorithms were used to fine tune the system. Test

ing was done solely with synthetic data, with future intent of progressing to laboratory and 

field geophysical patterns. 

The field context assigned to the vision system for this research corresponds to a 

buried prehistoric archaeological site comprising occupation and utility/storage rooms of 

vru'ious sizes. This context was chosen to take advantage of the rich suite of GPR patterns 

already collected, and the GPR modeling undelway to characterize archaeolobrical signa

tures on GPR. A room system was selected as the GPR target because it incorporated most 

of the basic characteristics expected for GPR systems in general. The interpretation sys

tem was able to handle, 

• Multiple components 
• Offset components 

• Non-continuous components 
• Nonmonotonic states 
• Fuzziness 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM 

The overall aim of this research is to provide base technology for an automated 

ground penetrating radar GPR vision system for interpretation of geophysical data. Previ

ous research 1 23 proved that neural networks can be trained to recognize anomalous pat

terns in geophysical data, and associate these patterns with the location of target features 

on the surface and in the subsurface. This project, funded by NASA through the Univer

sity of Arizona Space Engineering Research Center, is an extension of this earlier work, 

and is aimed at developing continuous profiling geophysical systems that will be able to 

detennine not only where anomalous features lie, but also what they look like and, ulti

mately, what has caused them. This hybrid approach employs object oriented and proce

dural programming, neural networks, fuzzy systems theory, genetic algorithms, and 

symbolic processing initially within a distributed computing architecture, and later on an 

80486 PC platfonl1. Testing was done solely with synthetic data, with future intent of pro

gressing to laboratory and field geophysical patterns. 

The field context assigned to the vision system for this research corresponds to a 

buried prehistoric archaeological site comprising occupation and utility/storage rooms of 

various sizes. This context was chosen to take advantage of the rich suite of aPR patterns 

already collected, and the GPR model ing underway to characterize archaeological signa

tures on GPR.4 5 6 7 

The original goal was to embed multiple neural networks within the objects of the 

I. M. M. Poullon. C. E. Glass. :Uld B. K. Sternberg. "Recognizing EM Ellipticity Patterns 
with Neural Networks." Expanded Ahstracts of the SEG 19R9 59th Annual Meeting, Vol. I. EM 3.8 
(Dallas. Texas: OClOher 1989) 208-212. 

2. M. M. Poulton. "Neural Network Pattern Recognition of Electromagnetic Ellipticity 
Images." (unpuhlished PhD dissertation. University of Arizona, 1990). 

3. M. M. Poullon. B. K. Sternberg. and C. E. Glass, "Neural Network Pattern Recognition 
of Subsurface EM Images." Journal of Applied Geophysics. Vol. 29 (1992). 21-36. 
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Smalltalk object oriented language to provide the pattern recognition of GPR tokens. 

Modules of these embedded neural nets would fonn models that could be queried for dif

ferent states. Smalltalk on one Sun SPARCstation would make network remote procedure 

calls via a C interface to a second SPARCstation on which HNC's ExploreNet neural net

work software was running. Also to be embedded within Smalltalk objects were instances 

of the HUMBLE expert system to act as the brain that guided the higher-level processing 

necessary to combine tokens into real world target objects. 

The GPR interpretation system was implemented and ran well on toy problems, but 

when more complex problems were attempted, it was discovered that the UNIX file table 

of the SPARCstation running the neural net application would continue to access more 

memory until the entire system would crash. Suggestions by the vendor and Sun tech per

sonnel did not rectify the situation. This, coupled with previous software problems with 

release 2.5 of Smalltalk and with the HUMBLE expert system, eventually led to the 

research being transfelTed to a 50 MHz 80486, with the majority of the processing 

intended to be handled by neural nets, shifted instead to fuzzy theory. Nearly 50% of the 

research effort of this project dealt with implementing the distributed neural net process

ing scheme and then testing it on small, but representative, problems. Because of this loss 

of time, several central ideas that had been intended as research goals for investigation, 

never got implemented. 

The <unOllnt of code developed for the GPR interpretation system was 1,300,000 

4. C. E. Glass. C. J. Doolittle. and B. K. Sternberg, "Preliminary Subsurface Mapping of 
Archaeological Sites Using Ground Penetrating Radar." 50th Annual Meeting of the Society for 
American Archaeology. (New Orleans; April 23-28, 1991). 

5. C. E. Glass. B. K. Sternberg :U1d M. M. Poulton. "Continuous Profiling Subsurface Mon
itoring using Adaptive Pattern Recognition." Proceedings of the International Symposium on Mine 
Mechanization and Automation. 2 (June 1991),17-29 to 17-38. 

o. C. E. Glass. "A New Mobile Profiling Radar System for Historical Archaeological 
Sites." Gran Ouivira conference XX. (San Antonio. Texas; October 10-13, 1991) . 

7. B. K. Sternberg. C. E. Glass. C. J. Doolittle. :U1d J. W. McGill. "Surveying for Prehistoric 
Cultures Using Ground Penetrating Radar." ll1ird Southwesl Symposium, (January 17-18, 1992). 
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bytes (716 printed pages) of Smalltalk code (GPR code, not the Smalltalk image) and 

about 750,000 bytes C code. 

Limitations of the neural net software under UNIX, reduced the number of GPR tar

gets that could be handled when the system was transferred to a PC. An attempt was made 

to combine the varied concepts into a single target, an archaeological room system, 

because it best represented the multiple configurations one might encounter. 

1.2 POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS 

Exploration and exploitation of local planetru), resources will require the acquisition 

of subsurface infonnation. Continuous profiling subsurface imaging technology would 

pennit the rapid acquisition and interpretation of infonnation on board automated rover 

vehicles. An unmanned probe would require automated processing. 

Automated processing could also be of benefit in archaeological, geological, and 

commercial subsllli'ace profiling. Signatures of several archaeological features and arti

facts have demonstrated the effectiveness of radar for archaeological investigations. 

Large features such as canals are easily detected, while floor plans may be mapped, 

hearths and walls located, and even pottery and stone artifacts detected. Investigations 

perfonned over diverse geological regions have demonstrated the usefulness of GPR for 

targets consisting of subsidence fissures, tunnels, voids, fracture zones, trenches, and bur

ied metal. Location of buried gas pipes, electrical cables, concrete footings, voids, subsid

ence fissures, faults, reinforcing, hazardous materials, tanks, leaks, sinkholes, pavement 

ruld ice thickness are features .unenable to GPR sensing. 

1.3 IMPLEMENTATION 

If one envisioned the objects of the Smalltalk object Oliented programming (OOP) 

language as independent, self-contained entities acting as agents to perform particular 

tasks, then the knowledge base (KB) and neural network (NN) systems would be thought 

of as embedded within these SmalItalk objects to create intelligent agents (Figure 1.1). 



OOP INTELLIGENT 
OOP 

Figure 1.1 Intelligent Agent 
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These objects were to be then grouped together to act as higher level intelligent 

agents which would perfonll functions using the hierarchical class system that is a part of 

the Smalltalk language (Figure 1.2). 

EXTENDED 
WALL 

? 

Figure 1.2 Agent Groupings 

EXTENDED 
FLOOR 

FLOOR 
RECOGNITION 

". AGENT 

... ~ 

The basic system was implemented and distributed across two SPARCstations with 

the object oriented language Small talk, the HUMBLE expert system, and the procedural C 

primitives on one SPARCstation; the ExploreNet neural net software on the other. Remote 

procedure calls (RPCs) connected the two workstations. The flow of procedure calls for 

the distributed processing architecture can be seen in Figure 1.3. 



LOCAL 
KERNEL 

REMOTE 
PROCEDURE 
CALL 

Figure 1.3 Procedure Calls 

REMOTE 
KERNEL 
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As mentioned above, the system was successfully tested on small, but representa

tive, problems with no hint of difficulties, but when tests were scaled up to build more 

complex agents, the GPR system unexpectedly crashed. Debugging revealed that the neu

ral net software was responsible for causing a UNIX file table ovelflow error that neither 

the vendor nor system administrator were able to solve. The results from this stage of the 

research were then manually transferred to the PC. Inability to implement the neural nets 

also influenced the decision to eliminate the knowledge base connections. The move to the 
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PC platfonn was further motivated by funtre plans to implement the GPR system on a PC 

mUltiprocessing platfonn once applications for Microsoft's new Windows NT operating 

system become available. 

Distributed processing was thus implemented and run at a basic level, but software 

problems resul ted in neural net effort developed on the SPARCstations to be transferred to 

a 80486 PC platfonn. The final results represent a greatly diminished distributed process

ing influence. This effort is recorded in an appendix. 

1.4 IMPORTANCE OF TOPICS 

As relates to research areas and tools that were originally intended to be incorpo

rated into the GPR interpretation system, each of their levels of importance to the final 

aPR system could be assigned a fuzzy theory linguistic variable as in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Research Importance 

Causal Models Unlikely 

Context Strong 

Distributed Processing Weak 

Genetic Algorithms Moderate 

Intelligent Heuristics Weak 

Iterative Development Process Strong 

Knowledge Base of Real World Objects Certain 

Neural Networks Moderate 

Nonmonotonic States Strong 

Object Oriented Programming Certain 

Procedural Programming Weak 

Uncertainty Certain 
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2 OVERVIEW 

2.1 BACKGROUND 

The following figures graphically illustrate the flow of processing and the chapters 

or sections to which they pertain. Cross-references are to body of the text. 

2.1.1 Target Site 

The original research was directed at 12 possible target systems, 

• Anomaly 

• Boulder 

• Firepit 

• Pipe 
• Pit 

• Posthole 
• Pot 
• Topographical Change 
• Trench 
• Vertical Crack 
• Void 

• Room 

Because of software problems that did not appear to well into the research, the 12 

possible targets were reduced to one ... a room system. A room was selected because it 

best incorporated characteristics of all the 12 targets taken in general. 

2.1.1.1 Original Room System (Figure 7.2 on page 123) 

Figure 2.1 is a generic dwelling (room system) as originally inhabitated. Because of 

archaeological si tes in Ari zona that have been the target of GPR field testing, this dwelling 

is assumed to have been primarily constructed of adobe. 



/ \ 
III D lilil 

ground level - -

Figure 2.1 Inhabited Dwelling 

2.1.1.2 Eroded Room System (Figure 7.2 on page 123) 
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The adobe dwelling in Figure 2.2 has been abandoned and eroded. What remains are 

two stubs of walls and the floor. It is assumed that this system could be modeled by three 

separate geometric shapes. 

Figure 2.2 Eroded Dwelling 
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2.1.1.3 Buried Dwelling (Figure 7.2 on page 123) 

The adobe dwelling has now been buried and decades or centuries may have passed. 

r'---"-"'"'""_-__ ----.~.".--- new ground level 

Figure 2.3 Buried Dwelling 

2.1.2 Field Tests (Figure 8.1 on page 133; Figure 3.1 on page 59; Section 3.4 on page 
64) 

How is one to locate a hidden archaeological site such as a buried adobe dwelling 

without using possibly destructive techniques such as excavation? The ground penetrating 

radar (OPR) transmitter (Tx) is used to send a signal into the shallow subsurface where it 

is reflected by potential targets back to the receiver (Rx) which is in close proximity to the 

transmitter (Figure 2.4). The signal time delay between the transmitted and reflected sig

mus is a function of the veloci ty of the sigmu in the subsurface and the depth to the reflec

tor. This time is referred to as the two way travel time (TWT) or transit time. This TWT 

allows calculation of subsurface velocities as a function of assumed host material or 

known target depth of a particular object. Passes are made over the target site in a grid of 

parallel lines, the results of which must be stitched together. This process allows the detec

tion and location of shallow subsUlface targets. Excavation can then proceed with a better 

idea of where, and where not, to dig. 



ffi]~ 
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" / --.-'" 

Figure 2.4 GPR Field Tests 

2.1.3 Actual GPR Pattern (Figure 3.2 on page 60) 
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The actual reflected signal detected by the recei ver (Rx) in Figure 2.4 is usually dis

played in the field on a graphic plotter and would look similar to that illustrated in Figure 

2.5. Note that the actual signal displays a ringing pattern somewhat like an echo. 

Figure 2.5 Actual GPR Pattern 

2.1.4 Synthetic 

Interpretation of actual GPR patterns was beyond the scope of this research. Com

puter generated patterns of simplified models resulted in synthetic aPR patterns that were 

then input to the aPR interpretation system. Once the interpretation of synthetic patterns 

has been sufficiently solved, the next stage would be to interpret patterns produced in a 

laboratory tank which could simulate real world parameters, but under controlled condi

tions. Only then would actual aPR patterns from field testing, such as at the San Xavier 

test site, be attempted. 
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2.1.4.1 Synthetic Models (Section 3.4.1 on page 64) 

Simple rectangular and trapezoidal (Figure 2.22) geometric shapes were used as 

models of potential subslllface OPR targets. Figure 2.6 indicates one possible migration of 

geometric shapes from those that might represent a wall to those that might represent a 

floor. Computer simulations were run on these models. 

Figure 2.6 Synthetic Models 

2.1.4.2 Synthetic GPR Pattern (Section 3.4.2 on page 67; Figure 7.7 on page 128) 

Synthetic OPR patterns (Figure 2.7) were computer generated from the above geo

metric shapes (Figure 2.6) to act as simplified models of actual OPR signatures in order to 

gain insight into the relationship between OPR patterns and the target features they repre

sent. Ringing found in actual OPR patterns (Figure 2.5) was /lot considered. Ten signifi

cant parameters were measured from the synthetic OPR pattern to characterize each 

parabolic shape. See Figure 7.7 on page 128 for more specifics on these ten parameters 

(width, slope, ann length, intensity, etc.). 

computer generated 
GPR renection 

Figure 2.7 Synthetic OPR Pattern 
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2.1.4.3 Synthetic Systems (Figure 3.16 on page 75; Section 7.4 on page 128) 

Selections of appropriate geometric shapes were made from a range of possibilites 

such as illustrated in Figure 2.6. These synthetic geometric shapes were combined to rep

resent synthetic systems (Figure 2.8). 

Figure 2.8 Synthetic Systems 

2.1.4.4 Superimposed System (Figure 3.4 on page 62; Figure 3.5 on page 63;) 

For each geometric shape in Figure 2.8, the corresponding synthetic GPR pattern 

(Figure 2.7) was calculated and superimposed upon one another to generate the synthetic 

OPR pattern for a system (Figure 2.9) which would correspond to the buried dwelling of 

Figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.9 Superimposed System 

2.2 RESEARCH 

2.2.1 Token Vector (Table 5.3 on page 93; Section 7.2 on page 120; Figure 10.1 on 
page 220) 

What does a particular synthetic model (Figure 2.7) represent as a real world object? 

It could represent more than one real entity. Figure 2.10 illustrates some possibilities for a 
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given geometric model shape. There is no one correct answer to the representation ques

tion because it can depend upon context. An isolated geometric shape A may at first 

appear to be a boulder, but in the context of a nearby wall object B, then it is perhaps better 

to instead interpret object A as a floor object. 

Trench? 
Wall ? 

? 
• Boulder? 

Figure 2.10 Model Representation 

This research was limited in scope to a room target consi sting of floors and wal Is. If 

that were all a OPR interpretation system needed to consider, then each geometric model 

would need a two element vector attached to it comprised of the probability that, as an iso

lated object, it represented ei ther a wall or a floor. This is illustrated by the two element 

vector at the top of Figure 2.11. As indicated in Figure 2.10, however, there could be more 

that two possible representations. This research considered each geometric token to possi

bly represent 13 different entities, as indicated by the 13 element token vector of probabil

ities at the bottom of Figure 2.11. Thus, a token vector of 13 possible OPR targets had to 

be assigned to each model. Each element of the vector was a place holder for a given 

entity. The number located in each element of the vector represented the probability that 

the pmticular entity was represented by the given model. 
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Figure 2.11 Token Vector 

2.2.2 Input Pattern (Chapter 5 on page 88) 

The synthetic aPR patterns of Figure 2.9 were iI/put to the aPR interpretation sys

tem. The Olifput was an interpretation and probability, such as, 

Storage Room System with a 78% Certainty 

In addi tion to the overall interpretation, the interpretation and probability of each indi vid

ual object and set of extended objects, was also output. 

2.2.3 Input to Model Mapping (Section 5.2.3 on page 92) 

For each parabolic signature (Figure 2.7), neural nets mapped the 10 parameters 

(Section 2.1.4.2) characteri stic of that aPR pattern to its most probable corresponding 

physical model (Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11). Thus the synthetic system of Figure 2.8 

might be interpreted as consisting of the models illustrated in Figure 2.12. 
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~Synthetic 
model #3.1 

synthetic 
synthetic model #4.1 
model #3.1 

Figure 2.12 Parameter to Model Mapping 

2.2.4 Anchor Token (Section 8.5 on page 144) 
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After the most likely models have been interpreted from the given geometric shapes, 

the next problem faced is where to begin in building an overall system interpretation. The 

heuristic chosen for this research was to select the model that had the overall highest cer

tai nty attached to its token vector. Thus, each token in the universe of tokens presented to 

the GPR system is queried for its most probable interpretation (wall, floor, foundation, pit, 

etc. -- see Figure 2.11). The highest certainty target (either pit or trellch in Figure 2.11) is 

selected as the anchor token around which is built a system interpretation. It is called an 

allchor because once it is selected, the result,mt system is built around it. 

All token objects may, and usually do, take on mUltiple interpretations throughout a 

cycle, before settling upon the most likely scenario. In the case of Figure 2.13, the anchor 

token may have a token vector with a higher celtainty as a boulder than as a wall, but once 

the context of the two nearby tokens is taken into consideration, the certainty of the anchor 

being a wall increases, and the certainty of it being a boulder decreases. Thus the 13 cer

tainties attached to each token vector (Figure 2.11) is only the starting point in how one 

must deal wi th, and bui Id, certainties in the GPR interpretation system. 
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Figure 2.13 Anchor Token 

2.2.5 System Selection (Section 8.5 on page 144; Section 8.6 on page 147) 

The anchor token is then associated with each of the remaining tokens in its context 

to detennine which pair of tokens (anchor plus additional token) combines to produce the 

most probable system (Figure 2.14). Combinations must be considered for each of the 13 

possible target types of a token, and then for 12 possible systems. This result is then com

pared with the most probable system built from the anchor token alone, and the higher cer

tainty of the two systems is selected as the initial interpretation. 

Once this system has been selected, each 10ken selected up to that point must be 

checked to see if it can be extended by adding to it other tokens in its context (a floor 

might lie in mUltiple segments because of erosion). The system must then be extended by 

adding to it tokens in its context that increase the system certainty. As each new token is 

added, it also must be checked for possible extension. Once a system has added all possi

ble tokens, then from the remaining 1II1lised tokens in the entire universe of tokens, the 

next most probable system is built in a similar fashion. This process continues until all 

tokens are assigned an interpretation. 
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Figure 2.14 System Selection 

2.2.6 Configurations 

The orientation of wall and floor components in a room configuration is not limited 

to that depicted in Figure 2.14. The floor may lie in multiple segments (Figure 2.15 and 

Figure 2.20). Those segments must berecognized by the aPR interpretation system and 

individual components assembled into extended components (Figure 2.15) . 

.,."""""""""""""""""""""""""","""""""",~ 

I [J rE:ZI [J I 
~-1,-,,-1 

Segmented Floor 

Figure 2.15 

Extended Floor 

Segmented Component 

The components may be offset from their expected nonnal orientation (Figure 2.16). 
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Offset Floor Modified Extended Floor 

Figure 2.16 Offset Component 
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The room width may vary, causing the interpretation to change nonmonotonically 

as indicated in Figure 2.17 where the components are identical, but the right wall is moved 

further and further outboard, causing the interpretation to change because of the changing 

width. A velY narrow room is more likely to be a storage area than a living area, whereas 

a much wider room is probably a living rather than a storage area. This would not preclude 

wide storage areas, but the contextual infonnation would have to support it. Note as one 

moves to the right that the floor component makes up less and less of the existing floor. 

Evidently, the floor at the right has been heavily eroded and only a fragment of it remains. 

The OPR interpretation system must make numerous judgments of this nature. 

"/'~""""""""""""'''''''''''''''I). 

I ~ I<}I ~ I 
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Figure 2.17 Increasing Room Width 

2.2.7 Heuristic Information (Section 9.2.1.2 on page 160; Section 9.5.6 on page 201) 

As each system is constructed, the process is guided by heuristic infonnation, on 

real world objects (Figure 2.18), that is embedded into object oriented heuristics and fuzzy 

nIles. Fuzzy rules are arranged in a matrix of certainties provided by the domain expert to 

represent whatever scenario is under consideration. A given token has both height and 

width. Thus a matrix of height versus width could be developed that indicated the proba

bility of the gi ven token representing, for example, a wall object. If the height and width 

were each divided into five fuzzy categories (narrow, moderately narrow, moderate, mod

erately wide, wide), then there would be 25 possible combinations of width and height. To 

each of these 25 possibilites would be assigned a certainty that the model represented, in 

this case, a wall object. 
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Object oriented heuristics were embedded throughout the methods of the Smalltalk 

code to control such things as the certainty assigned rooms narrower than one meter. 

Fuzzy theory had a lower plateau that was non-zero. This caused problems in interpreta

tion and was overridden by a heuristic built into the Smalltalk code. 

BUILD SYSTEM INTERPRETATION 
(object oriented processing & fuzzy theory) 

Figure 2.18 Interpretation 

2.2.8 Refine Interpretation (Chapter 6 on page 99) 

Information on 
Real World Objects 

A later stage in the interpretation process employed genetic algori thms (Figure 2.19) 

that attempted to fine tune the fuzzy membership function shapes. This new infonnation 

was then added to the GPR system and all the test data sets were re-run. 

This stage was not deemed ctitically necessary, but was more of an investigation of 

what-if In fact, the GPR scenm'io, by its velY nature, could not provide a cost function to 

act as an analytic guide by which to measure system pelfonnance. An ad hoc cost function 

was substituted that surprisingly did seem to improve interpretation as evaluated by the 

domain expert. Further development of this system would likely not include genetic algo

tithms to tIy and fine tune fuzzy membership function shapes, but could be used to more 

intelligently search the state space of possible interpretation scenm'ios. 

REFINE SYSTEM INTERPRETATION 
(object oriented processing & genetic algorithms) 

Figure 2.19 Refine Interpretation 
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2.2.9 Modifications 

Because of the software problems alluded to in Section 2.1.1, multiple systems were 

effectively eliminated in the interpretation process. This can be returned to once new soft

wru'e is incorporated, but during the interim it was desired to still investigate as many sce

narios as possible. The room system provided the possibility of offset wall and floor 

components (Figure 2.20), but it could not represent the scenario nonnally encountered in 

a vertically segmented crevice system because the wall components of a room are not 

found in vertical segments. 

Vertically 
Offset 
Wall 

~-[I] 
'--- Segmented, orrset Floor 

Figure 2.20 Offset Components 

If one assumed that a wall could be vertically segmented (Figure 2.21), then an 

interpretation where the wall was not vertically segmented would be unaffected, yet it 

would provide a way to test and verify the interpretation process that might be encoun

tered in such a veltically segmented system as encountered in crevices. Since the aim of 

the research was directed at investigating as many scenru'ios as possible, as opposed to 

building a specific software application, it was decided to include this (naturally occur

ling) unrealistic situation. 

It is unrealistic in that it would not nOllnally occur via natural erosion processes, but 

it could be a realistic scenario if a human actually buried the components in this orienta

tion. Thus it is not a case where the encounter of such a scenario would rule out a room 

interpretation. Rather it is a case where such a scenru'io would be interpreted as not the 
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result of natural processes. The point being that it would be possible for the domain expert 

to provide a reasonable interpretation for this scenario. This model could not be validated 

as a real world scenario, but the computer program could be verified as providing a rea

sonable interpretation given the assumptions of non-natural origin. It would also provide a 

further test bed to interpret offset components. 

III 

Figure 2.21 Segmented, Offset Wall 

2.2.10 Synthetic Models 

The geometric shapes for the synthetic models were not limited to the rectangular 

ones illustrated in Figure 2.6, but also included trapezoidal shapes that are more character

istic of firepi ts, trenches, canals, etc (Figure 2.22). 

8.··)·.· ••• ··.<>./<·.·il 4: ••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• &, 

Figure 2.22 Geometric Shapes 

2.2.11 Results (Section ILIon page 288; Section 7.1 on page 120; Figure 8.13 on 
page 146; Figure 9.22 on page 185; Figure 9.23 on page 186; Section 8.3 on page 136; 
Section 8.6.5 on page 151; Section 5.2.6 on page 96; Section 6.3 on page 103; Section 
9.2.1 on page 156) 

Techniques that were developed to htUldle the room system interpretation can be 



extended to other systems as discussed in Section 2.2.9. 

RESULTS = DEVELOPED TECHNIQUES 
* multiple components 
* offset components 
* segmented components 
* non monotonic states 
* uncertainty 

Figure 2.23 Techniques 
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2.2.12 Future (Section APPENDIX 1 -- on page 292; Section 5.1 on page 88; Section 
1.1 on page 29; Section 1.3 on IJage 31; Section 11.4 on page 290; Figure 1.2 on page 
32) 

Future plans call for applying these techniques to other systems using an application 

such as Ward System's NeuroWindows neural net software to embed multiple neural nets 

throughout an object oriented environment via DLLs; then progressing to the Windows 

NT mul titasking operating system; and eventually returning to a distributed processing 

architecture under Windows NT . 

(FUTURE = APPLY TECHNIQUES TO OTHER SYSTEMS) 
* optimized processing 
* DLLs 
:I: multitasking 
* distributed processing 
* multiple, embedded neural nets 
* embedded expert system guidance 
* use of CAD system as model memory 
* hierarchy of intelligent agents 

Figure 2.24 Future 
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2.3 CHAPTERS 

2.3.1 Chapter 1 -- Introduction (page 29) 

The basic problem is described, a couple examples of possible applications are pre

sented, an overview of the implementation is discussed, and the importance of topics and 

tools to the aPR research is cataloged. 

2.3.2 Chapter 2 -- Overview (page 35) 

The fundamentals of aPR field testing is discussed; how this aPR research 

attempted to t~lItomate the process; a chapter-by-chapter summary is presented. 

2.3.3 Chapter 3 -- Ground Penetrating Radar (page 58) 

around Penetrating Radar (aPR) is a technique that offers a way of viewing shal

low soil and rock conditions by detecting changes 'in subsUIface electrical properties. A 

ground level transmitter emits high frequency microwave electromagnetic signals which 

pass through the earth and are reflected back to a ground surface receiving antenna to be 

compared with the original transmitted signal. Retum times are used to calculate subsur

face velocities and to generate graphical profiles of return time versus horizontal location. 

Depth can be detennined from comparison with known targets or buried test targets. The 

purpose of this research is to investigate ways of automating the interpretation process, 

now handled manually. 

2.3.4 Chapter 4 -- Object Oriented Programming (page 77) 

The framework for the interpretation system is provided by object oriented pro

gramming. Objects that communicate with one another via messages, as they do in the real 

world, constitute the model around which the Smalltalk language is built. Classes, which

contain the blueprints for creating objects, are collections of self-contained subroutines 

(methods) and data (instance and class variables) that encapsulate the common character

istics of a set of objects. This class structure allows reusable code to be placed in a com

mon repository to be accessed by objects as needed. The ability to abstract common code 

and data is central to the object oriented paradigm. Procedural programming has been lik-
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ened to a few genius routines that solve a problem, while object oriented programming lik

ened to an anny of idiot routines. Many small, self-contained routines that do not appear 

to do much by themselves, but which as a group perfonn highly intelligent tasks, can be 

viewed as the basis of the object oriented approach. This object oriented approach was 

critical in developing and implementing the GPR system because it encourages iterative 

development and exploration of alternatives. 

2.3.5 Chapter 5 -- Neural Networks (page 88) 

Neural networks are a fundamentally new and different approach to infonnation 

processing whose physical architecture is inspired by the structure of biological neural 

systems. These artificial neural networks, similar to the brain, are parallel in nature, but in 

a more massive sense than the traditional parallel computer architectures. They are com

posed of many simple processing elements that communicate through a set of interconnec

tions of variable strengths. Memory is disuibuted across the system as a pattern of variable 

interconnection strengths between these processing elements and teaching is by exrunple 

rather than programming. The neural network does not create new infonnation, but per

fonns pattern recognition on infonnation that has been gleaned from the training data. A 

prime original goal of this research was to investigate the development of functional mod

ules of neural nets embedded within intelligent Smalltalk objects. The GPR system was 

initially distributed across two SPARCstations with the neural nets on one and the object 

oriented, procedural, and expelt system software on the other. Software limitations 

brought this effort to a halt and much of the processing intended for neural nets was trans

ferred to fuzzy theory. The neural net results developed on the SPARCstations, however, 

was manually transferred to an 80486 PC platfonn. 

2.3.6 Chapter 6 -- Genetic Algorithms (page 99) 

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural 

selection and natural genetics. Although randomized, genetic algorithms are no simple 

walk through the search space. They efficiently exploit historical infonnation to speculate 

on new search points with expected improved perfonnance. Although many search tech-
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niques can get trapped in local minima, OAs can navigate through a search space and 

avoid being trapped in local minima because they use a population of searchers, rather 

than just one searcher which might get trapped. If one of the searchers of a OA gets 

caught in a local minima, another one is likely to find a better path. These searchers are 

continually polled for their pelfonnance ,md allowed to reproduce accordingly. The only 

way to validate OPR interpretation results was to present them to the domain expert for 

evaluation and thus aPR interpretation provided no analytical guide by which system per

fonnance could be measured. This meant there was no direct measure by which the OA 

could detennine if members of a OPR interpretation popUlation were optimizing their per

fonnance. An alternate, ad Iwc approach was taken where the fuzzy membership func

tions were modified according to heuristically built probability distribution curves that 

plotted fuzzy degree of membership versus target parameters. The goal was to have the 

fuzzy membership functions map to the parameter values, using the heuristic curve as the 

object function. This approach resulted in an improvement of interpretation results as 

detennined by the domain expert. 

2.3.7 Chapter" 7 -- Structures (page 120) 

The input aPR parabolic profiles are categorized into basic models. Tokens (walls, 

floors, voids, etc.) are the basic units built from these models, and, in turn, tokens build 

OPR systems (rooms, firepits, subsidence fissures, etc.). Each token has a vector attached 

to it, the elements of which are 13 probabilities representing the certainty of that token for 

each of the 13 token types. Tokens might be compared to the letters of the alphabet. Let

ters are combined to fonn words, and words fonn sentences. Tokens (wall components) 

are combined to bui Id extended tokens (wall systems), and extended tokens combined to 

fornl systems (rooms). Each model and token were given unique IDs so that one could 

always work back to ancestor objects. 

2.3.8 Chapter 8 -- Concepts (page 132) 

Because of software imposed constraints, the OPR interpretation problem was 

solved by doing an all inclusive state space search of possibilites, modified by certain heu-
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ristic nIles. The system had to deal with, 

• actual and generic components 
• recursive updating of system dimensions 
• coordinate system that acts as a common reference point 
• spatial relationships based on centroids and/or edges 
• simplified centroid combination for extended tokens and systems 
• concept of what it means for tokens to be connected to one another 
• use of linguistic variables to describe fuzzy states 
• use of context to reduce the state space search 
• use of an anchor token to begin the interpretation process 
• concept of extending tokens and systems 
• nonmonotonic states 
• myriad of bookkeeping details to preserve state infonnation 
• handling uncel1ainty 

The chapter concludes with flowcharts that diagram several of the key processing 

algorithms. 

2.3.9 Chapter 9 -- Uncertainty (page 156) 

The method by which a system handles uncertain infonnation fonns a cnIcial com

ponent in its overall pelionnance. Schemes that have been implemented to handle uncer

tainty are all variations on a few major themes, with varying degrees of success. Certainty 

factors and a bayesian-odds probability model were looked at as possible ways to deal 

with uncel1ainty, but were rejected in favor offuzzy theory because of its facility to handle 

decreasing as well as increasing cel1ainty and its ability to easily transfonn the domain 

expert's heuristics into fuzzy nIles. When viewed from the perspective of connectionism, 

fuzzy logic seems like a long route to a nem·by goal. It advocates building highly precise 

machines whose enonnous calculating power can emulate imprecise thinking. This 

sounds like bui Idi ng rule bases of knowledge to em ul ate the low-level processing of neu

ral nets. Much can be learned, though, in working on concepts at a higher-level. 

The overall OPR algorithm requires a search for those tokens building the maximum 

probability system. Once the highest probability system is found, a search is made for the 

next most likely system, and so on, until there are no tokens left. Selecting the maximum 
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probability tokens does not necessarily lead to the maximum probability system. 

To more clearly see the issues involved, an analogy of a man, a duck, and a snow

man is used to illusu°ate the vector elements and system combination possibilities in GPR 

interpretation. Each image was degraded in order to reduce its recognition probability, 

and then each image was divided into three elements corresponding to the elements of a 

vector of size three. These elements were then thrown into a bag and drawn out one at a 

time in an attempt to recreate the original image. This is analogous to the GPR interpreta

tion process that must select tokens one at a time and decide how they fit into the GPRjig

saw puzzle that eventually results in an interpretation. Just as it is difficult in drawing the 

degraded man/duck/snowman pieces from the bag and decide to which of the three cate

gories it belongs, so it is often difficult to decide if a particular GPR token should be con

sidered as a floor, trench, or boulder object and thus it is difficult to interpet the system 

itself. 

Other topics discussed in this chapter include, 

• basic, token, system, and context certainty is explained and contrasted 
• relationship between fuzzy theory, expert systems, and neural networks 
• parameters necessary for determining extension 
• example of a fuzzy calculation 
• development of the fuzzy rule matrices 
• fuzzy membership function mapping to room component parameters 

2.3.10 Chapter 10 -- GPR Interpretation Results (page 215) 

Scaling was done to discourage very strong members from dominating the popula

tion early in a run, and to discourage average members from unduly influencing the popu

lation late. A scaling exmnple is presented for a run of 50 generations of the basic five 

category probability. Similar runs were made for all the other basic GPR parameters 

(width, offset, separation, etc.). Exmnples are presented of test runs that resulted in logical 

extension errors and how they were debugged. Further exmnples are presented of the first 

successful test runs and addi tional problems that needed fine tuning. Test cases were then 

nm to demonstrate the interpretation results of the OPR system and to contrast these 
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results using heurisitcally detennined fuzzy membership functions versus those generated 

by genetic algorithms. Test cases included room scenarios with, 

• mUltiple arrangements of components 
• gradually increasing width 

• offset components 
• extension of components 
• changing interpretation as width increases (nonmonotonic problems) 

• multiple rooms 

Component IDs allow tracking of the order of token creation. Tables display the 

resul tant extended token and system interpretations and their corresponding base, token, 

and system certainties. 

2.3.11 Chapter 11 -- Conclusion (page 288) 

The final chapter summarizes the results of this research and lays out plans for 

future development. The interpretation system was able to handle, 

• Multiple components 
• Offset components 
• Non-continuous components 
• Nonmonotonic states 

• Fuzziness 

Future plans include, 

• use of bitmap from GPR strip plotter 
• stitching together of mUltiple passes 

• 3-D visualization via CAD software 
• multiprocessing under Windows NT operating system 

2.3.12 Appendix - Distributed Processing Architecture (page 292) 

One of the initial goals was to research minimal learning capability of aPR signal 

patterns via the dynrunic modification of mUltiple neural networks embedded within the 

objects of Smalltalk. That was the reason for selecting the HNC ExploreNet software. 

Modules of neural nets were to act as intelligent agents acting at different levels of com

plexity in order to perfonn the GPR interpretation. The reason for distributing the project 

across two Sun SPARCstations was because the 16MB RAM limit of each SPARCstation 
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would likely place too Iowa limit on the number of neural nets implemented if Smal1talk 

and HUMBLE were also running on the same workstation. Distributed processing was 

implemented across the two SPARCstations and the system tested on small, but represen

tative, cases. Full-sized runs, however, unexpectedly caused the system to crash. It was 

finally detennined that the neural net software was the culprit, and, other than debugging 

the neural net software, for which only the vendor had access to the system code, there 

was little option other than drop the use of ExploreNet. 

Distributed processing was thus successfu]]y implemented, looked to be beneficial, 

but curtai led because of software problems unrelated to the GPR processing itself. 

Although distributed processing was incorporated only to a limited extent in the present 

version, funlre GPR interpretation research will return to it by incorporating Microsoft's 

Windows NT operating system coupled with a multiprocessing platfonn. An overview is 

presented of how user-defined primitives (UDPs) provided a means for software written in 

the procedural C language to be interfaced with the object oriented Smalltalk language. 

This allowed Sma])talk to use remote procedure ca])s (RPCs) to communicate across the 

Sun network to the external C language ExploreNet neural network software residing on 

the second SPARCstation in a client/server architecture. 
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3 GROUND PENETRATING RADAR (GPR) and VISION 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is a technique that offers a way of viewing shal

low soil and rock conditions by detecting changes in subsurface electrical properties 

which are often related to changes in water content. A ground level transmitter emits high 

frequency (100-1000 MHz) electromagnetic signals which pass through the earth and are 

reflected or attentuated as a function of the electrical properties of the subsurface targets. 

The signal is reflected back to a ground surface receiving .mtenna to be compared with the 

amplitude, phase, and frequency of the orihrinal transmitted signal (Figure 3.1). Return 

times are measured in nanoseconds and w'e used to calculate subsurface veloci ties and to 

generate graphical profiles of return time versus horizontal location. These plots are not 

geological cross sections, however, but are rather images of changes in electrical proper

ties that must then be correlated with geologic targets. Depth can be detennined from 

comparison with known targets or buried test targets. Typical radar signal velocities 

(meters per nanosecond) for various materials can be seen in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: RADAR SIGNAL VELOCITY (m/lO-9sec) 

TYPICAL TYPICAL 
VELOCITY VELOCITY 

0.30 0.09 

D.D33 0.07 

D.033 D.06 

0.01 0.13 

0.15 0.13 

0.03 0.16 

0.12 
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AIR 

SOIL 

target 

ROCK 

Figure 3.1 SubsUlface GPR Reflection 

The method is dependent upon the contrast encountered at the interface between 

materials with different electrical properties. Besides water content, other variables which 

affect the electrical response in soils are texture, structure, soluble salts, temperature, and 

measurement frequency. GPR can detect both conductive and non-conductive targets. 

Depth of penetration is reduced as conductivity is increased as nonnally occurs for clay 

composition or high water salinity. Signal penetration increases with lower frequencies, 

but resolution decreases. 

Examples where GPR has been used to map, or locate, would include: 

• Bedrock • Foundations 
• Bones • Fractures 
• Boulders • Graves 
• Canals • Ice thickness 
• Contmninant pllunes • Metallic objects 
• Criminal si tes • Pipes 
• Indian dwellings • Postholes 
• Fireanns • Pots 
• Firepits • Strata 
• Fissures • Trenches 
• Floors • Voids 
• FOltifications • Walls 
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3.2 INTERPRETATION EXAMPLE 

Figure 3.2 is a GPR profile itnage in which one can notice two strong ringing pat

terns, probably surface conductors. Less prominent ringing patterns also appear, as does 

layering. 

2 RINGING 
PATTERNS 

(surface conductors?) 

Figure 3.2 GPR Profile 
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Figure 3.3 is an altered image in which the bitmapped GPR profile has been passed 

to image processing software to be converted to an outline, and then key vertical ringing 

patterns and the horizontal banding have been highlighted by filling them in. 
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Figure 3.3 Modified GPR Profile 
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Figure 3.4 displays a synthetic abstraction of the two possible ringing conductors. 

Note that the synthetic model does not reproduce the ringing noted in Figure 3.2 and Fig

ure 3.3. The scale of Figure 3.4 has been enlarged to better see the patterns. 

Figure 3.4 Synthetic Abstraction 
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Figure 3.5 illustrates the synthetic models from which the parabolic OPR patterns in 

Figure 3.4 were derived. 

3.3 TESTING 

3.3.1 Synthetic 

Figure 3.5 Synthetic Models 

Synthetic pattern data present a simplified model of actual OPR pattern signatures. 

Because of the complexity at the symbolic manipulation level, real world data was not 

inserted at this phase of the research. As the system later develops, real world data could 

be incorporated from both the OPR signature shapes and from the visual OPR record log. 

Synthetic data were generated by computer simulation. 

3.3.2 Field 

Future testing could incorporate data from the LASI test tank, which has been con

structed for testing OPR imaging apparatus under more natural, but well-controlled, labo-
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ratory condi tions. Eventually tests will be conducted using the GPR test facility at the San 

Xavier Geophysical Test Site. This test facility has been designed specifically for GPR 

work. 

3.4 SYNTHETIC MODELS 

3.4.1 Modeling 

Computer models were consU'ucted in order to gain insight into the correspondence 

between GPR patterns and the target features they represent. Targets of various shapes, 

sizes, and locations were modeled numeIically by calculating the intersection of an ellipti

cal cone (the GPR beam) with an arbitrary suite of intersecting planes in space. 1 The ring

ing patterns of real GPR reflections were not modeled. 

Modeling synthetic GPR signatures over regular geomettic shapes indicate that, the

oretically, "the target shape can be ascertained from the slope of the signature anns, and 

the vettical and horizontal extent of the target can be calculated from the length and shape 

of the si gnature anns. ,,2 

Field testing is complicated by several factors not dealt with in the modeling, 

• Attenuation in the surrounding soils limits radar penetration 
• Compression of GPR pattern as a function of EM velocity and profiling speed 
• Background noise due to heterogeneties in the soils. 

In Figure 3.6, the G PR transmitter Tx sends out a signal that is reflected at point A 

of the semi-infinite plane and reflected back to the receiver Rx. Based upon the two-way 

travel time and the EM velocity, the distance L can be calculated. Since the direction of 

point A relative to the transmitter Tx location is unknown, the distance L is plotted verti

cally beneath Tx at point B. As the transmitter moves along the ground sllliace, a new 

I. Charles E. Glass. Chris J. Doolittle and Ben K. Sternherg, "Preliminary Subsurface Map
ping of Archaeological Sites Using Ground Penetrating Radar," Society of American Archaeology. 
(New Orle:U1s: May 1991), Poster Session. 

2. Charles E. Glass. Richard V. Boyd and Ben K. Sternberg. "Continuous Monitoring of the 
Lunar or M:U1ian Suhsurface Using On-Board Pattern Recognition and Neural Processing of Rover 
Geophysical Data," (Tucson. AZ: Decemher 1990). UA Dept of Geol Engr Progress Report. 
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point of reflection C will be mapped to point D. As the transmitter passes directly over the 

semi-i nfinite pI ane, the reflection and mapped points will coincide at E. The locus of these 

mapped points produces a parabola as in Figure 3.7. 

E 

C 

ground level 

Figure 3.6 Mapping ofGPR Retum Points 

... ground level 

Figure 3.7 Locus of Mapped Points 
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The horizontal, semi-infinite plane of Figure 3.8 produces a similar parabolic aPR 

signature. 

¢ ~~--................... -
""'"""'I!Ii ... "",....-1I"" ~ ground level 

--;;=======;::" ___ IIII11I1I11I11I11I1I1I1I1I1I11I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I11I1I1I1UlilOllllllllrJUJUIIIIIIIIIIIIIImill 

semi-infinite plane 

Figure 3.8 Horizontal Half-Plane 

Superimposing these results onto the four planes of Figure 3.9, and only looking at 

the first and second retlection arrivals (the bottom plane D being masked out), produces a 

parabolic M-shaped signature with a plateau above it. 

$ • -- ground level 

Figure 3.9 Superimposed aPR Signatures 
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3.4.2 Test Profiles 

The above modeling process was perfonned for vill'ious geometric shapes as fol

lows. Combinations of these models were used to construct room systems. 
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Figure 3.10 Synthetic Model #3 
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Figure 3.11 Synthetic Model #4 
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Figure 3.12 Synthetic Model #5 
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Figure 3.14 Synthetic Model #7 

3.5 PROCESSING 

3.5.1 Visual Cortex 
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1 2 

Although some prel iminary processing does take place in the eye, the real marvel of 

vision is not the eye, but is rather the visual cortex of the brain. Vision is an all encom

passing tenn that su·etches from low level processing to high level cognition. 
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3.5.2 Levels 

Image processing algorithms are generally classified as low-, intennediate-, or high

level to reflect both the nearness of the algOlithm to the bit image, and the sequence of 

algorithms that are likely to be implemented on an image3. Most vision work has been 

concemed with low level processing, whereas this aPR research deals primarily with the 

symbolic manipulation of OPR tokens at the high level cognition end of the processing 

spectrum. 

Low-level (bottom-up) processing is concemed with work at the binary image level. 

Computations in low-level processing are regular, exhibit high spatial parallelism, and 

mainly involve numeric processing. Algorithms include edge detection, filtering opera

tions, connected component labeling, and a general attempt to create a better image 

through data removal or enhancement. Minor emphasis is directed in this research to 

detennining target shape from geomeu-ic aspects of the OPR pattem signature anns. 

Deriving this infOlmation from the actual OPR signals is not within the scope of this 

research, but is being investigated by others. 

Intel1llediate-Ievel processing manipulates numeric and symbolic (edges and lines) 

data. Symbolic processing attempts to combine these basic tokens into higher level 

abstractions such as shapes, regions, or points; for exmnple, fonning rectangles from lines. 

Little prior knowledge is built into this process, thus, although the work may not be 

wholly at a binary level, the algori thms are not usually appl ication speci fico 

High-level (top-down) processing is not as well defined as the first two levels. Top

down processing is driven by a model offhe world, as represented by a knowledge base of 

objects, relationships, and context. Shapes discovered during the previous levels of pro

cessing are associated with known shapes of real objects. As might be the case for a robot, 

results from this level of processing can be passed on to non-image procedures, which 

3. Auri:Ul Low. Introductorv Computer Vision and Image Processing (London: McGraw
Hill.1991),p.51. 
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make decisions about actions to take as a result of the image analysis (i.e., move the 

robotic ill1n towards the soda pop can). This aPR research centers primarily at the high

level of processing, and deals with the symbolic manipulation of aPR tokens. Major 

emphasis is directed towards detennining the real world objects corresponding to these 

target shapes. 

3.5.3 Serial vs Parallel 

Minsky and Papert4 give an exrunple of a spiral to demonstrate the concept of con

nectedness (Figure 3.15). The goal is to detennine which of the two figures is a single 

connected spiral and which is two intertwined spirals. They note, 

The spiral example was intended to emphasize not only that low-order 
perceptrons cannot percei ve connectedness but also that humans have sim
ilar limitations. However, a detennined person can solve the problem, 
gi ven enough time, by swi tching to the use of certni n sorts of serial melltal 
processes5. 

From this and similar examples, it is evident that the bra.in uses some fonn of both parallel 

and serial processing. 

Figure 3.15 Connected Spirals? 

Limiting aPR interpretation to strictly neural network (simulated parallel process

ing) would seem a 4uestionable approach. Some hybrid fonn of visual processing com-

4. Marvin L. Minsky :UlU Seymour A. Papert. Perceptrons (Cmnhridge: MIT Press. 1988), 
p.73. 

5. Ihid .• p. 26H. cmphasis minc. 
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bining the best of both parallel and serial would seem more likely. 

3.6 HANDWRITING RECOGNITION 

The OPR research has many simihrrities to handwriting recognition, however, 

handwriting recognition consists of a more precise set of tokens and niles than does the 

OPR recognition problem. Spatial relationships among tokens offer less variation for 

lumdwriting than is the case wnong OPR tokens. OPR tokens do not consist of a precise 

set, in contrast to the ASCII alphabet, and the rules controlling their relationships are more 

varied and imprecise. More complex OPR pattern recognition tasks require more than the 

statistical analysis that is the basis for many of the handwriting schemes employed in pen 

operating systems. If we see the word mizsp/d, we still understand what it means by com

paring it to a database of spellings, pronunciations, and context. This type of problem that 

deals with fuzzy and mnbiguous data often arose during the OPR research when trying to 

interpret a set of signal patterns. 

It is associative memory, context, and/or sound of pronunciation that allows one to 

understand the sentences, 

Scott mizspld the word. 
Miss Pell called Dr. Olass. 
Miss Pellmizspld misspell. 
Miss Pellmisspelled mizspl. 

This goes beyond basic handwriting systems, but is the kind of infonnation that must be 

htmdled by the OPR interpretation system where context is a prime parameter in develop

ing an interpretation. 

White space is used as word separators for many handwri ting recognition schemes, 

so that in the following, the first line would be one word, whereas the second line would 

be two words (the end of one word and the beginning of w10ther as in the third line). 

CAT 
CA T 

(ameriCA Triumphed) 
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For OPR interpretation, however, this may not always be the case. A partly eroded 

floor (Figure 3.16), or a floor with a hearth in the center is a good exmnple of how physi

cally separated floor tokens could still be part of the same floor. 

?}{:.··{.·...ul 

~orerOdLve 
I" \!SYVlt\\ \1 

physical gap sepal"ates two components 
that belong together 

Figure 3.16 Eroded Floor 

Another exmnple of how context is used to interpret two identical spellings either as 

verb or noun is, 

Timef7ies like an arrow. 
Fruitf7ies like a banana. 

Context can also playa key role in OPR interpretation as in the case of an isolated OPR 

pattern being interpreted as a boulder; but if it were in the context offIoors, walls, firepits, 

or pottery it could be interpreted as pmt of a room system (wall, foundation, or mill stone). 

In SlllTIl11<U'y, OPR interpretation is like trying to read a very bad FAX that has been 

sent to the copy machine about a dozen times (Figure 3.17). The text is all blurred and 

fuzzy. In addition, OPR interpretation adds further obstacles, 

• Oaps do not necessarily signify individual objects 
• OPR tokens (letters and words in the handwriting analogy) may be offset vertically, 

horizontally, or superimposed 
• OPR tokens are of non-uniform size 
• OPR tokens may be rotated 



That is OPR interpretation! 
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Figure 3.17 Fax (HAL from Movie 2001) 
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4 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

4.1.1 Definition 

Objects that communicate with one another via messages, as they do in the real 

world, constitute the model around which the Smalltalk language is built as shown in Fig

ure 4.1. Classes are collections of self-contained subroutines (methods) and data (instance 

and class variables) that encapsulate the common characteristics of a set of objects. 

Classes contain the blueprints for creating objects, and objects are instances of these 

classes (Figure 4.2). Class vmoiables are stored within the class itself whereas instance 

variables are uniquely attached to each instance. This class structure allows reusable code 

to be placed in a common repository to be accessed by objects as needed, rather than 

duplicating similar code. The ability to abstract common code and data is central to the 

object oriented paradigm. 

Figure 4.1 Communicating Objects 



multiple instances 
from same class 

Figure 4.2 Multiple Instances of One Class 
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These classes are organized into a hierarchy of classes and subclasses, where a sub

class inherits all the methods known to its parent. If an object does not have a method to 

perfonn a particular task, it can query its parent or grandparent in the hierarchy lying 

above it to use one of their methods, or it could send a message to another object request

ing a specific function be pelfonned. This hierarchy of Smalltalk classes is similar to clas

sification systems encountered in models of real world entities. 

Infonnation hiding encapsulates code and data to make applications that are highly 

portable ,md easily modifiable. Medium to large applications can be more easily main

tained, updated, and modified. 

4.1.2 Smalltalk 

Smalltalk is an object oriented progrmnming language developed at Xerox's Palo 

Alto Research Center (PARC). Smalltalk presents an integrated programming environ

ment that reduces the distinction between programming language and operating system. 

The language was designed to make it easy for the prohrrammer to customize the user 

interface and behavior of the system. Present day graphical user interfaces such as that of 

X-Windows, Windows 3.X for DOS, and the Macintosh environment all have their roots 

in the concepts first developed by Smalltalk. This aPR research was developed using 

ParcPlace's Smalltalk release 2.5 and release 4.0 on the SPARCstation. Later the effort 

was transferred to an 80486 PC pi a tfollll continuing under release 4.0. 
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4.1.3 Modularity 

Decomposing a program illto a set of components, each of which is of manageable 

size, has a well-defilled purpose, and has a well defined inteliace to the outside world is 

the definition of modularity. The real question, however, is not whether programs should 

be modular but what criteria should be employed for the decomposition. Encapsulation 

hides a single design decision. Abstract data types define data types in tenns of the opera

tions that apply to objects of that type without commitment as to how the value of such an 

object is to be represented. The intelface to each module is defined in such a way as to 

reveal as little as possible about its inner workings. This is the approach taken by Small

talk and it results in modules that are more easily understood, modified, and maintained. 

4.1.4 Rapid Prototyping 

Smalltalk is an excellent prototyping tool for the development of a preliminary ver

sion of a software system in order to allow certain aspects of that system to be investi

gated. One can quickly get feedback from the users to facilitate the updating of system 

requirements. Most importantly, Smalltalk reduces the gap between programming lan

guage and the real world entities one wishes to model. This ability to more easily model 

OPR entities was a key reason for selecting it as the OPR implementation language. 

Smalltalk allowed the implementation, testing, and modification of new ideas much more 

rapidly than would have been possible if the coding had been done in a procedural lan

guage such as C, Pascal, or Ada. C++ is a hybrid language that adds object oriented fea

tures to C, but it still lacks the integrated programming environment of Smalltalk. 

4.1.5 Intelligent Modules 

Tthe Oliginal intention was to embed instances of the HUMBLE expert system into 

collections of Smalltalk objects in order to create intelligent modules that could act as 

agents to perfonn OPR interpretation tasks. This was set aside because of software prob

lems, but future plans will be directed back to this goal, this time using DLL access of the 

neural net software NeuroWindows in conjunction with DDE access of an expert system 



such as Eclipse++, LevelS Object, or KnowledgePro++. 

4.2 OOP versus PROCEDURAL 
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Procedural programming has been likened to a few genius routines that solve a 

problem, whereas object oriented programming is likened to an anny of idiot routines. 

Many small, self-contained routines that do not appear to do much by themselves, but 

which as a group perfonn highly intelligent tasks, can be viewed as the basis of the object 

oriented approach. 

Figure 4.3 helps to claify how the object oriented approach relates to conventional 

progrrunming. 

PROGRAMMING 
LANGUAGES 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YES 

OBJECT-ORIENTED LANGUAGES 

C 
CONVENTIONAL PASCAL 

LANGUAGES FORTRAN 

OBJECT-BASED Ada 

CLASS-BASED 

CONCURRENT 
OOP 

Smalltalk 
Actor 
C++ 
Objective-C 

CLU 

Actors 

Figure 4.3 Language Classification 
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4.3 BENEFITS 

Programming tools constitute a set of program modules used to support the develop

ment of an application program in a particular programming language or operating system 

environment. These include tools such as browsers, inspectors, profilers, debuggers, syn

tax checkers, lint checkers, and editors. 

The use of these tools was critical in developing the GPR system because they could 

quickly focus in on problems and queries. This allowed a more flexible and risk-taking 

development approach. New ideas could be tested without fear of damaging the system, 

because the debugger, for instance, would allow one to go right to the point where the sys

tem crashed and inspect all data structures and variables. 

An advantage of object oriented programming over traditional languages is the 

existence of class libraries. These class libraries are storehouses of infonnation a devel

oper can study, use, and modify; but they can be difficult to navigate. The GPR interpreta

tion system made frequent use of these class libraries in conjunction with inheritance to 

develop the GPR classes for walls, floors, rooms, models, tokens, etc. In object oriented 

prognu11Ining, browsers are interactive prohTfams that penn it the programmer to view and 

navigate through both the application code and the system's hierarchy of classes. 

The debugger provided by Smalltalk was essential to not only locating where pro

grams crashed, but also in tracing step-by-step through the logic in order to detennine why 

results were not as expected. A simple exmnple was the case of a divide-by-zero error that 

occurred during a genetic algorithm run where two randomly selected corners of trapezoi

dal fuzzy membership functions happened to coincide, causing one base of the trapezoid 

to have a zero length. There was no error in the basic program logic. Many runs had suc

cessfully been made previously. Randomly selected points that were identical to six deci

mal points was not anticipated. 

II/spectors are programs that allow the viewing of data. For procedural languages, 

inspectors are used to view and change the values of data while stepping through a pro

gram's execlltion. For object oriented programming, inspectors are used in a similar fash-
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ion to exrunine and edit the values of an object's instance variables. Inspectors can be 

called on a data object such as rul array, allowing the programmer to then navigate through 

the array and exrunine the values of its elements. This facility was in constant use during 

GPR runs. The inspector could be called from within the debugger in order to exrunine 

elements of arrays, dictionaries, sets, bags, and other data structures. This would be used 

to check if vruiables were being set with the correct values, or to get those values to use in 

other calculations. 

4.4 GPR CLASS HIERARCHY 

A summary of the major class hierarchy developed for the GPR interpretation sys

tem is listed in Table 4.1, Table 4.2, and Table 4.3. The basic hierarchy of the classes in 

Table 4.1 flows from left to right where the aPR class AbstractGPR is subordinate to, and 

derived from, the generic class Object. The classes RUIIGPR, MallagerGPR, and Objects

GPR are then derived from the class AbstractGPR, and so on. 

Object 

Table 4.1: GPR Basic Class Hierarchy 

AbstractGPR 

RunGPR 

ManagerGPR 

ObjectsGPR 

GPRmodel 

G PR parameter 

GPRsystem 

AnomalySys 

BoulderSys 

FirepitSys 

PipeSys 

PitSys 

PostholeSys 

PotSys 

RoomSys 



Object 

Model 

Visual 
Component 

Table 4.1: GPR Basic Class Hierarchy 

GPRtoken 

Table 4.2: Neural Net Data Classes 

RoomDataNN 

VisualPart 

DependentPart 

TopoChangeSys 

TrenchSys 

VertCrackSys 

VoidSys 

AnomalyTok 

BoulderTok 

FloorTok 

FoundationTok 

GPRtokenExtended 

PipeTok 

PitTok 

PostholeTok 

PotTok 

TopoChangeTok 

TrenchTok 

VertCrackTok 

VoidTok 

WallTok 

View 

RoomViewNN 
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Table 4.3: Genetic Algorithm Classes 

Object 

StructuresGA 

RunGA 

RandomGA 

ManagerGA 

FuzzyGA 

4.5 GPR INSTANCE VARIABLES 

Allele 

Chromosome 

Person 

Population 
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A summmy (the total is considerably longer) of some of the instance variables 

developed for the GPR interpretation system is provided in Table 4.4, Table 4.5 and Table 

4.6. 

Table 4.4: System & Token Instance Variables 

ManagerGPR LivingroomSys FloorTok 

fuzzyProbDict fuzzyProbDict fuzzyProbDict 

fuzzyRuleDictProb fuzzyRuleDictProb fuzzyRuleDictProb 

fuzzyProb7Dict fuzzyProb7Dict fuzzyProb7Dict 

fuzzyRule7DictProb fuzzyRule7DictProb fuzzyRule7DictProb 

parameterB ucket id icl 

mode IB ucket name name 

tokenBucket centroidX centroidX 

systemB ucket centroidY centroidY 

tokenDict certainty certainty 

systemInstanceDict baseCertainty baseCertain ty 

nameDict tokContextCeltainty tokContextCertainty 

locationDict sysContextCertainty sys Con tex tCeltain ty 
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Table 4.4: System & Token Instance Variables 

ManagerGPR 

modelInfoDict 

topoS urface Y 

LivingroomSys 

left 

right 

top 

bottom 

componentB ucket 

contextBucket 

contextDict 

fuzzyRoom WidthDict 

fuzzyRoomRuleDict 

fuzzyFloorWidthDict 

fuzzyFloorSeparationDict 

FloorTok 

left 

right 

top 

bottom 

componentBucket 

contextBucket 

contextDict 

token Vector 

system Vector 

orderedTokens 

orderedSystems 

systemName 

tokContextCertaintyRu1eDict 

componentCertaintyRuleDict 

sysContextCertaintyRuleDict 

fuzzyFloorWidthDict 

fuzzyFloorHeightDict 

fuzzyFloorSeparationDict 

fuzzyR uleDictFloor 

fuzzyRuleDictFloorContext 

fuzzy Floor Ve110ffsetLoc alDict 

fu zzy Floor Ve110ffsetCon tex tDict 

fuzzyFloorRatioDict 



Table 4.5: Neural Net Data Instance Variables 

RoomDataNN 
dependents 
roomProb 

walllProb 

floorProb 
wa1l2Prob 

wa1l1X 

walll Y 

floorX 

floorY 

wall2X 

wall2Y 
locX 
locY 

repeatDict 

probView 

calcValue 

tempCalc Value 

duplicate Value 

Table 4.6: Genetic Algorithm Instance Variables 

ManagerGA Person Chromosome 

oldPopuiation genotype alleieAn"ay 
newPopuiation phenotype parameterArray 

sizePopuiation fitness nlimberOfParameters 
chromoLength parentI parameterLength 

maxGenerations parent2 category Array 

crossoverProb crossoverIndex parameterGrolipArray 

mutationProb location fuzzySetGroupArray 
numberOfM utations maxM appedParameter fuzzySetArray 
numberOfCrossovers minMappedParameter 
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Table 4.6: Genetic Algorithm Instance Variables 

ManagerGA 

maxFitness 

minFitness 

avgFitness 

presentGeneration 

sumFitness 

random 

parentI 

parent2 

crossoverIndex 

nllmberOfGenerations 

hellristicDict 

prob5dict 

prob7dict 

wall VertOffsetDict 

floorDimensionRatioDict 

storageFloorDict 

livingroomFloorDict 

wallWidthDict 

wallHeightDict 

wallHeightSeparationDict 

walIHorizOffsetDict 

floorHeightDict 

storageFloorSeparationDict 

IivingroomFloorSeparationDict 

Person 

fuzzy 

areaDict 

centroidDict 

inputDict 

fuzzyDict 

curveDictI 

curveDict2 

Chromosome 
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5 NEURAL NETWORKS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Neural networks are a fundamentally new and different approach to infonnation 

processing and are the first alternative to progrrunmed computing, which has dominated 

infonnation processing for the last 45 years. Neural networks are data processing systems 

whose physical architecture is inspired by the structure of biological neural systems. 

These networks, similar to the brain, are more massively parallel in nature than are the tra

ditional parallel computer architectures. They are composed of many simple processing 

elements that communicate through a set of interconnections of variable strengths. Mem

ory is disu'i buted across the system as a pattern of variable interconnection strengths 

between these processing elements. Neural networks are taught by exrunples rather than 

being programmed, as is the case for traditional serial computersl. 

Most neural network systems are simulated on conventional serial computers. Spe

cial neuro-processor boards offer higher speed systems. A few systems have been ported 

to parallel computers. Neurochips, that will offer billions of connections per second in 

computing power, are just now becoming available. 

An original goal of this research was to investigate the development of functional 

modules of neural nets embedded within intelligent Smalltalk objects. High level intelli

gence would be supplied by knowledge base systems also embedded within Smalltalk 

objects. These modules were to act as a hierarchy of agents acting independently and as a 

group to perfonn OPR interpretation. 

A third application area is perhaps more a research and development 
area, than it is an applications area. The need for it is so great, however, 
that we suspect research results will be applied even while immature. This 
research area is the matter of combining eJ.pert systems and Ileum/Ilets, or 
equivalently, of combining (linguistically expressed) symbolic processing 
and numeric feature-valued pattern infonnation processing.2 

1. Maureen Caudill and Charles Butler. Naturally Intelligent Systems (C:unbridgc. Mass: 
MIT Press. 1990). pp. 5ff. 
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This approach was developed and nm at a basic level, but had to be set aside for the 

duration of this stage of the research because of software problems. No neural nets were 

implemented when the effort was transferred to the PC platfonn, only the results of neural 

nets developed on the workstation were transferred. 

5.2 GPR 

5.2.1 Generalization Problem 

The neural network does not create new infonnation, but perfonns pattern recogni

tion on infonnation that has been gleaned from the training data. If the GPR target were a 

buried metal drum or boulder, then one would nonnally expect that target to lie intact. 

However, the difficulty with a room target is that it nonnally lies in an eroded state. Where 

part, or most, of the original room system no longer exists, there can remain little infonna

tion in the physical target on which to train the neural net. How could one make measure

ments of non-existent portions of a target? To extend the neural net beyond what 

physically remains of the target, one would have to do what was done with fuzzy theory 

wld add infonnation on the target from what is known about it, in general, from the exter-

nal world. 

Pattern recognition of the context is needed. Associative memory/pattern recogni

tion work that has been done on tanks, ships, and airplanes has been done on targets that 

were unique to their environment. The commonsense-knowledge problem that has proven 

so difficult to handle via traditional symbolic artificial intelligence also threatens the 

progress of neural network research. An intelligent neural network system must be able to 

general ize. An mnusing case of creative, but unintelligent, generalization occurred in early 

attempts by the ,Ulny to train a neural network to recognize t,Ulks in a forest. A number of 

pictures were taken with and without tWlks, and then presented for training to the neural 

net. The initial results were impressive, Wld the anny was even more impressed when the 

2. Yoh-H,Ul Pao. Adaptive Pattern Recognition and Neural Networks (Reading, Mass: 
Addison-Wesley Pub!.. 1989).265. emphasis mine. 
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neural net could generalize its knowledge to pictures that had not been part of the training 

set. Just to double check the results, more pictures were taken and presented to the trained 

neural net, but the results were depressing as the neural net failed to discriminate between 

new pictures of trees with tanks behind them, andjust plain trees. It eventually turned out 

that the neural net had learned to generalize the difference between a forest with and with

out shadows. It seems the forest without tanks was photographed at a different time of the 

day than was the forest with tanks.3 

Note that for the cases of HUlks, ships, and airplanes the target always retains the 

same general shape. This is not necessarily true for GPR pattern recognition, because an 

eroded room system can take on a variety of shapes that often bear little resemblance to 

the original. The above eXtU11ple also demonstrates that a neural network must share a 

commonsense understanding of the world if it is to share the human's sense of appropriate 

generalization. Hubert Dreyfus suggests, 

Perhaps a network must share size, architecture, and initial-connection config
uration with the human brain if it is to share our sense of appropriate generali
zation. Indeed, neural-network researchers with their occasional ad hoc 
success but no principled way to generalize seem to be at the stage of GOFAI 
(Good aIel Fashioned AI) researchers when I wrote about them in the 1960s. 
It looks likely that the neglected and then revived connectionist approach is 
merely getting its deserved chance to fai1.4 

Dreyfus goes on to note that no current neural networks show any abilities to handle rele

vant past experience in conjunction with recent experience, perspective, and unexpected 

inputs. If fact, no one at present even knows or even speculates about how the human 

brain's architecture produces such abilities.5 

Symbolic AI systems limited their intelligence to whatever was explicitly pro

grammed into them by the system designer. In contrast, neural nets do appear to have 

3. Huhert L. Dreyfus, What Computers S(j/{ Can't Do: A Critiquc of Artilicial Rcason 
(Cmnhridgc, Mass.: MIT Press, 1992), p. xxxvi. 

4. Ihid., p. xxxviii. 

5. Ihid .. p. xxxviii. 
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some le.rrning ability, but it is really the hmmm who decides which examples to present to 

the neural net for training. The neural net merely captures this intelligence provided to it in 

tenns of connection strengths. Neural nets, like their symbolic AI kin, thus lack the ability 

to recognize situations in which what they have learned is inappropriate. "Viewed from 

this perspective, neural networks are almost as dependent upon human intelligence as are 

aOFAI systems, and their vaunted learning ability is almost illlusory.,,6 

The bottom line is that "no one has any idea how to get a network or any other 

mechanism to generalize in the way that would be required for human-like intelligence.,,7 

This ability will be essential to a robust aPR interpretation system, but it is still not under

stood how the brain does it, let alone how to construct a simplified model of such a pro

cess. 

5.2.2 Bacl, Propagation 

Back propagation is an application in the context of neural network learning of sta

tistical methods proposed in 1951 by Herbert Robbins and Sutton Monro. Robbins and 

Monro called their procedure a stochastic approximatioll method. The back propagation 

fonnula is a special case of this Robbins-Monro stochastic approximation procedure, 

although back propagation was developed independently in response to the research prob

lems of neural network learning. This means the literature on stochastic approximation 

can be applied to make general statements about the properties, advantages, and disadvan

tages of back propagation. 

Statistical analysis using least squares has been called regression analysis or least

squares regression. This is a method of fitting a curve to a sample of measurements on 

two or more quantities. Back propagation and nonlinear regression can be viewed as alter

native statistical approaches to solving the least squares problem. 

Neural network learning procedures are inherently statistical techniques, that is, 

6. Ibid .. p. xxxix. 

7. Ibid .• p. xlii. 
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neural networks learn from statistical evidence and not from natural laws. Some of their 

ability to deal with approximation and uncertainty is thus implicit in their statistical 

nature. 

5.2.3 Format 

A backpropagation neural network was built to map the 10 input parameters (Figure 

7.7, Figure 5.1), 

Table 5.1: 10 GPR Input Parameters 

PARAMETER SOURCE VALUE NORMALIZED 

Arm Slope measured 48° 0.533 

Arm Length measured 1.1in 0.786 

V Shape estimated 0.6 0.6 

V Intensity estimated 1.0 1.0 

V Plateau Shape estimated 0.7 0.368 

V Plateau Intensity estimated 1.0 1.0 

M Shape estimated 0.0 0.0 

M Intensity estimated 0.0 0.0 

M Plateau Shape estimated 0.0 0.0 

M Plateau Intensity estimated 0.0 0.0 

to the 19 models of synthetic GPR profiles (Table 5.2). 

Table 5.2: 19 Output Models 

WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT 

0.9771 0.0511 0.0003 

0.0068 0.0044 0.0003 

0.0003 0.0003 0.0179 

0.0003 0.0003 

0.0003 0.0003 

0.0418 0.0107 

0.0003 0.0111 

0.0003 0.0003 
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The first model (#3.1) was then mapped by another backpropagation neural network to 13 

token types (Table 5.3). This was done for each of the 19 models. 

Table 5.3: Output Model #3.1 

WEIGHT WEIGHT 

0.9849 0.1002 

0.0132 0.9009 

0.6003 0.0019 

0.8000 0.0019 

0.9847 0.2998 

0.1497 0.6506 

0.2000 

The parameters-to-models neural net consisted of, 

o 10 input nodes 

• 12 hidden nodes 
• 19 output nodes 

The models-to-tokens neural net consisted of, 

• 19 input nodes 
• 11 hidden nodes 
• 13 output nodes 

Several nets were developed to map combinations of tokens to abstract models, 

extended tokens, and systems. Efforts to combine similar mappings, for example storage 

and living areas, into one network for training purposes gave poor results. Training had to 

be done separately on data sets. The SPARCstation neural network subdirectories are sum

mm'ized in Table 5.4. 



Table 5.4: SPARCstation Sub-Directories 

FILE 
NAME 

rsgpr4 

MAPPING 
FUNCTION 

10 Parameters to 
19 Models 

rsroomprob 33 Room Parameters 
to 1 Room Probability 

5.2.4 Interface 

MAIN 
DIRECTORY 

nnodels 

rsroomprob 

SUB
DIRECTORY 

Cclient 

STclient 

Server 

Cclient 

STclient 

Server 

Basic 
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Because of the very large number of possible combinations of tokens that could con

stitute a given system, a graphical intelface (Figure 5.1) was built to automate input and 

creation of trai ning data sets. Smalltal k class RoomDataNN contai ned the methods for the 

storage and living areas intelface. 



near j ----------
Wall2 

ENTER Wall1 I ~ 
EIHERFloor I ~ 
~TERWaIl21 ~ 
ENTER Room 

Figure 5.1 Training Data Interface 

The above interface handled, 

• Spatial relationships of components 
• Component probabilities 
• Multiple probabilities for identical configurations 
• Saving results to file 
• Reading data sets from files 
• Concatenating new data sets onto existing files 
• Checking new data sets for duplication of entries 
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OK 

The upper left-hand corner of the interface allowed the user to select the spatial rela

tionship of wall and floor components. The results were displayed in the boxes in the 

upper right-hand corner. The lower left-hand corner provided calculator-like buttons to 

allow the user to input probabilities for each system component. The buttons in the lower 

center portion select the system component to which the probability relates. The single 

field in the center right portion of the intelface displays the results, either OK, or Fail 

because data set already exists. The Clear button at the top deletes the present data set and 

allows input of a new one. 
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TIlis interface was built to input new training data configuration sets consisting of 

many parameters of spatial token relationships and their probabilities. Because it quickly 

became difficult to keep track whether a new configuration already existed in the data

base, this intelface would do a verification check of the new configuration versus those in 

the database to seek duplications. 

5.2.5 Models 

For each of the synthetically generated OPR models, consider that there are, 

• 10 input parameters 
• 19 possible synthetic OPR profiles that can represent models 
• 13 possible token types 

• 5 horizontal spatial linguistic variables per token 

• 5 vertical spatial linguistic variables per token 

• Extended tokens 
• 12 possible system types 
• Basic probability can vary even for otherwise identical configurations 

It quickly became apparent that there were too many combinations in order to train 

indi vidual neural networks for all possible configurations. It was for this reason that ini

tially the goal was to build memory models of systems by embedding many, small neural 

networks within, and throughout, the objects of the Smalltalk object oriented program

ming language. Hierarchies of objects would combine to fonn !;{j~ieties. The expert sys

tem HUMBLE would provide the intelligence to conu'ol and direct the inten-elationships 

between these objects and societies of objects. These memory models could then be que

ried for specific details. 

My biggest disappointment is that this effort could not be pursued because of soft

wm'e problems. It will be the main thrust of the stage that follows. 

5.2.6 Fuzzy Conversion 

The entire research was transferred from two Sun SPARCstations to ,ill 80486 

50MHz PC with 16MB RAM. There were no more resem'ch funds to purchase new soft

ware; private funds were used to obtain the newly released Windows 3.x version of Parc-
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Place's Objectworks (Smalltalk) for the PC. ParcPlace's implementation of Smalltalk 

employs an architecture that is designed so that applications can run without changes 

across many platfonns, operating systems, and windowing systems. This portability pro

vided the flexibility to move from the UNIX workstation to the DOS based PC in a matter 

of minutes, rather than weeks or months of modifying code. The GPR classes were simply 

filed out from Smalltalk on the SPARCstation, converted from UNIX to DOS fonnat, and 

then filed into Smalltalk on the PC. 

Because funds were not available for purchasing PC neural net or expert system 

software, a significant change in direction took place. The results of the neural net training 

on the SPARCstation were transferred as a set of arrays on the PC. The two methods that 

called the Smalltalk primitives which made remote procedure calls (RPCs) across the net-

work, 

ObjectsG PR»remoteG PR2: 
ObjectsGPR»remoteGPR4: 

were bypassed in the methods, 

GPRmodel»remoteNetCall: 
G PR panuneter»remoteNetCall: 

which instead directly called the ,In'ays of neural net results. 

The code was rewritten so that future extension to the GPR system could be made 

by purchasing a PC neural net package and easily incorporating it back into the system. 

Additional neural net eff0l1s were replaced and/or bypassed with fuzzy theory. 

5.2.7 Training 

Two methods to improve training times were experimented with, but not carried fur

ther because of the reduced imp0l1ance ,Uld small size of the neural nets. The first was to 

convert nonmonotonic problems into sU'ictly monotonic ones. Nonmonotonic problems 

are those where new infol1llation can cause previous conclusions to be modified. In the 

case of neural networks, a nonmonotonic problem could require that some portion of the 

training be undone because it was leading to a wrong conclusion. Training and untraining 
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can be time consuming for backpropagation nets. A strictly monotonic problem means 

that no untraining need take place. For example, the nonmonotonic XOR problem could 

be converted into a monotonic one that employed the monotonic functions and, or, and 

nal/d. Breaking problems into smaller tasks is more likely to generate a monotonic prob

lem because simpler tasks are more likely to be monotonic. 

The other idea was to inject training hints into the neural net data sets in order to 

guide the training. This would allow approximate knowledge about the domain being 

modeled to be injected into training so as to constrain the training algorithm, improve rule 

extraction, and decrease learning time. 
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6 GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) were used to fine tune the trapezoidal fuzzy shapes that 

controlled the logic of the fuzzy rules. GAs are search algorithms based on the mechanics 

of natural selection and natural genetics. They combine the survival of the fittest among 

string structures with a structured, yet randomized, information exchange to form a search 

algorithm with some of the innovative flair of human search. In every generation, a new 

set of artificial creatures (strings) are created using bits and pieces of the fittest of the old. 

An occasional new part is uied for good measure. Although randomized, genetic algo

rithms are no simple walk through the search space. They efficiently exploit historical 

infonnation to speculate on new search points with expected improved performance. 

Many search techniques can get trapped in local minima. The central theme of 

research on genetic algorithms has been robustness. GAs can navigate through a search 

space and avoid being trapped in local minima because they use a population of searchers, 

rather than just one searcher which might get trapped. If one of the searchers of a GA gets 

caught in a local minima, another one is likely to find a better path. These searchers are 

continually polled for their pelfonnance .md allowed to reproduce accordingly. If artifi

cial systems can be made more robust, costly redesigns can be reduced or eliminated. 

Existing systems can be improved to perfonn their functions longer and better. 

Genetic Algorithms are different from more nonnal optimization and search proce

dures in four ways, 

• GAs work with a coding of the parameter set, not the parameters themselves. 
• GAs search from a population of points, not a single point. 
• GAs use payoff (objective function) infonnation, not derivatives or other auxiliary 

knowledge. 

• GAs use probabilistic transition rules, not detenninistic rules. 

Genetic Algorithms code data in a bit suing where each position represents a partic

ular piece of infomation. These bit string looks like the following, 
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10010010110100101001010010100111101 

where each 0 or 1 represents the value of a gene. These genes are modified via crossover 

and mutation. Unique to GAs, many multiple copies of the above string, and variations of 

the string, constitute the population that is allowed to reproduce over either a specified 

number of generations, or until a solution is reached within limits of a set goal, as defined 

by a fitness function. 

A simple GA that yields good results in many practical problems is composed of 

three operators, 

• Reproduction: A process where individual strings are allowed to multiply (repro
duce) according to a specified fitness function. 

• Crossover: Crossover mates strings into pairs and then interchanges (crossovers) 
information between them. 

• Mutation: Mutation randomly changes bit information. It plays a secondwy role in 

the simple GA. Usually the frequency of mutation is on the order of one mutation per 
thousand bit transfers. 

Genetic Algorithms have been used to solve problems in biolohl)', computer science, 

engineering, operations research, image processing, pattern recognition, physical sciences, 

social sciences, and artifical intelligence. Applications include, 

• Outline of job shop scheduling 

• VLSI circuit layout 
• VLSI layout compaction 
• Aircraft landing strut weight optimization 
• Communications network link size optimization 

• Classroom scheduling 
• Traveling salesman problem 
• Gas pipeline optimization 
• Spacecraft rendezvous 

• Liquid level control of storage tanks 
• pH chemical control 
• Inversion of plane-wave seismograms 
• Development of optimal sorting routines 
• Generatation of effective test sets in software engineering 

Genetic Algori thm appl ication software exists today that can even be added to PC 
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spreadsheets in order to search for data relationships and perfonn optimization. It is a 

powelful concept and technique. 

6.2 PROBLEMS 

The only way to validate aPR interpretation results was to present them to the 

domain expert for evaluation. The opinion of the domain expert was that results using 

heuristically detennined fuzzy set functions were semi-reasonable, but suggested that the 

fuzzy set shapes be modi fied to see if perfonnance could be improved. Because of the 

domain expert's fmnilim'ity with the use of genetic algorithms to optimize the inversion of 

plane-wave seismograms1, there was interest to see if GAs could be applied to the GPR 

interpretation problem. Several ideas for GPR interpretation using genetic algorithms 

were discussed as possible future areas of research, but for this research, because GAs 

have been used elsewhere to select high perfomance membership functions2 3, it was sug

gested a similar approach be tried. 

aPR interpretation, however, provides no analytical guide by which system perfor

mance could be measured. There is no direct measure by which the GA could detennine if 

members of a aPR interpretation population were optimizing their perfonnance. The only 

measure of peti'ollnance was the domain expert's evaluation, and if there were some ana

lytical way of detennining that evaluation, then there would be no need for this research in 

the first place. This ruled out applying genetic algori thms directly to the aPR interpreta

tion process. 

A quick look at the number of fuzzy rules required for GPR interpretation, indicates 

another difficulty in trying to apply GAs to the optimization of fuzzy membership func

tions. Each of the eight fuzzy vm'iables for floor token interpretation is decomposed into 

1. P. L. Stoffa and H. K. Sen. Geophysics, Vol. 56, No. II, November 1991, pp. 1794-
1810. 

2. Chuck Karr. "Genetic Algorithms for Fuzzy Controllers" AI Expert, February 1991, pp. 
26-33. 

3. Chuck Karr. "Applying Gcnetics to Fuzzy Logic" AI Expcrt. March 1991, pp. 38-43. 
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five membership categories. For instance, the floor height variable might consist of the 

fuzzy categories, 

• Short 
• Moderately ShOIt 

• Moderate 
• Moderately Tall 

• Tall 

A fuzzy ntle might look like, 

IF BaseCeltainty = Weak 
Height = Moderately Short 
Width = NUITow 
Separation = Moderately Wide 
Vertical Offset Token = Narrow 
Floor Width Ratio Token = Small 

Vertical Offset System = Moderate 
Floor Width Ratio System = Moderate 

THEN Extended Floor Certainty = Unlikely 

If each variable is represented by five fuzzy categories, then there would be, 

58 = 390625 ntles 

If the basic probability were represented by seven fuzzy categories, rather than the five 

used elsewhere, there would be, 

7*57 = 546875 ntles 

For the simpler case of a wall token with only six parameters, there would still be, 

56 = 15625 ntles 

Reducing the floor situation to three fuzzy categories would gi ve, 

38 = 6561 ntles 

None of these situations would be reasonable, and this large number of fuzzy ntles, com

bined with lack of an analytical objective function, eliminated applying GAs along the 

approach outlined above. 

An alternate approach was taken. It was an ad hoc method, but interpretation results 

did improve. Since the GPR problem had no objective function by which GAs could be 
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guided to modify the fuzzy membership functions, it was decided to see how modification 

of the membership functions according to the heuristic curve would affect interpretation 

results. The domain expert provided heuristically built probability distribution curves for 

fuzzy degree of membership versus the target parameters; Figure 6.1 is one example. The 

goal was to have the fuzzy membership functions (Figure App 3.11 and Figure App 3.12) 

map to the parruneter val ues, using the heuristic curve as the objective function. 

C. 
.c 
tJ) 

Oi 0.8 
.c 
E 
OJ 0.6 
~ 
'0 0.4 
OJ 
~ 0.2 
C"I 
OJ 
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Q O+-------~-------+----~~------~ 

o 50 100 150 200 

H eight (centimeters) 

Figure 6.1 Floor Height Heuristic Curve 

6.3 FUZZY SETS 

--- Heuris1ic I 

Each member of the GA population is a bit string which encodes comers of each of 

the five trapezoids (Figure 6.2) that represent fuzzy membership categories. 

Figure 6.2 16 Trapezoid Defining Points 

At first, a 6-bit coding was used to represent each comer; this was later changed to 
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8-bits in order to give greater precision. These 8-bit codings were concatenated to pro

duce the members of the genetic population. Each fuzzy membership function was con

strained to a range of values so that, for instance, a narrow category would not be able to 

encroach into that range expected for a moderate function. Table 6.1 presents two sets of 

ranges that were tried. Within specified intervals, points were chosen randomly. An alter

nate approach would be to penalize points lying outside the desired interval. 

Table 6.1: Trapezoid Boundary Point Ranges 

Original Modified 

Unlikely 0-0.3 0-0.3 

Weak 0-0.5 0.1 - 0.6 

Moderate 0.25 - 0.75 0.4 - 0.8 

Strong 0.5 - 1.0 0.65 - 0.95 

Certain 0.7 - 1.0 0.8 - 1.0 

In order that the trapezoid shape not be distOlted (Figure 6.3), points representing 

trapezoid corners must progressively increase from origin outward. 

Figure 6.3 Distorted Trapezoid 

Within interval 1 of Figure 6.4, point 1 was chosen randomly. Within interval 2, 

point 2 was chosen randomly, and so on from the coordinate origin outward. The square 

of the difference between heuristic curve values, representing fuzzy generated calculations 

and their corresponding direct measurements, was to serve as a gauge of how close the 
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two matched. This was later modified to the absolute difference. 

Interval 4 

Interval 1 

Figure 6.4 Trapezoid Interval Ranges 

The case where gaps fonned between fuzzy membership functions during training 

(Figure 6.5) was handled by assigning the fitness function for any point falling within that 

gap to zero, since it was a completely undesirable condition. 

Figure 6.5 Fuzzy Set Gaps 

Multiple points were chosen along, for instrulce, a wall or floor width, the differ

ences summed at each point, and an average of the differences used as the fitness function. 

Through mutation and crossover, the GA const,mtly modified the population members, 

detennined their fitness to the task, and passed the best members on to the next generation 
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by reproduction. The fitness to the task was critical, because it is the goal by which the 

GA detennined the search direction. Without this guide, the search would be random. 

Thus, mUltiple fuzzy membership functions were tested for their ability to drive the sys

tem to its goal, with the best fuzzy functions being saved. The resulting membership func

tions were distorted from what would result if a valid objective function for GPR 

interpretation were available. It was expected that GPR interpretation results, using the 

GA generated fuzzy membership functions, would be so poor that the final GPR system 

would revert back to those functions detennined heuristically. However, GPR interpreta

tion results were sufficiently good that the GA produced functions were retained. 

6.4 FITNESS 

The objective function is usually some type of cost, utility or profit function that is 

natural to the system and by which one can gauge the perfonnance of that system. The fit

ness function, used by the GA to control reproduction, could be equivalent to the objective 

function, or some mapping of it. In either case, the fitness function must be nonnegative 

since fitnesses are summed, as is the case when using a biased roulette wheel to allocate 

offspring. It is thus necessary to sometimes apply a transfOllllation when pOltions of the 

fitness function are negative and need to be mapped into a positive region. 

Scaling is a technique that can be used to regulate the level of competition runong 

members of a population. Linear fitness scaling is the simplest implementation of scpJing 

and establishes a relationship between the maximum and average fitnesses, with a range of 

1.2 and 2.0 being commonly used, 

Maximum Fitness / Average Fitness = 1.2 to 2.0 

Some points to note about scaling, 

• Average fitness is the best guide by which to measure improvement 
• Average fitness is the point about which other fitness values are scaled 

• Average fitness remains the same for scaling or no-scaling 
• Scaling can result in fitnesses exceeding 1.0 
• Roulette wheel selection algorithms operate by summing fitness values 
• Maximum fitness varies depending upon the minimum fitness becoming negative 
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For a small population, it is common at the start of a GA nlll to have a few excep

tional members of a population take over a significant proportion of the small population 

in a single generation. This can cause premature convergence. Fitness scaling4 can 

reduce this effect, with linear scaling being the simplest implementation (Figure 6.6). Near 

the end of a GA run, the population average fitness may be so close to the best fitness that 

each produces an almost equal number of offspring for the next generation, causing the 

search to become a random walk. In this case, scaling can increase the relative positions 

and accentuate the differences. 

Max 
CIl 
CIl 
Q) 

C -~ Avg 
"0 
Q) 

-; 
Min ~ 

rF.J 

Min Avg Max 
Raw Fitness 

Figure 6.6 Linear Scaling 

Especially late in a run, scaling could cause low fitness to be scaled to negative val

ues (Figure 6.7) which violates the requirement that scaling never become negative.S 

4. David E. Goldberg, Genetic Algorithms in Search. Optimization. and Machine Learning 
(Reading. Mass: Addison-Wesley, 1989), p. 77. 

5. Ibid .. p. 78. 
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Figure 6.7 Negative Scaling Problem 

Figure 6.8 displays the condition at which the fitness function crosses over into neg

ative values. This condition was then incorporated into the Smalltalk methods scalePa

rameters and scalePopulation:. 

m = slope 

Uavg (k - 1) k = scale factor 

Uavg ~--------~~----+-~-

Umin Uavg Umax 

m (Uavg - Umin) 
.-------------------------, 

Constraint 

Uavg-m· (Uavg-Umill) >0 

Condition 

(Ie· Uavg - Umax) 
U mill> --------------

k-J 

Figure 6.8 Negative Crossover Condi tion 

For nOl1nal scaling when no negative values are encountered, the slope and intercept 

of the I inear fitness function are, 



I 
Uavg (k -1) 

s ope = -----
Umax- Uavg 

Uavg 
intercept = (Umax - (k· Uavg» 

Umax-Uavg 
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In the case where fitness crosses into the negative region, then one scales as much as 

possible according to, 

slope 
Uavg 

Uavg- Umin 

-Uavg· Umin 
intercept = 

Uavg - Umin 

6.5 ROULETTE WHEEL SELECTION 

The purpose of selection is to give more reproductive chances to the most fit mem

bers of a population. One of the simplest ways to do this is to pick a randomly selected 

parent by means of simulating a biased roulette wheel. The algorithm is as follows: 

• Generate a random number (Il) between 0 and 1 
• Sum all fitnesses for members of a population, total 
• Select members and subtotal their fitnesses, subtotal 
• Calculate ratio of subtotal to total fitness, ratio = subtotal/total 
• Select the first member whose ratio exceeds n, ratio> n 

Thus each member's chance at selection is proportional to its fitness. Throughout genera

tions, the best genetic infonnation wi II be selected and passed to the offspring. 

Figure 6.9 illustrates the proportional wedges assigned to each member according to 

their fitness. Spinning the 'rvheel results in an imaginary ball coming to rest in the wedge 

(48% wedge in this exrunple) of the winning population member thus chosen to produce 

offspring.6 It is for this reason that the fitness function must be positive when using the 

6. Ihid .• p. 11. 



roulette method in order to represent nonnegative wedges on the wheel. 

____ Winning 

Selection 

Figure 6.9 Proportional Roulette Wheel 
Wedges 
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There is no guarantee, however, that the worst members of a population will not be 

selected and degrade pelfonnance of the OA search. Although this chance is remote, to 

ensure that the best member of each population transfers its genetic infonnation on to the 

next generation, the best member could simply be copied over into the next generation. 

Another approach would be to generate just a few offspring each generation and use them 

to replace the corresponding least fit members of the popUlation. In so doing, it is hoped 

that good genetic infonnation for a generation is passed on to the next generation without 

loss of infonnation due to members not being selected, crossover producing less fit off

spring, or mutations degrading member fitness. 

6.6 CROSSOVER 

One of the basic conceptsfolilldatiollal to genetic algorithm search is the modifica

tion of the members of a population to produce more efficient offspring. Each member is 

represented as a concatenated, unsigned, binary coded string (chromosome) which in the 

case of OPR interpretation represents the corners of fuzzy membership function trape

zoids. Two parent strings are randomly selected and then mated via crossover. In cross

over, a point is randomly selected along the length of the string and the remaining 

substrings from that point onward are exchanged between the two parents (Figure 6.10). 



.iW 

meow! 

Figure 6.10 Crossover of Infonnation 

Chromosome 
String #1 

Chromosome 
String #2 
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Switching portions of the chromosome strings means that some trapezoid corners 

are exchanged. If crossover is not an exchange of identical trapezoid corners, then the 

resulting chromosome stIing offsprings will either be better or worse solutions than their 

parents. That is, the fitness function will either improve or decline. 

As a somewhat intuitive, but non-analytical, description of this process, consider the 

four substrings in Figure 6.11. From the viewpoint of infonnation content of the sub

strings, there are basically five situations that could be encountered, 

AI Ie (I) (2) 

A=C A<C 
B=D B<D 

BI 10 (4) 

A>C 
B<D 

Figure 6.11 Infonnation Content Analogy 

(3) 

A>C 
B>D 

(5) 
A<C 
B>D 

Corresponding substrings can be identical or different. If identical, then an 

exchange will result in no overall change in infonnation, and thus no change in fitness. If 

different, then some change of infonnation will occur; either an increased or decreased fit

ness will likely be the resul t. For the first case, an exchange of equal substIings would 
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result in no overall fitness change, 

In the second case, both exchange possibilities would most likely result in decreased 

overall fitness. The third case is just the reverse. 

(~ > ~ ) ~ (~ > ~) A (~ > ~) 
In the fourth case, one offspling is quite likely to gain new infonnation that will 

improve its fitness. That offspring would contain more infonnation than either parents. 

(~ f7 C) ~ (A > C) A (A > ~ ) 
B j) D D D B 

From the above follows that one offspring would contain more infonnation than the other 
offspring. The fifth case would bejust the reverse. 

(~ > ~) ~ (~ > ~) 
Therefore offspring A could result in improved fitness. Of course the combined system 

D 
fitness is not a simple addition of component substrings, but the above gives an intuitive 

feel for how infonnation exchange between parents can result in more fit (higher infonna

tional content) offspring. In any event, crossover can produce radically different offspring 

from their parents. 

Mul ti-point crossover (Figure 6.12) was briefly tried, but resul ts were poor. Gold

berg7 explains this degraded perfonnance by noting that for the case of string length L, 

there will be L - 1 possible points of crossover, and thus L - 1 possible operators that are 

selected at random. For N-point crossover, there are (~) different ways of selecting the N 

crossover points. Because of the increased number of possibilities for crossover as N is 

increased, each operator is less likely to be selected and less structure is preserved. The 

process becomes more like a random shuffle and degradation is the result. 

7. Ibid .• p. 119. 
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{) () 
" 

m6Mm, 

Figure 6.12 Multiple Crossover 

Crossover is such an integral part of a GA that many claim it is the key distinguish

ing feature separating GAs from other search algOIithms. Algorithms such as dynrunic 

prognunming employ populations and mutation-like operations, but lack the concept of 

crossover. One reason that crossover appears so effective is that it allows much more 

rapid combination of beneficial new infonnation thrul is possible via mutation alone. As 

Davis states, many believe crossover is "the genetic workhorse, a high-perfomance search 

technique that acts rapidly to combine what is good in the initial population and that con

tinues to spread good schemata throughout the population as a genetic algori thm nll1s".8 

Mutations, on the other hand, are "merely a device for reintroducing diversity into the 

population".9 

Crossover is not necessarily perfonned for every parent pair. A probability gener

ally in the range of 0.6 to 0.8 is usually assigned to select the chances of crossover. This 

research used the value of 0.6 as found in Goldberg's simple genetic algorithm (SGA).lO 

6.7 GENERATIONS 

For each new generation of GAs, the fuzzy membership functions would change 

shape and this required a generalized method to dymunically build fuzzy sets and store 

them. This was done in Smalltalk using the dictiollary data structure. SmaIItalk dictionar

ies store and retrieve objects by using a key. A dictionary containing telephone numbers 

8. Lawrence Davis. cd .. Handhook of Genetic Algorithms (New York: V:m Nostnmd Rein
hold. 1991). p. 20. 

9. Ihid .. p. 20. 

10. Goldherg. op. cit.. p. 71. 



might look like, 

at: 'Karl' put: '1-6062' 
at: 'Ben' put: '1-2439' 
at: 'Mary' put: '1-8391' 
at: 'Bemie' put: '1-2108' 
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The strings 'Km'l', 'Ben', etc. m'e the keys, and the strings '1-6062' mld '1-2439' are the 

corresponding values. With dictionaries, as contrasted with arrays, the access to elements 

is via a key word instead of array position. ll 

The first and last fuzzy sets comprise two lines; three lines constitute the intennedi-

ate sets. 

Line 2 

Figure 6.13 Tenninal vs. Intennediate Sets 

The fuzzy dictionary for each set of fuzzy membership functions was built around the fol

lowing dictionm), keys and values, 

Unlikely Size ~ # of lines 

Weak Centroid -.. centroid of shape 
fuzzyGAdict--I 

Moderate ----I Area ~ area of shape 

Strong Line 1 -. x, y coordinates of line 1 

Certain Line 2 

Line 3 

Figure 6.14 Fuzzy DictioIHu)' Keys 

11. Smalltalk/V Tutorial and Programming Handhook (Los Angclcs: Digilalk Inc .• 1986). 
p.80. 
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6.8 ORGANIZATION 

The basic GA hierarchy of classes and instance variables was seen in Table 4.3 and 

Table 4.6, but they were arranged as in Figure 6.15, 

CHROMOSOME 
ALLELE 

PERSON alleleArray #(boolean ... ) 

genotype parameter Length 8 

POPULATION phenotype parameterGroupArray #(24442) 

person I fitness fuzzySetGroupArray #(34443) 

person 2 parent I category Array #(Unlikely 

person 3 Weak 
parent 2 .................... Moderate 

Strong 
crossover Index Certain) 

location 

............. 

Figure 6.15 GA Organization 
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An exmnple of some basic message calls can be seen in Figure 6.16, 

select getSubString 

generation crossover:with: ~ 
flip: 

convertSubStringToParameter 

calc Fitness ---I 

mutation: 

getParameters 

mapParameter: 
atGroup: 
atParameter: 
withLastParameter: 

calc Val ueFromFuzzySets: 

cal c Val ueFrom HeuristicCurve: 
getFitness----t with: 

buildFuzzyDict: 

storeFuzzySetAreas 

storeFuzzySetCentroids 

Figure 6.16 Message Call Exmnples 

6.9 TEST RUNS 

An object OIiented version of Goldberg's simple genetic algorithm (SGA)12 was 

built. This version was tested against the power function 13 f(x) =.r iO and DeJong's14 

function F1 to verify results. For a population of 100 and 10 generations, all seemed OK. 

However, when the first GPR test case was run for a population of 100 and 50 generations, 

the system perfonned in a strange manner. It took 40 minutes on a 50 MHz 80486 with 16 

12. Goldberg. op. cit.. pp. 59[f. 

13. Ibid .. p. 71. 

14. Ibid .. pp. HR. IOH 
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MB RAM to reach 18 generations before the system crashed with an out of memory error 

message. This type of problem is a good exrunple of the value of Smalltalk's debugging 

environment to the development of the GPR code because in this, and many other cases, it 

was able to pinpoint the elTor quickly. 

Results that were reported to file for later analysis included, 

• Centroids 
• Areas 

• Inputs 
• Heuristic value 
• Fuzzy set calculated value 

The size of the data files made it difficult to keep track of all data for every member 

of a popUlation for all generations. Reports had to be limited to every tenth generation to 

conserve space, with populations sizes nonnally being 50 or 100, and generations ranging 

from 10 to 100. 

Methods that need initial ization for each run i ncl ude, 

• Person»initialize: 

• Person»calcFitness 
• Person»getFitness 

• Person»getParameters 
• Person»mapParameter:atGroup:atParameter:withLastParameter: 

• Chromosome»initialize: 
• FuzzyGA»getFuzzySetLimits: 
• ManagerGA»scalePopulation 
• ManagerGA»beginGA: 

• ManagerGA»reportToFile: 
• ManagerGA»initiaIRep0I1ToFile: 

• ManagerGA»initialize: 
• ManagerGA»scaleParameters 

6.10 MUTATIONS 

Crossover can generate offspring that are radically different from their parents. In 

the case where each parent has the smne value at a given bit position, however, no change 

at that bit position can ever resul t from an exchange. In Figure 6.17, an exchange between 
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members at the second or fOlllth bits will not exchange infonnation at those positions. 

1 1 010 

t ! 
o 1 1 1 1 

Figure 6.17 Bit Exchange 

In order to prevent lodging at an infonnational plateau, a bit mutation can be applied 

to randomly selected locations along a bit string. The mutation rate is probabilistic. If it is 

too high, then infonnation is generally degraded. Mutation rates of 0.0333, 0.04, and 

0.008 have been used sucessfully by researchers. Since this research implemented an 

object oriented version of Goldberg's simple genetic algorithm (SGA), his value of 0.0333 

was used. IS 

Goldberg's research indicates that the "power ofgelletic search lies in the combined 

effect of selection and structured, randomized recombination: lIlutation is simply all insur

alice policy agai nst the irreversible loss of genetic material." 16 Shannon's infonnation the

ory indicates that infonnation cannot be expected to be created from random processes. 

Random mutations are random processes, so one might expect that a similar situation 

holds for genetic algorithms in that mutations cannot be a source of new infonnation. As 

Goldberg says, the "power of gelletic search lies in the combined effect of selection and 

structured, randomized recombination,,17 which means selection, crossover mnong pairs 

of chromosomes (di ploids), and dominance. 

Goldberg went on to say, 

De long's dissertation stripped away much of the complexity of earlier 
genetic algorithms and was able to document the relative importaJlce of 
reproduction tmd crossover. He was also able to show the secoJldalY role 
of mutation in artificial genetic search. I8 

IS. Ihid .. p. 71. 

16. Ihid .. p. 171. emphasis mine. 

17. Ibid .. p. 171. emphasis mine. 
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Put ,mother way, genetic algorithms do not create new infonnation, but shuffle and 

reorder existing infonnation. Infonnation must either be already present directly, as in the 

morphogenetic field theory, 19 or present indirectly in the foml of heuristics. In the case of 

OPR interpretation, the infonnation is built into the system in the fonn of knowledge rep

resentation. Each schema represents infonnation that can be part of possible solutions to 

the fuzzy set shape. In the simple case of fuzzy membership modification, crossover shuf

fles these possible solutions and reproduction preserves the best of them. The variety of 

possible solutions already exist in each of the 8-bit substrings that are concatenated into a 

128 bit string representing a single member of the population. The solutions are inherent 

in the representation selected beforehand, they were not magically cOl/cocted during a OA 

nm. 

18. Ihid., p. 143. emphasis mine. 

19. John L. Casti. Searching for Certainty (New York: William Morrow & Co .. 1990), pp. 
167-179. 
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7 STRUCTURES 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The input GPR profiles are categorized into basic models (basic geometric shapes, 

See "Test Profiles" on page 67.). Tokells are the basic units built from these models. Note 

that tokens can take on ,my of 13 fonns; they can be walls, floors, voids, etc. Depending 

upon context, a given token may change fonn, for example, from a boulder to a wall or 

foundation. Tokens, in turn, build OPR systems (rooms, firepits, subsidence fissures, etc.). 

Tokens might be compared to the letters of the alphabet. Letters are combined to fonn 

words, and words fonn sentences. Tokens (wall components), for example, could be com

bined to build ·;:!xtended tokens (wall systems), and extended wall tokens combined to 

fonn systems (rooms). Tokens are different from letters in that letters represent only one 

entity whereas tokens c,m represent any of 13 entities. Each model and token were given 

unique IDs so that one could always work back to ancestor objects. 

7.2 VECTORS 

Each token has a vector attached to it, the elements of which are 13 probabilities 

representing the certai nty of that token for each of the 13 token types (Table 7.1). A single 

token, in this case synthetic model #3.1, can represent any of the 13 types listed in the first 

column. In the second column, the domain expert estimated the likelihood that model #3.1 

could be each of those 13 types. The third column contains the neural net calculated cer

tainties that correspond to column two. 
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Table 7.1: Token Vector (Synthetic Model #3.1) 

TOKEN 
HEURISTIC NEURAL NET 
ESTIMATED CALCULATED 

TYPE 
CERTAINTY CERTAINTY 

wall 1.0 0.984009 

floor 0.0 0.0134866 

vertCrack 0.6 0.581422 

void 0.8 0.794146 

foundation 1.0 0.9801 

pit 0.15 0.145297 

pipe 0.2 0.192009 

pot 0.1 0.1011 

posthole 0.9 0.89167 

anomaly 0.0 0.00192958 

topoChange 0.0 0.00185579 

trench 0.3 0.280124 

boulder 0.65 0.654122 

A portion of the GPR data structure hierarchy can be seen in the flowchart of Figure 

7.1. Each of the token instances of the class GPRtoken, and its subclasses, has a token 

vector assigned as per Table 7.1. To better understand Table 7.1, remember that class 

inheritance is a key feature of object oriented languages. In the figure, the Smalltalk class 

AbstractGPR has three subclasses that inherit behavior from it, one of which is the class 

ObjectsGPR. ObjectsGPR, in turn, has four subclasses that inherit behavior from it 

directly, and indirectly from its parent class AbstractGPR. One of these four subclasses is 

GPRtoken, which has 14 subclasses. Thirteen of those subclasses represent each of the 13 

entity types for a GPR token as represented in a token vector. The fourteenth subclass is 

GPRtokenExt which, in turn, contains 13 subclasses, one each for extended versions of 

each of the basic 13 entity types. Also note that the class FloorTok has two subclasses, 
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one for storage and one for living areas. This is because storage and living area floors have 

parameters that differ, such as context. The 12 basic systems of this research can be seen 

as subclasses of GPRsystem. 

RunGPR 

AbstractGPR ObjectsGPR 

L ManagerGPR 

AnomalyTok 
BoulderTok Storage 
FloorTo~ [ Living 
FoundataonTok 
GPRtokenExt 113 subs 
PipeTok •.... 
PitTok ..... 
PostholeTok 

GPRtoken---i- PotTok 

GPRmodel 

GPRparameter 

TopoChangeTok 
TrenchTok 
VertCrackTok 
VoidTOk 
WaliTok 

AnomalySys 
BoulderSys 
FirepitSys 
PipeSys 
PitSys 
PostholeSys 

G PRsystem _-.r-PotSys 
TopoChangeSys 
TrenchSys 
VertCrackSys 
VoidSys 
RoomSys -[ StorageSys 

• LivingSys 

Figure 7.1 OPR Data SU'ucture Flowchmt 

7.3 TOKENS 

7.3.1 Graphic Explanation 

The subsUlface target for OPR interpretation was selected as a room (Figure 7.2) 

because it incorporates most of the features that would also be encountered in other sys

tems. A room, for example, could have a decomposed floor that lies in multiple pieces in a 
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linear an·angement. It is less likely that a wall would lie vertically in such a multiple piece 

arrangement, but this was allowed in this research because a similar vertical orientation 

could be true for ,mother system such as a crevice. A purpose of this research was to inves

tigate techniques that could be later applied to other systems. 

A 

B 

c 

Most figures throughout this report will be of type C in Figure 7.2. 

III .1. 

~ I I I ~ 
"- WAL~LOOR Components 

LIVING or STORAGE 
ROOM 

WALL and FLOOR 

GPR TARGET 
IS 

DECOMPOSED 
WALL and FLOOR 

could be offset h.u.th horizontally and vertically 

Figure 7.2 Subsurface aPR Target 

7.3.2 Identification 

As tokens are extended (combined), for example nem'by floor tokens combined to 

build an extended floor (Figure 7.3), a new token must be created to represent this combi

nation. Tokens added may have a base certainty that indicates they are a boulder or void, 

but within the context of a room their celtainty may change to that of a wall or floor. 

Tokens can change what they represent, depending upon their context. The problem then 
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becomes how one is to keep track of all these changes and the order in which the changes 

take place. This is especially important during debugging. For this reason, each new 

token is assigned an individual identification number (lD). Each new ID is then incre

mented so that a trail of token creation can be followed, the latest token having the highest 

ID. Each OPR token was then gi ven a variable into which was placed the ID of each of its 

component tokens, and also the ID of the extended token or system of which it is a compo

nent. Extended tokens and systems could then detennine the specific tokens from which 

they were built, and individual tokens could detennine the extended token or system of 

which they were a pall. 

Extended FLOOR Token (ID = 9) 

, .... .,. .. .,..,. . .,. . .,..,..,. .. .,. .. "'.,..,."'L .. "'.,. .... "' ...... 
l!"'~4~ 

Initial Nearby 
FLOOR FLOOR 
Token 
(ID = 7) 

7.3.3 Parameters 

Token 
(ID = 8) 

Figure 7.3 Extended Floor Token 

All the synthetic OPR models (basic geometric shapes) were 0.8 meters in length 

(Figure 7.4). This would be too tall to make reasonable heights for floors, and especially, 

extended walls. For this reason, the Smalltalk method which initialized the model data 

reset the height from O.H to 0.25 meters. This kludge could be removed in later iterations 

by including a wider vm'jety of geometric shapes and sizes. 



The basic parruneters for every token object can be seen in Figure 7.4. 

Reference Point 

DEPTH CENTROID Y 

GROUND 
LEVEL 

CENTROID X 
t LENGTH 

WIDTH 

Figure 7.4 Basic Token Parameters 

basic geometric 
shape 

From these parameters can be derived other parameters such as Figure 7.5. 

Reference Point 

TOP BOTTOM 

LEFf 

RIGHT 

Figure 7.5 Additional Token Parameters 

7.3.4 Dimensions Ranges 

GROUND 
LEVEL 
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Tokens can be combined differently for different systems and in different contexts. 

Some configurations, however, are physically impossible, such as having a narrow width 

wi th a wide horizontal offset (Figure 7.6). 



NARROW 
WALL ........ 

Figure 7.6 Physically Impossible Scenario 
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WaIl dimension ranges, developed as heuristics from the domain expert, are seen in 

Table 7.2 for, 

• 5 basic spatial arrangements 
• 5 fuzzy linguistic variables 

Table 7.2: Wall Dimensions 

".".,',', FUZZY 
NARROW 

MODERATELY 
MODERATE 

MODERATELY 
WIDE 

SPATIAi>"', NARROW WIDE ............ 

WIDTH 0-6" 6"-12" 12"-24" 24"-36" 36"-

HEIGHT 0-6" 6"-12" 12"-36" 36"-72" 72"-

SEPARATION 0-4" 4"-10" 10"-16" 16"-24" 24"-

HORIZONTAL 0-4" 4"-8" 8"-12" 12"-18" 18"-
OFFSET 

VERTICAL 0-6" 6"-12" 12"-24" 24"-36" 36"-
OFFSET 

Floor dimension ranges are seen in Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 for, 

• 6 basic spatial arrangements 
• 5 fuzzy linguistic variables 
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• 2 system types 

Table 7.3: Storage Floor Dimensions 

'."~ ... , ... ,... FUZZY 
NARROW 

MODERATELY 
MODERATE 

MODERATELY 
WIDE SPATL'\i> ... ,., NARROW WIDE ........... 

WIDTH 0-4' 4'-7' 7'-10' 10'-14' 14 '-

HEIGHT 0-6" 6"-12" 12"-24" 24"-48" 48"-

SEPARATION 0-2' 2'-4' 4'-7' 7'-10' 10'-

VERTICAL 0-4" 4"-8" 8"-12" 12"-18" 18"-
OFFSET 
(LOCAL) 

VERTICAL 0-6" 6"-12" 12"-24" 24"-36" 36"-
OFFSET (CON-
TEXT) 

RATIO 0-0.25 0.25-0.5 0.5-0.7 0.7-0.9 0.9-1.0 

Table 7.4: Living Area Floor Dimensions 

... ,."., ... , ... , FUZZY 
NARROW 

MODERATELY 
MODERATE 

MODERATELY 
WIDE 

SPATIAL>'"" ... NARROW WIDE 
' ... ' .... 

WIDTH 0-5' 5'-9' 9'-15" 15'-19' 19'-

HEIGHT 0-6" 6"-12" 12"-24" 24"-48" 48"-

SEPARATION 0-3' 3'-6' 6'-10' 10'-15' 15'-

VERTICAL 0-4" 4"-8" 8"-12" 12"-18" 18"-
OFFSET 
(LOCAL) 

VERTICAL 0-6" 6"-12" 12"-24" 24"-36" 36"-
OFFSET (CON-
TEXT) 

RATIO 0-0.25 0.25-0.5 0.5-0.7 0.7-0.9 0.9-1.0 

7.3.5 Testing 

To make a OPR test run, the following 13 parameters must be initialized. The last 

three parameters have been discussed elsewhere (Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5), whereas the 
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first ten are descriptive of synthetic radar signatures over regular geometric shapes (Figure 

7:7). The target shape can be ascertained from the slope of the signature arms, and the ver

tical and hOlizontal extent of the target can be calculated from the length and shape of the 

signature a11l1S. 

• slopeAnll 
• lengthArm 
• shapeV 
• intensityV 
• shapeVplateau 
• intensityVplateau 
• shapeM 
• intensityM 
• shapeMplateau 
• intensityMplateau 
• centroidX 
• centroidY 
• surface 

Figure 7.7 Synthetic OPR Profiles 

7.4 SYSTEMS 

Each OPR system (room. subsidence fissure, etc.) is like a black box containing 

code and data specific to it and when queried. can calculate its certainty separate from all 
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other tokens, extended tokens, and systems (Figure 7.8). This is necessary because each 

OPR entity has unique characteristics that require processing specifically tailored to it. 

EXTENDED TOKEN 
CERTAINTY = 65% SYSTEM CERTAINTY = 57% 

i"""""""""""""""""""""""""'" "J'J""''''J'''''''''''''''''''''''''''~ 

! r"""D"""""~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ D ~ i ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ if. '- " ~~ ~ I I ~ '- ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

j"::::::::::,, '::::~""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""",J. 

TOKEN CERTAINTY = 90% 

Figure 7.8 Indi vidual Responses to Queries 

The intersection of the lowest point of the tokens composing a system with the left

most point of tokens was selected as the coordinate origin from which all else is refer

enced (Figure 7.9). 

D 
10 
i I 

................................. __ --II 
D 

i"--COORDINATE 
ORIGIN 

Figure 7.9 System Coordinate Origin 

To calculate system probability. a Smalltalk method is called which returns a three

element array of the maximum probability system that can be built from a selected token 

object and the available. unused tokens in the selected token's context. This array contains 

the elements. 



• 
• 
• 

new system name 
selected token object 
added token object 
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and is initialized as #(nil nil nil) so that one can detennine if a new system was found by 

checking the NIL values. Because there are two possi ble scenarios for selecting a ~ 

aPR system, single or dual tokens fanning a room system (Figure 7.10), each case must 

be handled separately and the better solution chosen. 

,--ROOM~ 
~~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''",,,,,,,""",,~ """"""""""""""""""""""""""","""""""" ~ ~ ~. ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ::! ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ,. ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ :;. ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ :; ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

t""" """""",,,,,,...,,,,,,,,,1 ~", ... "", "",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,j 

WALL FLOOR WALL 

Figure 7.10 Possible Room ScelHu·ios 

7.5 ROOM 

Both configurations in Figure 7.11 could be interpreted as a single room if the only 

criteria were two walls and one floor, without considering their spatial relationships. To 

ensure these elements are in the correct order, methods that check both compatibility and 

relationship of components are necessary to ensure system validity. Once a system has 

proved valid, the left-to-right ordering of components is built as a three element array of 

the basic components expected for a room system. 
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.,.~"""""'''''''''''''''''''""""""""""""" """'J"""""""""""""""""""'''-

~ 0 D~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 

~ I ~ 
~"""""'""""""""""""""", ... """"'"" """""""""""""""""""""",j 

A B 
Figure 7.11 Spatial Relationships 
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8 CONCEPTS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The GPR interpretation problem was solved by doing an all inclusive state space 

search of possibilites, modified by certain heuristics. 

8.1.1 Components 

An actual room system might consist of only two walls and no floor, but the generic 

components from which it could be built would include both walls and floors. Both of 

these actual and generic pieces of infonnation had to be kept for each system. An instance 

variable contained the actual components of a system, while a class variable contained the 

generic component types from which a given system could be constructed. 

8.1.2 Dimensions 

System dimensions were updated by recursively going through the system variable 

componentBucket checking each object to detennine if it also consists of components. 

Once a leaf node (object with no children) is reached, that object's dimensions are com

pared to the best found in the search up to that point and the better of the two is saved. For 

exmnple, to detennine the leftmost dimension of the system, search all its component 

objects to find the smallest X-coordinate dimension and use that value. 

Precisely to what perspective do these dimensions refer? From the three-dimen

sional view in Figure 8.1, it can be seen that there are an infinite number of paths by which 

the GPR TransmitterlReceiver could pass over a subslllface room. Is room width being 

measured, or length ... or is one moving diagonally over the room? In this research the 

room is assumed to be square and the GPR path is moving parallel to the main wall. To 

handle any perspective, models would have to be built of each token and system so that 

they could be queried dynmnically. This goal of constructing models had to be set aside 

due to software problems. 
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Which direction to drag Transmitter/Receiver across ground? 

?"1 

Buried Dwelling 

Figure 8.1 OPR Path over Room 

8.2 SPATIAL RELATIONS 

8.2.1 Coordinate System 

To spatially relate tokens to one another, there must be a common reference point. 

The coordinate origin was selected as the intersection of the left-most and bottom-most 

edges of all the OPR tokens. From what point of each token, however, should distance be 

measured to the coordinate origin? The left edge nonnally seems the natural point to 

select, but how would one detennine in Figure 8.2 whether token A or token B was left or 

right of the other? If edges were used, then token A is farther away from the coordinate 

origin than token B, thus token A could be considered to the right of token B. Although 

neither token is absolutely to the left or right of the other, intuitively it seems that token B 

is more to the right of token A than it is to the left. For this reason, centroids were selected 

as the point of each token from which distance is measured to the coordinate origin. In 

this case, token B would be considered as right of token A. 
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A 

D B 

Figure 8.2 Left or Right? 

8.2.2 Centroids 

Consider (1) of Figure 8.3. One must detennine if Wall B should be added to Wall 

A, thus making the extended Wall C. One would then be comparing the probability of an 

isolated wall A to the compound wall C, but the basic probability assigned to wall A as a 

token can not be used in this comparison because that probability does not consider the 

different contexts in which it might be found. Thus not only must the probability of Wall 

C be calculated, but a new probability of wall A as it is found within the context of wall B. 

Once these calculations have been made, if the probability of Wall C is greater than the 

probability of Wall A, as it exists within the context of Wall B, make an extension. See 

Chapter 9 for more detai Is. 

Would height alone be sufficient to make a detennination? Diagnun (2) of Figure 

8.3 illustrates two possi ble si tuations. In the first, the height of the extended wall is one 

meter. In the second, the height is four meters. Clearly a four metrer high wall is not a 

strong probability for a room, whereas a one meter high wall is more reasonable. Thus the 

height resulting from the combination of two wall components could be used as a parame

ter when detellllining probability. Too wide a wall could also result in decreased likeli

hood. A matrix could be built based on height and width to be used in the calculation of 

an extended wall's probability. 
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(1) (2) 

Figure 8.3 Wall Height Extension 

But the width of an extended wall, for instance, does not contain enough infonna

tion to be able to distinguish between vm'ious configurations. Figure 8.4 illustrates how 

four significantly different configurations can result in the smne wall width. The same is 

true for height. Perhaps, instead of height tmd width, the relationships between the com

ponent centroids would be a better guide. The configurations C and D of Figure 8.4, 

although having the smne overall width, could be further distinguished by the relationship 

between their component centroids. As can be seen in Figure 8.5, however, the centroid 

separations could be the equal, yet the probability of the two combined wall components 

seems intuitively different. Neither width nor centroid separation alone is entirely satis

factOlY; both must be taken into consideration. To these parameters must also be added 

other factors such as boundmy separation, width ratio, and offset. 
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Figure 8.4 Equal Width Walls 
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Figure 8.5 Equal Centroid Separation 

8.2.3 Centroid Combination 

To accurately calculate combined centroids, the moment of their areas about some 

axis should be calculated, but as a simplified rough approximation, token centroids were 

averaged algebraically. Since this was an approximation, combining tokens A and B and 

then using that result in combination with token C would have made for an even worse 

approximation. Thus, whenever a compound token was queried for its centroid, it recursed 

down to its basic components and calculated each component separately. 

8.3 CONNECTEDNESS 

Extension of tokens and systems requires that the concept of connectedness be 

defined. Do components have to be connected in order to compose a system? Two walls 

with no floor do not appear connected, but could constitute a room system as in Figure 8.6 

A. Two floor tokens could be somewhat distant but still connected in the sense that they 
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were all that remained of a room (Figure 8.6 B). If two distant floor tokens lie between 

two walls (Figure 8.6 C), then their likelihood of being one floor would increase further. 

By only exrunining tokens that are connected to one another, the search state space can be 

reduced. 
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Figure 8.6 Connectedness 

Spatial relationships between tokens were described by linguistic variables which 

were ascribed ranges of values for edge separations. The concept of connectedness was 

then defined prim,u'ily in tenns of next and near. Five linguistic variables were employed, 

• at 
• next 
• near 
• moderate 
• far 

Simply considering vertical or horizontal spacing by itself may not be sufficient to 

describe complete spatial relationships. The two sets of tokens in Figure 8.7 have the 

same vertical spacing and may have similar degrees of connectedness, but other factors 

such as centroid separation, offset, rulel width ratio must also be taken into consideration 

when calculating probabilities. 
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Figure 8.7 Other Factors 

Matrix 8.1 indicates spatial relationships of A lIextTo B and lIearTo C and D. The 

logic for l/{!xtTo is easier to code tluUl for lIew·To. If not careful, lIew'To code may only 

catch the four corners C of the matri x. 

Matrix 8.1: 

C D D D C 

D B B B D 

D B A B D 

D B B B D 

C D D D C 

The method defining lIext to uses the heuristic that both vertical and horizontal edge 

separations are less than 0.5 meters. The concept of Ileal' to is decomposed into four com

ponents, 

• 
• 
• 
• 

top row 
bottom row 
left column 
right column 

If the horizontal edge separation is greater than 0.5 meters, but less than 1.5 meters, 

then either the left or right-most column is selected. Once it is detennined that an object 

falls wi thin this infini te column, a check is made if the object is restricted to the confines 

of the matrix by detennining if the vertical edge separation is less tiUUl 1.5 meters. A sim-
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ilar approach locates objects within the top and bottom rows. 

Sometimes edge separation may not give valuable infonnation. The tokens in Figure 

8.8 have a vertical edge separation of a small positive value, therefore next to, but the hor

izontal edge separation would be meaningless with a negative value (left edge of B minus 

right edge of A), unless special handling is provided. 

8.4 CONTEXT 

8.4.1 Heuristics 

Figure 8.8 Negative Horizontal Separation 

In order to find the system with the highest probability, every combination of tokens 

had to be considered, the system built, and its cellainty calculated. For any universe with 

all but a few tokens, this task soon became unmanageable. In order to circumvent this 

combinatorial explosion, the search space was reduced by using heuristics such as context, 

connectedness, and expected components. 

A context was defined as a region surrounding a token, extended token, or system. 

For a floor, this would be a rect.mgular region that was wide and shallow (Figure 8.9); a 

vertical crevice would be the reverse. Each type of object had to have a specific context 

defined for it. Limiting a search to a context reduced the state space. 
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CONTEXT 

Figure 8.9 Context of Toktn 

Within a given cOlltext, one would expect specific subcomponents; for a room sys

tem, one would expect to find wall or floor tokens. Additional tokens, such as pottery, 

could also be indicators of a system, such as a room, but not necessarily an exclusive part 

of that system. Pottery could also be associated with other systems such as a firepit, and 

thus be used more than once in the identification process. Because a token might be asso

ciated with more tIUUl one system, it cannot reference one system and then be eliminated 

as a possible reference to another system. Later reference to pottery may cause interpreta

tion to change and some first conclusions eliminated or modified. This becomes a non

monotonic reasoning problem where past conclusions may have to be undone. 

Veltical vs. horizontal alignment of tokens can change expectations of a system. 

Two identical tokens, A and B in Figure 8.10, would be expected vertically to be a wall, 

but horizontally to be a floor. 

Figure 8.10 Orientation 

The two horizontal tokens, A and B in Figure 8.11, could be walls in a room system, 
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but adding a third token C might convert token B into a floor component with token C 

becoming the wall. 
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Figure 8.11 Modi fied Interpretation 

An exmnple where a token could be referenced more than once is a wall (C) that is 

shared by two rooms (Figure 8.12). Besides handling the shared wall, the GPR system 

would also have to perfonn a validity check so that the two walls (A and C) from one 

room, plus the wider floor (D) from ,Ul adjacent room, do not combine to give a higher 

room probability than two walls (A and C) and the narrower floor (B) from the same 

room. The shared token problem was briefly investigated, but limited results did not war

rant inclusion at this time. Validity checks were included. 

I B:J 

Figure 8.12 Shared Wall 

Each set of 10 basic parameters (slope, shape, etc.) was mapped to 19 basic models 

(3.1, 3.2, etc.) by a neural network. Each set of models, in turn, was then mapped to 13 

basic token types (wall, floor, pit, etc.) by another neural network and the results assigned 

to the token vector. At this point another heuristic acted to reduce the state space by using 
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only expected components when detennining which probabilities to select from the 13 

possibilities in each token vector. 

A concept, for which code was developed but never incorporated into the GPR inter

pretation system, was that of context complexity. This heuristic used complexity of a con

text to guide in building a system. A room system, for instance, might be expected to have 

a relatively high complexity in terms of the number of nearby tokens (walls, floors, pot

tery, firepits, etc.) as compared with a crevice or boulder which would usually be more 

isolated. The idea was to combine token probability with context complexity to get sys

tem probability. For exrunple, as the complexity factor of a system increased, the proba

bility of a token being a boulder would decrease, but the probability of it being a wall or 

floor object might increase. Several definitions of complexity were tried, but all included 

the ideas of number of objects and their spatial relationship within a context. One specific 

example calculated complexity summing the horizontal and vertical coordinates of each 

object, plus the number of objects squared, 

I(x + y) + numberOfObjects2 

another, 

L(X2 + y2) + numberOfObjects2 

This would indicate that complexity increases as the objects became spread out. 

Other versions did the reverse. One complexity range was defined as, 

• Complex 48 <c 
• ModComplex 36 < c <= 48 
• Moderate 24 < c <= 36 
• ModSimple 12 < c <= 24 
0 Simple c <= 12 

Not enough testing was done to justify incI udi ng the extra calculations necessary for 

this heuristic. 

8.4.2 Description 

Context must be taken into consideration whenever certainty is to be calculated. 

Consider the following situation. You are in a classroom of the engineering building on a 
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university campus. What is the probability that the next person through the classroom 

door will be a fireman? Now instead of the university campus, you are in a room at the 

local fire station. What would be the probability now? Going back to the university cam

pus, what would be the probability if the engineering building were on fire? Probability 

thus depends upon context. 

Context can sometimes lead to a wrong conclusion, and certainty is not always 

monotonic. Consider a small, two seat English sports car. There is a person sitting half 

underneath the car doing a brake job. The person is all greasy and has a small pony tail 

with a rubber band. The person's stature is small to medium. What image is conjured up 

in your mind of this man, or is it a boy, working on his car? If you imagined a man ... 

Why? Why not a woman? In this actual case, the backyard mechanic was, in fact, a 

woman. Previous experience leads most people to expect a man, but not with 100% cer

tainty. Fuzzy, imperfect data can lead to fuzzy, imperfect conclusions that sometimes 

must be retracted. This nonmonotonic reasoning requirement to keep track of past states 

in order to modify present conclusions became a large bookkeeping problem. 

In the case of GPR interpretation, context was the region surrounding an extended 

token or system in which one would expect to find other component objects. For instance, 

an isolated, unclassified token could be interpreted most likely as a boulder, but if it falls 

within context of a room, then perhaps it should be considered a floor object instead. Two 

tokens appearing to be boulders could have their interpretation modified if they were spa

tially oriented as one would expect walls or foundations of a room to be. Thus if the con

text of a system, instead of the entire universe of tokens, is searched for components, the 

search space can be reduced. 

The vm'iable muned token Bucket is the collection of token objects for the entire 

GPR system. For a given system, rather than going through every token in tokenBucket 

in search of possible components, the search space was reduced by sending a message to 

detennine if a token lies within the given context. This is done by calculating if the 

token's centroid falls within the specified context dimensions. As a system is extended, 
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new components are added, the context dimensions expanded, and a method is called to 

update the context's extent. This update method, using other methods that calculate a sys

tem's dimensions from its components, calculates the context as an enlarged region sur

rounding these dimensions. A default minimum context was chosen because too small a 

context might ignore neighbors. 

It should be noted that originally each object was given its own variable containing 

the tokens falling within its context. But a token could be located within more than one 

context if several objects were near one another. Since a context could change as a token 

or system was extended. it had to be updatedjust before accessing it. It soon became clear 

that these numerous context variables were becoming too much to handle. A better 

approach was to have only one source of tokens that could be modified without fear of 

missing an update. It was critical that there be no contradiction between the variables con

taining tokens within contexts and the variable containing tokens for the entire GPR envi

ronment. A method was thus built which could be called at any time to detennine if a 

token lay within a given context. 

To extend a token, in addition to context, the concept of connectedness was also 

used to reduce the search space. The heuristic assumed that any component added to an 

extended token must be ei ther next to or near by that object. 

Attempts were made to calculate this context infonnation by means of, 

• Heuristic formula 
• Neural networks 
• Fuzzy theory 

The heuristic fonnula proved too cumbersome. Neural networks encounterd prob

lems because of the limitations of the HNC ExploreNet software. Eventually all calcula

tions were made via fuzzy theOlY. 

8.S ANCHOR TOKEN 

There must be selected some starting point as an aI/char or j(nlJldatioll upon which 

to build the OPR interpretation. Each token was initially assigned. as its basic probability, 
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the highest of the 13 probabilities in its token vector. The anchor token was then selected 

to be that token with the highest basic probability. From this anchor token, the highest 

probability system was then built. Although the highest probability system would be 

based on the anchor token, the highest probability system may not be the one based on the 

highest probability in that anchor's token vector. That is, the entire universe of available 

tokens was searched to find that token with the highest probability in its token vector of 13 

possibilities (wall, floor, void, etc.). Then each of the 13 possi bilities within the token 

vector of the anchor token had to have all possible systems built around it. This could 

runount to 156 possibilites (13 token types * 12 system types). The maximum probability 

system was then detennined, but only for a system with a single token. 

A similar search then had to be made for the maximum probability system based 

upon two tokens ... the anchor token and that available token within the anchor token's 

context which combined together to make the highest probability system. Thus the illlchor 

token had to cycle through all 13 of its possible types within its token vector. Each of 

those 13 possibilities then had to be combined with each of the 13 possibilities for each 

available token within the anchor token's context. This all had to be done for all possible 

system types. The maximum probability system was then detennined that contained two 

tokens. 

The greater of these two systems was selected as being the highest probability sys

tem. This system was then extended by searching the context for available tokens that 

increased the system probability the most. Each available token had to cycle through its 

13 possibilities, create a new token type based on each possibility, attach that new token to 

the system, calculate the system probability, and either delete or save that new token 

depending upon whether it increased the system probability more than any of its siblings. 

This continued until the system probability had reached its maximum value. 

To reduce the number of calculations, all token vector probabilities less than a spec

ified threshold of 0.35 were automatically excluded. The OPR system then cycled until all 
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tokens in the universe had been processed, using the following algorithm, 

• Select maximum probability token 
• Select maximum probability system 
• Select token that helped make highest probability system 
• Extend original token 
• Extend added token 
• Extend system 
• Cycle for next highest probability system 
• Continue till all tokens are processed 

The above is summarized in Figure 8.13. Token A is that token with the overall 

highest bask probability. Token B is that token that combines with token A to produce the 

overall highest probability system H. The system produced is a room, and once selected 

all additions must confonTI to a room. Tokens C, D, and E are within this room context but 

do not produce as high a probability room system. Token C would most likely be added 

next to the system being built from tokens A and B. Tokens D and E would not likely be 

part of the room system H as wall or floor components, but may be associated as another 

entity such as pottery. Tokens F and G lie outside the context and are never considered as 

likely room component candidates. 

Figure 8.13 Algorithm Summary 
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8.6.1 Algorithm 
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Since only basic tokens exist at the outset of a OPR interpretation, new instances of 

extended tokens and systems have to be built. This means that there must be separate 

Smalltalk classes for these objects. During extension, when a boulder token might be 

transfonned into a floor token, it was found to be an easier bookkeeping task to create a 

new token instance than to modify an existing one. The same methods for creation could 

thus be used in both cases, rather than create two sets of methods, one for creation and one 

for modification. All appropriate state variables are u'anferred into the new instance. 

One cannot extend a wall into becoming a floor. Because an extension can take 

place only if it remains the same type of extended token, no conversion from one extended 

token type to another need be considered. If the wall cannot be extended, then later it can 

be considered as a floor, and extension for that case can take place. Also, during extension 

of a wall, one would not have to consider a new token component as a floor token because 

that would not extend the wall. Floor tokens are a floor, not a wall, extension consider

ation. 

When extending a system by adding a new token, it is not necessary to consider add

ing the token to already extended tokens. Whatever can be added to an extended token is 

handled when it is built, that is, the extension process considers all possible additions. 

Once the extension process is finished for a given token, by definition, there could be no 

possible token that could be added in the future because during extension, all possible 

tokens have been considered. It is assumed that no new context would or could modify 

this situation. This simplifies the task of what must be considered when a system is built. 

Each token has a token vector (Table 7.1), which is an array containing the probabil

ities of it being each and every type of basic token. The maximum probability type is 

selected from this array (0.984 for a #Wall in this case) and assigned to the initial token. 

Note in this exmnple that besides being a wall, the basic OPR pattern could also be inter-
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preted with less cel1ainty as being a floor, boulder, void, foundation, pit, trench, etc. Dur

ing extension it may be that this supposed wall is found to be in a totally isolated 

environment not expected of a room system so that, although the probability of the GPR 

pattern being a boulder token (0.654) is less than it being a wall (0.984), because of its 

context it should be transf0l111ed from wall to boulder type. 

8.6.2 Basic 

In order to build systems such as rooms, basic tokens must be combined together to 

build extended tokens (wall and floor systems), and these all combined to build rooms, 

firepits, trenches, crevices, and so on in a hierarchical manner. 

Each GPR pattern has a set of (Table 8.1), 

• tell basic parameters, 
• from which lIilleteen basic models may be constructed 
• from which thirteen basic tokens may be constructed 

from which extended tokens may be constructed 
• and from all of which twelve basic systems may be constructed 

Parameter 
Name 
Vector 

Table 8.1: GPR Data Structures 

Model Token System 
Name Name Name 
Vector Vector Bag 

3.1 BoulderSys 

3.2 FirepitSys 

3.3 PipeSys 

3.4 PitSys 

4.1 PostholeSys 

4.2 PotSys 

4.3 TopoChangeSys 

4.4 TrenchSys 

5.1 VertCrackSys 



Parameter 
Name 
Vector 

Table 8.1: GPR Data Structures 

Model 
Name 
Vector 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 

6.1 

6.2 

6.3 

6.4 

7.1 

7.2 

7.3 

Token 
Name 
Vector 

System 
Name 
Bag 

VoidSys 

LivingroomSys 

StorageSys 
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Each basic token is thus related to the GPR model from which it is derived, and 

extended tokens can be traced to mUltiple models. 

8.6.3 Probability 

Handling uncel1ainty was one of the prime challenges of this research. Orientation 

can change the probability of an extended token as seen in Figure 8.14. The first attempt at 

handling uncertainty took the assumption that if token B was distant, it would only 

increase the probability of the extended token by a very small percentage. But if a strict 

increase in probability were the only criteria, then Token B would be added as ,ill extended 

token component no matter how small an increase in overall probability was made. When 

the first runs based on this heuristic were made, the first token selected began extending 

itself by grabbing every other token in the universe, even if the increase in certainty was 

only 0.00001 %. No other system would have a chance! 

Perhaps the addition of a distant token B should decrease the system certainty, but 

how would this be handled with certainty factors ... use negative values? Should a thresh-
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old be set below which no extension would take place? 

Extended Wall Tokens 
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Figure 8.14 Extended Token Orientation 

Consider Figure 8.15 with three components, Wall A, Floor 8, and Aoor C. Sup

pose the followi ng, 

• Wall A + Floor 8 = Storage area @ 60% certainty 

• Wall A + Floor 8 + Floor C = Storage area @ 40% certainty 

• Wall A + Floor 8 + Floor C = Living area @ 50% certainty 

G r-I -B----. c 

Figure 8.15 Probability Choices 

The first case may have a higher probability than the third, but the close proximity 

of Floor C would seem to necessitate its inclusion. Thus a lower celtainty living area 

could actually be preferable over the higher certainty storage area. The highest certainty 

system may not always be the best selection. One way to approach this situation would be 

to view the close context of Floor C as a factor that reduces the celtainty of the storage 

area (A & 8) to, say, 30%. However it is handled, certainty factors or Bayesian-Odds 

probability manipulation presents a more difficult approach to dealing with GPR uncer-
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tainty than does use of fuzzy theory. There exists little objective data from which to derive 

the probabilities needed for Bayesian theOIY. These "probabilities" are heuristic guessti

mates made by experts in the field, and research has shown it easier for humans to provide 

more accurate and more consistent linguistic than numeric certainty estimates in such 

cases. 

8.6.4 Purpose 

Would the extended wall of Figure 8.16 ever arise in a aPR interpretation? Perhaps 

not, but the extended floor might. Whether or not the extended wall is a realistic problem 

for room interpretation in a aPR system is not the central issue. What is at issue is that 

this ~ of problem did ru·ise for floor components and also might arise when several 

voids align to fonTI a crevice system. Because of limitations of the HNC ExploreNet neu

ral network software running under UNIX, it was not possi ble to incl ude multiple system 

types in the aPR interpretation. Essentially, all systems but one had to be eliminated. 

Rather than also eliminate all problems associated with those systems, an attempt was 

made to transfer as many as possible and cram them into one system. That system was a 

room. Once these concepts had been solved, they could be extended to the appropriate 

systems when other software allowed. 

Wall 

Figure 8.16 Real istic? 

8.6.5 Nonmonotonic Reasoning 

Floor 

Monotonic systems are those in which statements can be added to the system with

out causing previous statements to become invalid. When adding statements to such sys-
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tems one does not need to check for inconsistencies with past knowledge nor remember 

past statements. Predicate calculus is an example of monotonic logic. NOllmollotonic is 

the type of reasoning in which the addition of one piece of infonnation may force the 

withdrawal of previous conclusions1. 

During a token extension operation, a token must be able to change its representa

tion. Token A in Figure 8.17 may have a higher probability as a foundation rather than 

wall entity, but may have to change into the less certain wall token because of the presence 

of nem'by tokens wall B and floor C that appear to constitute a room system. Probability 

must be able to change past conclusions depending upon context. This means that prior 

states must sometimes be reclaimed. 

Figure 8.17 N onmonotonic 

To detennine the maximum likelihood extended token or system, mUltiple branches 

of the search space must be explored. Only one will contain the most likely extension, so 

backtracking to previous states is a very common occun'ence in GPR interpretation. 

Tokens extended down the wrong branch must be able to release component tokens back 

to their prior states. 

When an extended token is added to tokenBucket, the variable that contains all 

available tokens, all its component tokens must be removed, otherwise they would be used 

twice. Using the extended token automatically implies using the tokens of which it is 

composed. 

1. Elaine Rich. Artificial Intelligence (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1983), p. 176. 
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8.7 FLOWCHARTS 

8.7.1 Nassi-Shneiderman Flowcharts 

The flowcharts of this section follow the structured approach of Isaac Nassi and Ben 

Shneidennan2 who recommended the use of certain new diagrams for each principal 

structured programming control structure to replace the spaghetti-like maze of conven

tional flow diagrams. For instance, the inverted L structure is used for iteration and other 

distinctive diagrams for binary (if-then-else) or multiple (case) decisions. The entire 

scheme is built around rectangles that can be further subdivided into more rectangles. This 

approach provides clear and concise documentation. The examples in Figure 8.18 and Fig

ure 8.19, though possibly appearing trite, are taken verbatim from the section Structured 

Programming in the Encyclopedia of Computer Science and Engineering3 and are 

included because they clearly convey the concepts of looping. 

While Sunshine do 

Make Hay 

For i = 1 to 2 

Buckle 
Shoe 

Figure 8.18 Structured Building Blocks 

2. Anthony Ralston and Edwin D. Reilly. Jr .• cds .• Encyclopedia ofColl1pllter Science and 
Engineering (New York: V:Ul NoslnUld Reinhold Co .• 1983). pp. 1448. 1449. 

3. Ihid .• p. 1448. 
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Fishing 

Then Else 
Beggars They 
Ride Walk 

Until Caught = Limit 

Figure 8.19 Structured Building Blocks 
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8.7.2 Selecting a Single Object 

CLASS INSTANCES 

ELEMENTS OF INPUT TOKEN VECTOR 

True 
VOC'M Elomon' PWb,",~ 

False 

~,"'EI~ True = Input Vcctor? False 

Create Token 

Usc Input Token 

Transfer Instance Variables 

~"Co~ True with System? F:~sc 

Add token to System 

C:~l Context Token Probability 

Calculate System Probability 

~o~ Temporary Probabi lity? 

True False 

Save Probability 

Save System 

Save Token 

Remove Token 
Irom System 

Figure 8.20 Selecting Single Object 

The complete set of flowcharts for the basic algorithms employed in the aPR inter

pretation system are located in Appendix Concepts. 
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9 UNCERTAINTY 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Uncertainty is represented in issues that human decision makers must face con

stantly, thus these are issues that expert systems (symbolic, connectionist, or hybrid) must 

be able to handle. The method by which a system handles uncertain infonnation fonns a 

crucial component in its overall perfonnance. Schemes that have been implemented to 

handle uncellainty are all variations on a few major themes, and have experienced varying 

degrees of success. 

When viewed from the perspective of connectionism, fuzzy logic seems like a long 

route to a nem·by goal. It advocates building highly precise machines whose enonnous 

calculating power can emulate imprecise thinking. This sounds like building rule bases of 

knowledge to emulate the low-level processing of neural nets. Much can be learned, 

though, in working on concepts at a higher-level. 

9.2 METHODOLOGIES 

9.2.1 Fuzzy Theory 

9.2.1.1 Overview 

Fuzzy theory falls under the umbrella of artificial intelligence and deals with how 

one handles uncertainty. Expert systems have dealt with uncertainty by means of certaillty 

factors or bayesian logic as described above. Neural networks deal with uncertainty as 

humans do, not by deliberate design, but as a byproduct of their parallel-distributed struc

ture. Fuzzy systems take the approach of directly building these insights about categoriza

tion into an artificial system. Fuzzy or muItivalued set theOlY develops the basic insight 

that categories are not absolutely clear cut. In tradi tional logic, someone who is slightly 

less than 6' tall is a member of the class short; someone slightly taller than 6' is a member 

of the class tall. With fuzzy sets, each of these people would have abollt a 0.5 degree of 

membership in both the short and tall classes. 

Fuzzy applications are velY diversified and include the optimization of water, deter-
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gent, bleach, and fabric softener in a washing machine; automatic focusing of a hand held 

video crullera; control of automobile engine timing, emissions, fuel and air flow, etc. Two 

of the most dnullatic applications are the ability to balrulce a three-staffed broom and to 

stabilize a helicopter with one of its rotor blades missing. 

Figure 9.1 outlines the advrultages and disadvrultages of machine-intelligent sys

tems. I AI expert systems exploit structured knowledge, when knowledge engineers can 

acquire it, but store and process it outside the analytical and computational numerical 

frrullework. Neural networks exploit their numerical framework with theorems, efficient 

numerical algorithms, and analog and digital VLSI implementations. But neural networks 

cannot directly encode structured knowledge. Fuzzy systems directly encode structured 

knowledge, but in a numerical fnullework. 

FRAMEWORK 

SYMBOLIC NUMERIC 

STRUCTURED 

AI 
FUZZY EXPERT 

SYSTEMS SYSTEMS 

UNSTRUCTURED NEURAL 
SYSTEMS 

Figure 9.1 Kosko's AI Taxonomy 

Once the transition to fuzzy theOlY had been decided upon, its use to handle uncer

tainty for OPR interpretation was a natural match. The use of linguistic variables in the 

POLOO expert system project2 made clear the advantages to be gained if applied to this 

1. Bart Kosko. Neural Networks and Fuzzy Systems (Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 
1992), p. 26. 
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research. 

Using certainty factors, two certainties (0.35 and 0.8) would be combined to give a 

certainty of, 

0.35 + 0.8 x (1 - 0.35) = 0.87 

Using fuzzy theory, one might say that 0.35 should be assigned to the fuzzy category 

Weak and 0.8 to the fuzzy category Strong, but that a combination of Weak and Strong 

certainties should combine according to the Matrix 9.1, using linguistic variables along 

the axes to represent the certainty conditions, to produce a Moderate certainty. For both 

the certainty factor and fuzzy theOlY cases, note this is just a generalized combination of 

certainties unrelated to any pmticular application. 

• Unlikely 
• Weak 
• Moderate 

Strong 
• Certain 

Matrix 9.1: Heuristic Fuzzy Combinations 

C 
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M 
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W 
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M S 
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W M 

W W 

w M 

C C 

S C 

S S 

M M 

W M 

s C 

Actually, though, 0.35 might be a member, to a certain degree, of both the Weak and 

the Moderate fuzzy membership sets as in Figure 9.2 where it is about 50% a member of 

2. Chris Stackhouse and Richard Boyd. "POLOG: A Mineral Exploration Expert System," 
IEEE Proceedings of the 19R5Internationai Conference on Systems. Man, & Cyhernetics (New 
York: IEEE Publ ishing Services. 1985). pp. 116-120. 
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the Weak set .md about 19% a member of the Moderate set. So too, 0.8 is about 50% a 

member of the Strong set and about 16% a member of the Certain set. Fuzzy theory would 

then calculate a weighted certainty based on, 

• these four percentages 
• the areas of each of the fuzzy membership geometric shapes 
• the moment arm of each fraction (geometric area times percentage membership) of 

the geometric shape of its centroid about the coordinate origin 

• the fuzzy centroid becomes the output3 

prob 

1/ 

L (prob· GeometricArea . FuzzyM embership) 

i = 1 

1/ 

L (GeometricArea· FuzzyMemberslzip) 

i = 1 

to give a resultant certainty that would lie somewhere between 0.35 and 0.8, probably 

lying in the Moderate set. This is illustrated in Figure 9.2. 
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Figure 9.2 Fuzzy Membership 

3. Kosko. op. cit.. pp. 315. 344. 385. 
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This initial matrix was built according to the heuristic such that, 

• Same probabilities -+ use same value 

• Midpoint between probabilities ~ use midpoint 

• Two probabilities near one another are different than two distant ones with same aver

age 

9.2.1.2 Fuzzy Rules Matrices 

The first set of fuzzy rules is contained within Man'ix 9.1, which was built around 

heuristic estimates. In Matrix 9.2, a rule was followed that if a linguistic midpoint did not 

exist, then go to the next lower value. 

Matrix 9.2: Next Lower Value Heuristic 
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W M M 

W W M 

M s c 

For instance. Strong and Weak would combine to give Moderate because it was the mem

bership category that lies midway between. Certain and Weak, however, had their mid

point fall between Strong and Moderate. The rule in this case was to go with the next 

lower value membership categOlY, in this case, Moderate. 
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In Matrix 9.3 the reverse rule was followed; if the midpoint does not exist, go to the 

next higher value. 

Matrix 9.3: Next Higher Value Heuristic 
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In Matrix 9.4, if the midpoint did not exist, then go to the next higher value when the 

inputs are near linguistically, and go to the next lower when they are distant. 

Matrix 9.4: Near/Distant Heuristic 
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Strong and Moderate would combine to give Strong because these two categories 

are relatively near one another. Certain and Weak have their midpoint between Strong and 

Moderate, and because they are relatively further apart, their combination drops down to 

Moderate. 

Matrix 9.5 represents the final configuration which was arrived at after a combina

tion of both experimentation and a desire to be able to convert the matrix into a general

ized fonnulation. The advantage of the fonnula was that it allowed calculations for an 

arbitrary number of certainty arguments. 
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9.2.2 Certainty Factors 

Matrix 9.5: Final Heuristic 
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C 

C 

S 

S 

M 

C 

One of the first attempts to handle uncertai nty was by means of certai nty factors. As 

a simple eX<Ullple, Figure 9.3 illustrates how two 43% certainty floor components are 

combined to give an overall cel1ainty of 67.5%. 

0.43 + 0.43(1 - 0.43) = 0.675 

67.5% :I""""""""""""""""""""""""""",'u,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""",,'-

II 43%pl 1>4~~?11 
~"""""""""""""""""""""""""",""""""""""""""""""""""""",~"""",;~ 

Figure 9.3 Extended Floor Token Certainty 

To handle combinations of walls and floors (Figure 9.4), a heuristic weighting of 

25%/50%/25% was given to the wall/floor/wall components. That result could then be 

further modified as a function of width for that type of room. 

0.2 + 0.2(1 - 0.2) = 0.36 

0.3(0.25) + 0.36(0.5) + 0.3(0.25) = 0.33 

modifiedProb = f(0.33, roomWidth) 
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33% 
')!,""""""""",u""""""""""",""",,'""""","""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"""""""""""""""",,~ 
~ ~ 
~ , 
~ ~ 

111f:l~ _i~_l IiI I 
~ ~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,'/I""""""""""~ ~ 

~"""""""""""""""""""""""""",""''''';'''''''''''''''''"""""",;1""""""",""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,J. 

Figure 9.4 Room Certainty 

A two-piece wall (Figure 9.5) could be calculated in a similar fashion, 

0.9 + 0.7(1 - 0.9) = 0.97 

Figure 9.5 Extended Wall Token Certainty 

but how should an offset wall (Figure 9.6) be handled? A matrix (Matrix 9.6) was devel-

oped from which heuristically detennined offset factors could be selected. This could 

modify the certainty of the offset object, offset llextTo horizontally and vertically, as fol-

lows, 

(0.9 + 0.7(1 - 0.9)) (0.8) = 0.776 
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77.6% 
r"""""""""'#""""""""""I'~ 

I rlir~11 
! ' 

II~'!II I 
"1t",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ 

Figure 9.6 Offset Extended Wall 

Matrix 9.6: Heuristic Offset Matrix 

Far 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Mod 0.10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Near 0.70 0.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Next 1.0 0.80 0.10 0.0 0.0 

At 0.0 0.15 0.0 0.0 0.0 

At Next Near Mod Far 

Assigning numeric intervals for the vertical and horizontal axes of the offset matrix, 

and the numeric val ues for each matrix element, is the type of task that has been demon

st:rated4 as being difficult for humans to provide. A better alternative would be the use of 

linguistic variables, such as, 

• at 
• next 

near 

4. DeYerle P. Harris. "Psychological. Psychometric. :Uld Other Issues :Uld Motivations in 
the Perception of :Uld the Assessment of Subjective Probability." Mineral Resources Appraisal, pp. 
374-386. 
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• mod 
• far 

The cel1ainty factor approach was soon set aside because of its difficulty of handling 

both increasing and decreasing certainty and of encapsulating the domain expert's heuris

tic rules. 

9.2.3 Odds-Bayesian 

The Bayesian-Odds probability model had been used by the author previously in an 

expert system that evaluted a Kuroko type massive sulfide mineral deposit. POLOG was a 

mineral exploration expert system that had the handling of uncertainty as one of its major 

concerns. The POLOG system simulated a geological expert searching for a Kuroko type 

massive sulfide deposit.S Geologic field data, input in the fonn of cel1ainties of observa

tion, was combined with previously input probabilities and rule strengths, provided by an 

expert, to estimate the probability of a deposit. Uncertainty was handled via a subjective 

Bayesian inference method using the odds-likelihood fonn of Bayes rule. Odds were 

mapped to linguistic variables to facilitate acquisition of data from human observers. 

Experience with the POLOG project lead to the conviction that linguistic variables 

should be employed in the GPR interpretation research. Lack of priors in the GPR case, 

difficulty of getting estimates (heuristic rules), and the difficulty in modifying certainty (to 

increase or decrease) in the way that seemed necessary in the GPR interpretation problem, 

however, made the Bayesian approach difficult to consider, especially when contrasted 

wi th the fuzzy theOlY approach. 

9.3 BACKGROUND 

9.3.1 Importance 

A survey of the development of fuzzy theOlY can help gain perspective as to reasons 

for its selection for the GPR interpretation system. Conversations with Peter Cheeseman at 

the Ninth International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IlCAI) and with Bart 

5. Stackhollse. op.cil.. pp. 1 16- I 20. 
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Kosko at the International Joint Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN-91) greatly 

influenced its choice. 

9.3.2 Peter Cheeseman 

Olle of the first successful expert systems was Prospector developed for the domain 

of geological exploration by SRI in Palo Alto, California. This system handled uncer

tainty by using an odds-probability fOllllulation of a modified Bayesian method. One of 

the key contributors to the uncertainty phase of the project was Peter Cheeseman. In a dis

cussion with Cheeseman he relayed how he ran into considerable opposition during the 

project because of his strong insistence thatjllzzy logic essentially boiled down to Baye

sian probability. He argued that probability theOlY, when used con·ectly, is sufficient for 

the task of reasoning under uncertainity and that the numerous schemes for representing 

and reasoning about uncertainty that have appeared in AI literature are unnecessary. 

Cheeseman believed that theories for reasoning under unceltainty, such as Certainty 

Factors, Schafer!Demptser Theory, Confinnation Theory, Fuzzy Logic, Endorsements, 

etc. could be shown to be at best unnecessary and at worst misleading. Each one being an 

attempt to circulllvent some perceived difficulty of probability theory. Cheeseman said 

these supposed difficulties are common misconceptions of probability, generally springing 

from the inadequate frequency interpretation. 

The commonly held frequency definition of probability is usually given as, 

The probability of an event (hypothesis) is the ratio of the number of 
occurrences in which the event is true, to the total number of such occur
rences.6 

Cheeseman defined probability as a measure of belief in a proposition !,riven particu

lar evidence, a definition which he said avoided the difficulties associated with the above 

frequency definition and which answered the objections of those who felt compelled to 

invent new theories of uncertainty, 

6. Peler Cheesem:U1. In Defense of Prohability. Proceedings of the Ninth Intemational Joint 
Conference on Artificial Intelligence. Vo!. 2 (Los Altos. CA: Morgan Kaufmann Pub!.. 1985). p. 
1003. 



The (conditional) probability of a proposition given particular evidence 
is a real number between zero and one, that is a measure of an entity's 
bel ief in that proposi tion, gi ven the evidence.7 
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The frequency definition has several problems, such as restricting probability to 

domains where repeated experiments are possible. This restriction bans small sample 

cases from the realm of frequency analysis, although it works well for large sample cases. 

Cheeseman says this, in turn, leads to the fallacy that Bayesian analysis requires vast 

amounts of data. But the basic problem that any approach must deal with is that available 

infonnation may not be sufficient to detennine any particular conditional probability. The 

probability space associated with a particular problem is usually highly under-constrained 

by the known probabilities, so it is impossible to directly calculate any particular condi

tional probability. The n0l1llai way around this difficulty is to make additional assump

tions that supply the missing constraints, such as conditional independence. 

Cheeseman contends that Zadeh's motivation for developing fuzzy set theory was 

based on the fallacy that probabilities are necessarily frequencies. The concept of vague 

set boundaries had no obvious frequency interpretation, so Zadeh invented fuzzy sets to 

capture this idea of vagueness. 

9.3.3 Lofti Zadeh 

Objections to Cheeseman's view can be summm'ized as fo\lows, 

Prior to the entry of fuzzy set theory into our mathematical repertory, 
the only well-developed mathematical apparatus for dealing with uncer
tainty was probability theOIY. Although useful and successful in many 
applications, probability theory is, in fact, appropriate for dealing with only 
a very special type of uncertainty. It<; limitations, some of which are dis
cussed later in this chapter, have increasingly been recognized.8 

Zadeh concludes a lengthy observation on theji/zziness of human thought processes 

by saying, 

7. Ihid .• p. 1003. 

8. George Klir and Tina Folger. Fuzzy Sets, Uncertainty. and Infonnation (Englewood 
Cliffs. NJ: Prentice Hall. 1988). p. 139. 



Viewed in this perspective, the traditional techniques of system analysis 
are not well suited for dealing with humanistic systems because they fail to 
come to grips with the reality of the fuzziness of human thinking and 
behavior. Thus to deal with such systems radically, we need approaches 
which do not make a fetish of precision, rigor, and mathematical fonnal
ism, and which employ instead a methodological framework which is toler
illlt of i mpreci sion ill1d partial truths.9 
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From the perspective of the GPR research, the ability of fuzzy theory to easily deal 

with the " ... fuzziness of human thinking ... " can more than be appreciated. The bottom 

Iille was that practical ity was a strong motivating factor. 

Probahility theory is a well-developed paradigm for representing uncertain events. 

Some expert systems have made Bayes' rule an integral part of belief propagation with 

probabilities. It has a well-fonnalized methodology with nearly universal application. 

However, many researchers have pointed out the difficulties of eliciting and encoding 

probability estimates from the domain expert, as well as the enonnous calculations 

required for bel ief updating. 

Possibility theory was developed by Lofti Zadeh as ill1 extellsioll of his theory of 

fuzzy sets. The difficulties in representing inexact or vague infonnation using probability 

theOlY motivated his research. This is a crucial point. Whether or not Cheeseman is cor

rect theoretically, from the practical point-of-view it seems the ad /zoe approaches are 

much easier to implement. Zadeh devised possibility theOlY to express vague tenns with 

precision and accuracy by replacing the binary logic of probability with multivalued logic. 

9.3.4 Bart Koslw 

When one listens to positions held by Cheeseman or Zadeh, each side can sound 

convincing. The problem of placing both the bayesian and fuzzy positions in their proper 

perspectives is dealt with in the recent book Neural Networks and FlIz~ Systems by Bart 

Kosko. Kosko points out that logical paradoxes and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle 

led to the development of m ul tivalued logic in the 1920s and 1930s. 1O Quantum theorists 

9. Ibid., p. 203. 
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allowed for indetenninacy by injecting a third or middle truth value into the two-valued 

logical framework. The natural next step was to allow degrees of indetenninacy. 

In 1937 the quantum philosopher Max Black applied continuous logic component

wise to sets or lists of elements or symbols, thus constructing the first fuzzy-set member

ship functions. 1 1 It was in 1965 that Lofti Zadeh published his paper "Fuzzy Sets" which 

fonnally developed multivalued set theory and introduced the tennjllZzy l2 , which Kosko 

tenns the second wave of interest in fuzziness. 

Kosko uses the geometric view of sets as points to define a fuzzy set as a point 

wi thin a unit-hypercube, and a nonfuzzy set as a comer of that hypercube. 13 He then asks 

the question whether uncertainty is the same as randomness. If we are not sure about 

something, is it only up to chance? Kosko goes on to state that, although they share many 

similm'ities, randomness and fuzziness differ concepumlly and theoretically. 

Fuzziness describes event amhiguity. It measures the degree to which 
an event occurs, not whether it occurs. Randomness describes the uncer
tainty of event occurrellce. An event occurs or not, and you can bet on it. 
The issue concerns the occurring event: Is it uncertain in any way? Can 
we unmnbiguously distinguish the event from its opposite? Whether an 
event occurs is "random." To what degree it occurs is fuzzy. 14 

However, Kosko notes that many people trained in probability and statistics do 

believe uncettainty can be equated with randomness. These adherents are often found 

within the Bayesian camp of statistics where probabilists view probability not as a fre

quency or other objective testable quantity, but as a subjective state of kilo wI edge. As per 

Peter Cheeseman, Bayesian statistician Dennis Lindley as recently as 1987 issued an 

10. Bart Kosko. Ncural Net works and Fuzzy Systcms (Englcwood Cliffs. NJ: Prcnticc
Hall. 1992). p. 5. 

II. Ibid .. p. 6. 

12. Ibid .• p. 6. 

13. Ibid .. pp. 10. 264. 

14. Ibid .. p. 265. 



explicit challenge, 

... "probability is the only sensible description of uncertainty and is ade
quate for all problems involving uncertainty. All other methods are inade
quate.,,15 

to which Kosko responds, 

Lindley directs his challenge in large part atjilzzy theory, the theory that 
all things admit degrees, but admit them detenninistically. We accept the 
probabilist's challenge from the fuzzy viewpoint. We will defend fuzziness 
with new geometric first principles and will question the reasonableness 
and the axiomatic status of randomness. 16 
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ll1is acceptance of challenges, sllch as Cheeseman's and Lindley's, is what makes Kosko's 

book such refreshing and interesting reacH ng. He speci fically repl ies to the challenge 17 in 

a subheading titled Bayesial/ Polemics in which he attempts to specifically refute Cheese

man 18, among others. 

It is Kosko's book and approach that was followed and implemented in the OPR 

research. 

9.3.5 Chaining versus Logic 

Fuzzy logic was the core around which the reasoning of the OPR interpretation sys

tem was bui It. If one attempts to construct a OPR interpretation system, however, based 

even remotely upon how the human brain handles the task, one should remember that 

logic no more explains how humans think than grammar explains how they speak. Both 

can tell whether sentences are properly fonned, but they cannot tell one how to make sen

tences. Attempts to explain ordinary reasoning in tenns of logical principles has met with 

little success. Marvin Minsky suggests the failure is because researchers have been look

ing in the wrong direction. He says that common sense works so well not because it is an 

15. Ihid., p. 264. 

16. Ibid., p. 264. 

17. Ihid., p. 289. 

18. Ibid., pp. 291. 292. 
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approximation of logic, but because logic is only a small part of the brain's great accumu

lation of di fferent, useful ways to chai n things together. 19 Many have assumed that logical 

necessity lies at the heart of human reasoning, but Minsky suggests this ideal of faultless 

deduction be set aside and concentration be directed toward causes, similarities, and 

dependencies; all of which share the idea of chaining. 

Chaining seems to penneate not only how humans reason, but also how they think 

of structures in space and time. Minsk}' says logic is simply a word we use for certain 

ways to chain ideas, but he doubts that pure deductive logic plays much of a role in ordi

nary thinking. Both 10brical reasoning and ordinary thinking build chainlike connections 

between ideas. The difference is that in 10,gic there is no middle ground; a logical argu

ment cannot have any weakest link. When an ordinary argument seems weak, one may be 

able to suppmt it with more evidence. But there is no way for a link inside a logic chain to 

use additional SUppOit. 

Logic rarely helps us get a new idea, but it often helps us to detect the weaknesses in 

old ones. Sometimes it helps us c!lu'ify our thoughts by refining messy networks into sim

pler chains. Of logical thinking, Minsky says, 

(Logical thinking is) the popular but unsound them)' that much of 
human reasoning proceeds in accord with clear-cut rules that lead to fool
proof conclusions. In my view, we employ logical reasoning only in spe
cial fonlls of adul t thought, which are usecimai nly to summarize what has 
already been discovered. Most of our ordinm)' mental work--that is, our 
commonsense reasoning--is based more on "thinking by analogy"--that is, 
applying to our present circumstances our representations of seemingly 
similar previous experiences.20 

9.4 GPR OVERVIEW 

9.4.1 Algorithm 

The overall GPR algorithm requires a search for those tokens building the maximum 

19. Marvin Minsky. The Society of Mind (New York: Touchstone Book. 1986). p. 187. 

20. Ibid .. p. 329. 
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probability system. Once the highest probability system is found, a search is made for the 

next most likely system, and so on, until there are no tokens left. But how does one select 

tokens for the highest certainty system at any particular point? Selecting the maximum 

probability tokens does not necessarily lead to the maximum probability system (Figure 

9.7). This can be seen if the two highest probability tokens are a wall token (A) and a dis

tant boulder token (0). These do not combine to make, for instance, a room system and 

thus cannot consititute the highest probability system. 

70% 

~ 
.•............ ' ..... A 
, .... 

9.4.2 Analogy 

30% 

"i·<B •• ··,··.·'·· ,/1 

45% 

f31 .•. , ........•...•.•. ' .. 
LrJ 

Figure 9.7 Tokens versus System 

80% 

To more clearly see the issues involved, consider the analogy of a man, a duck, and 

a snowman (Figure 9.8) to illustrate the vector elements and system combination possibil

ities in OPR interpretation. As can be seen in Figure 9.9A, each image has been degraded 

in order to reduce the recognition probability. Next suppose that each image is divided into 

three elements (Figure 9.9B) which would cOITespond to the elements of a vector of size 

three. Suppose that the three possibilities of element #1 were thrown into one bag, and 

same for elements #2 and #3. If one then tried to recreate an image by drawing one ele

ment from each of bags 1,2, and 3 and pasting them together according to the top-down 

ordering of their laJTay" structure, what kind of image would result? If one knew at the 

outset to which of the three categories (man, duck, snowman) each element belongs, then 

the task is significantly reduced. The constructed image may be very fuzzy, but at least 

one knows that each of its elements correspond with one another. But as the elements are 

drawn out of each of the bags, there is no way of knowing to which system they belong; 

each element could represent any of the three categories to varying degrees. When an 
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image-system is constructed, one must assume that these elements may be randomly 

mixed as seen in Figure 9.9C. The task then is to detennine which image is the most rec

ognizable ... the man, the duck, or the snowman. This is now the task as seen by the GPR 

interpretation system. It is often difficult to decide if a particular token should be consid

ered as a floor, trench, or boulder object and thus it is difficult to interpet the system itself. 

Figure 9.8 Man, Duck, & Snowman 
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A 

B 

c 

Figure 9.9 Mixing Picture Elements 

9.4.3 Token Types 

Each synthetic aPR profile has different basic probabilities for specific token types 

(walls, floors, voids, etc.). These basic probabilities were detennined heuristically from 

their shape by the domain expert and assigned to each synthetic profile. However, cer

tainty cannot be dependent upon shape alone, because context can significantly alter the 

interpretation. 

Each token can represent any of the 13 basic types (wall, floor, void, etc.). The 

basic probability assigned to a token is that of its most likely type. However, if only the 
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highest probabilities are considered, then a likely floor token might never be added to a 

room system because it had a higher probability as a void, pi t, trench, or boulder. Such a 

situation occun·ed during early GPR development. There must thus be provision made for 

probabilities to increase or decrease as new infonnation is acquired about the environ

ment, because a token's basic essence may be viewed differently within, or apart from, the 

context of a system. 

9.4.4 Modularity 

Encapsulation allowed each component to calculate its own certainty by fuzzy the

ory without needing knowledge of how other components ca.lculated theirs. Only the 

results of those calculations needed to be passed on. This made the system more modular 

and easier to modify. 

9.4.5 Context 

Context is a necessary parameter to consider in probability calculations. Even in the 

context of only a single system such as a storage area, the srnne floor token may have dif

fering probabilities depending on the room width. In a naITOWer room, the floor token 

may represent 90% of the floor, but in a wider room the same token may represent only 

50% of the floor (Figure 9.1 0). As the percentage of representation decreases, so should 

its probability in that context. In the case of the wider room, a floor representing 90% of 

the width should have a greater celtai nty than one representing 50%. 

ri"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''i''~ 
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Figure 9.10 Room Width 

Figure 9.11 A represents the situation in which a floor token could have its tokCon-
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textCertainty change as a function of context. Addition of the distant wall token (Figure 

9.11B) could c1umge the floor token from representing 90% of a floor in a narrow storage 

area to 40% of a floor in a wider living area. 
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Figure 9.11 Distant Wall 

Figure 9.12 displays another eXiUnple of how context can alter basic probability. 

Tokens A and B are identical, except that A is assumed to be located in the horizontal 

plane of the floor, whereas B is translated vertically. Token A will have a higher probabil

ity of being a wall component than will B. This also indicates that a coordinate origin 

must be defined for a system, to which all components can be referenced. The probability 

method selected in this research was to first translate a token back to the system coordi

nate origin, calculate its baseCertainty, translate the token back to its actual position, and 

then calculate a new probabiliity based on baseCertainty anel context. 

Figure 9.12 Vertical Offset 
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9.4.6 Combination Order 

When considering an extended token, in what order should the components combine 

their probabilities? Consider the three components of Figure 9.13. Should two wall 

tokens be combined and that result combined with the third, or should all three be com

bined at once? The answer to this can more clearly be seen in Figure 9.14. If the first five 

components are combined ,md that result (100%) combined with the sixth (20%) on an 

equal basis, then too much influence would be given to the sixth. 

(1.0 + 0.2) /2= 0.6 ==> 60% 

If they were combined by certainty factors, then too little influence would be given 

to the sixth. 

0.2 + 1.0(1 - 0.2) = 0.2 + 0.8 = 1.0 ==> 100% 

Figure 9.13 Certainty Ordering? 
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~""""""'"''''''''H'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"",,,;:. 

120%>1 

Figure 9.14 Certainty Combination 

Nei ther of these approaches is satisfactory. Since these probability guesstimates are 

heuristically derived from expel1s, linguistic vmiables provide an easier way for humans 

to handle uncertainty estimates, and fuzzy theory provides the way to combine them. 

9.4.7 Extension 

Once software limitations forced a change in research approach, it becmne clear that 
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too many systems could cause a calculation overload that was beyond the processing 

power of the workstations available, unless very long run times were used. To circumvent 

this situation, without altering the basic logic of the algorithm, a aPR system was sought 

that incorporated many or most of the features encountered in other possible systems. The 

room system appeared to offer the best solution because it could not be limited to a single 

type. As room width increases, its likelihood migrates from a storage to a living area. Its 

wall and floor components could easily consist of mUltiple subcomponents as might be 

found in a crevice. Vertical and horizontal offsets of components were likely. Contextual 

infonnation, such as the presence of pottery, could influence an interpretation. All these 

factors could come into play during an extension of a room, thus, the major aPR interpre

tation testing centered around this system. 

Maximum probability alolle could not serve as guide when extending tokens or sys

tems. If systems were detennined by adding tokens so as to obtain the highest system 

probability, then adding a new floor component (Figure 9.15) might reduce the probability 

of a storage area from 80% to 60%, but increase probability of living area from 50% to 

70%. The living area probability of 70% would still be lower than previous storage area 

probability of 80%, but it would be unwise to reject the new floor component simply 

because it would reduce the resulting system probability from 80% to 70%. True, it is 

reducing the system probability, but it is also challging the system from a storage area to a 

living area. 

80% 60% 
'L"~'"'''''''''''''N'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"",,~ 

IIjI Ii c"i I I C,@ciWIi(1 J..ill ~ 
~"""""""""""""""""""""""""",""""""",J 

Storage 

50% 

Living 

Figure 9.15 Decreasing System Certainty 
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One must balance the reduced likelihood of a storage area system with the existence 

of a nearby token that appears to be a floor component. If that token is not a component of 

the storage area system, then to what does it belong? The low probability that it belongs to 

a different system increases the likelihood that it belongs to the storage area system. Or, it 

may belong to imother room system all of whose components, except for that floor compo

nent, have eroded away. For these reasons, considerations other than system probability 

alone may need to be considered and probability might thus go up or down until it settles 

on the most likely system. 

Consider the exmnple in which the system comprising wall A and floor B may have 

a greater probability thml the same system when floor C is added (Figure 9.16). The char

acteristics of token C may be such that it is highly questionable as to whether it is indeed a 
. 

floor component. However, the addition of wall D changes the interpretation significantly. 

The fact that token C lies between three other strong candidates, considerably boosts its 

likelihood of being a floor component and part of the room system. One way of handling 

this situation would be to add token D before token C is ever considered. A potential 

problem, however, is that token C might be considered and rejected, then token D is con

sidered and accepted, but token C has already been marked as a rejection and thus never 

added. Either past concI usions must be undone, or it must be ensured that the highest 

probability tokens are selected first. The GPR interpretation system seeks to add tokens 

wi th highest probability first. Situations could still arise where tokens might be over

looked, but results did not indicate this to be a problem. 
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Figure 9.16 Questionable Component 
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A similar situation occurs when extending a token. The basic certainty attached to a 

token is not necessarily the smne as that token's certainty in the context of an extended 

token system. In most cases, a token's basic certainty is greater than its extended context 

certainty and this causes problems when, for exmnple, a high certa.inty wall token might 

refuse to extend to incl ude other tokens (Figure 9.17) because of the lower certainty of the 

resulting system. As in extending a system, extending a token must take into account cer

tainties that increase or decrease. 

90% 
Basic 
Certainty 
=90% 

Context 
Certainty 
=65% 

Figure 9.17 Extended Token Context 

The reason that tokens need both a basic and context celtainty is because every time 

a new token is added it causes the context to change. This change causes the context cer

tainty to change. Because context certainty can not act as a stable reference point, a basic 

unchanging celtainty must be assigned to each token. This basic certainty is defined as the 
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certainty of the token in an empty universe, other than itself, and with the token located at 

the extended token, or system, coordinate oIigin (Figure 9.18). Each time a system calcu

lates its probability, a new context probability calculation is made which must flow recur

sively down through all extended tokens to the leaf components. 

Tokens must be 
extended back to 
the Extended Origin 
and Coordinate Origin 

Extended Tokens must be 
extended back to the 
Coordinate Origin 

Figure 9.18 Stable Reference Point 

9.4.8 System 

Token certainty must be calculated separately for each system because it depends 

upon context. Thus offsets and separations are handled at the stage of token extension. A 

general room system method can then calculate system certainty based on the certainties 

already generated as mentioned above, without regard for offsets and separations. Room 

width, however, must be taken into consideration at the system certainty level stage as 

seen in Figure 9.19. The two wall components A and B would produce different system 

certainties depending upon their separation. RoomSys»caIcSysProb is the higher level, 

generalized method that both the storage and the living area classes use to calculate their 

system certainty. Since RoomSys lacks specific infol1nation on the particulars of each of 

its subclasses, it sends a message to the appropriate class requesting width data. Because 

of the polymorphism of object oriented programming, each class responds as appropriate. 
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Figure 9.19 Room Width 

Because fuzzy theory returns a non-zero minimum value, room systems of width 

one inch wide would return a non-zero celtainty. For this reason, an initial width check 

had to be done in RoomSys»calcSysProb to provide a hard-coded work-around to this 

case. Also, there is no single width at which a storage area system has a celtainty of 

exactly 100%, but a range of widths. This is reflected in the heuristic curve provided by 

the domain expert. 

Figure 9.20 summm'izes the system certainty panuneters. 
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Figure 9.20 System Certainty Parameters 
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9.5 GPR APPLICATION 

9.5.1 Problem 

The idea of modeling real world entities by means of many small neural networks 

disnibuted throughout the object oriented system was replaced by fuzzy theory because of 

software problems. Basic probabilities were still detennined via neural networks, but this 

infonnation was then combined, llsing fuzzy theory, with such parruneters as room width 

to produce modified probabilities. As mentioned previously, other approaches, such as 

certainty factors, did not lend themselves well to the task. New infonnation could cause 

the GPR probabilities to rise or fall, but new infonnation input into certainty factors could 

not easily result in decreased certainty. The Odds-Bayesian approach to probability 

requires prior probabilities that were not readily available. Most of the probabilities in 

GPR interpretation are heuristic guesstimates provided by a domain expert, and fuzzy the

ory provided the easiest way to capture this infonnation. 

Examples of the types of questions that needed to be answered are, 

• How should multiple floor components combine to produce the certainty of one con
tinuous floor system? 

• How should baseCertainties of components affect the certainty of the extended 

token? 

In contrast to the situation in Figure 9.14, consider that in Figure 9.21 in which the 

presence of the first 100% component drives the certainty of the system to 1.0, where it 

remains despite the presence of several 0.2 certainty components. A key requirement for 

lumdling GPR certainty calculations is that the presence of negative infonnation should 

attenuate overall certainty. 

Figure 9.21 Certainty Factor Problem 

The situation in Figure 9.21 was run through the GPR interpretation system which 
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used fuzzy theory to calculate the certainty of the floor system to be 0.775, a value deemed 

reasonable by the domain expert 

9.5.2 Parameters 

A token's certainty in a given context is a function of its basic certainty, size, shape, 

and relation to other tokens within a system. The size and shape are given. The basic cer

tainty is detennined by the neural network as a function of the input parameters. Its rela

tion to other tokens is a function of context. Thus when the context parameters are 

evaluated ill CO/~illllctioll with the basic token certainty itself, the result is the certainty of 

that token being a component of a given system ... but initially ~ from the point-of

view of that token or extended token. For instance, an isolated token could be a piece of a 

floor system. One can calculate this celtainty by considering the token's height and width. 

A wide, short token is more likely a floor than is a naITOW, tall token. 

If there were two tokens, however, then in addition to height and width, one must 

also consider the separation between the two tokens and their vertical offset relative to one 

another. The probability thus calculated would be for a floor system independent of any 

ne<U'by additional floor components, wall components, or whatever else would indicate a 

room system. This probability could then be used in conjunction with such nearby com

ponents to re-calculate the probability of the floor system. For instance, the presence of 

two wall components might modify the estimated room width, thus modifying the esti

mated floor width calculation. As can be seen in Figure 9.22, six parameters control the 

context certainty for a wall, 

• Basic Certainty 

• Height 

• Width 
• Separation 
• Horizontal Offset (Token) 

• Vertical Offset (System) 
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Figure 9.22 Basic Wall Parameters 

These six parameters are divided into three separate categories, 

• Basic shape (first parameter) 

• Context of extended token (next four parameters) 
• Context of system (last parameter) 
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The celtainty associated with an extended wall token can be calculated without 

regard to its position relative to other components of a system. That is, just as there is a 

basic celtainty for a wall token, so to is there a celtainty that is limited to the context of the 

extended wall token. That certainty, when combined with the vertical offset of that 

extended wall token from a specified system (storage or living area) reference point, 

finally produces the certai nty of that extended wall token in the context of the system 

itself. Since extended tokens can be intennediate steps to building systems, a system cer

tainty calculation is divided into three stages, 

• Basic Certainty 
• Extended Token Certainty 

• System Certainty 
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An extendedjloor token uses eight parameters to detennine context certainty, 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
It 

Basic Certainty 
Height 
Width 
Separation 
Vertical Offset (Token) 
Floor Width Ratio (Token) 
Vertical Offset (System) 
Floor Width Ratio (System) 

Token Width Ratio 

Width 
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Figure 9.23 Basic Floor Parameters 
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These eight parameters (Figure 9.23) are divided into three separate categories, 

• Basic shape (first parameter) 
• Context of extended token (next five parameters) 
• Context of system (last two parameters) 

To understand the function of the floor width ratio parameter, consider Figure 9.24. 

Notice that the original floor has been partially eroded away. The remaining component is 

only one meter wide, whereas the distance between the two walls is four meters. Thus, 

only 25% of the floor remains. The heUl1stic used for such a case is that the greater the 

percentage of existing possible floor component to original estimated floor, the greater is 

the certainty of that component actually being a floor. This can be intuitively seen in Fig-
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ure 9.25 where one component represents about 10% of the original floor, whereas the 

second component represents about 90%. The higher width ratio lends itself to greater 

confidence of interpretation as a floor, 

liirilllh~1111 
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Figure 9.24 PUltial Floor 
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Figure 9.25 Floor Width Comparison 

The floor width ratio parameter (Figure 9.26) is a heuristic that relates the ratio of 

the width of the component uneler investigation, to the estimated width of the original 

floor. 
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Figure 9.26 Floor Ratio Heuristics 

Floor widths were estimated for vm'ious configurations as per Figure 9.27. 
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Figure 9.27 Implied Floor Widths 
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Because storage areas and living areas had different average widths, separate data 

often had to be kept for each system. However, the same floor width ratio infonnation, 

because it was a ratio, was used for each system. 

9.5.3 Calculations 

It is easier for humans to use linguistic variables to describe probabilities, than to 

use numeric values. For instance, when viewing a fishfinder screen (a task similar to GPR 

imaging), it is easier for a fishennan to make a judgment that the image he sees is quite 

prohahly a school of fish, than it is to detenlline that there is an 87% probability of it being 

a school of fish. The difference between the fishfinder and the GPR image is that the fish

ennan 's judgment is not usually critical and fishing can continue. If a GPR interpretation 

system, however, concluded that there was probably not a gasline buried at the point a 

backhoe was about to dig, then one might want to do a lot more investigation first! But the 

point of this analogy is not the relative merits of fishfinders and GPR imaging, but that 

humans can handle linguistic variables more easily than they can provide numeric esti

mates. This situation arose in GPR image interpretation because it was necessary for the 

domain expert to provide estimated probabilities of how well each GPR image represented 

various possible targets such as walls, floors, foundations, voids, etc. Linguistic equiva

lents of standard probability categories were thus needed. When a GPR image was pre

sented to the domain expert, he would select the most appropriate linguistic variable to 

describe how well that image represented each of the following targets, 

• wall 
• floor 
• vertCrack 
• void 
• foundation 
• pit 
• pipe 
• pot 
• posthole 
• anomaly 
• topoChange 
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• trench 
• boulder 

He also had to provide system estimates for, 

• Boulders 
• Firepits 
• Pipes 
• Pits 
• Postholes 
• Pots 
• TopoChanges 
• Trenches 
• Vertical Cracks 
• Voids 
• Living Areas 
• Storage Areas 

To give an idea how fuzzy theory was used to calculate certainties, consider its use 

in approximating these standard probability categories. Two attempts were made to assign 

linguistic variables to standard probability categories; using five variables, 

• Unlikely 
• Weak 
• Moderate 
• Strong 
• Certain 

and then, to get better resul ts, seven variables, 

• Unlikely 
• Weak 
• Moderately Weak 
• Moderate 
• Moderately Strong 
• Strong 
• Certain 
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The curve in Figure 9.28 is that provided by the domain expert to approximate basic 

probability versus fuzzy set degree of membership. Experiments with other curve shapes, 

such as a straight line, were made; this shape was a rough approximation of what the five 

basic probability categOlies were thought to represent. For instance, it was believed that 

the Strong .md Certain categories should be more heavily weighted towards the high end 

of the scale. The reverse was true for the Unlikely and Weak categories. Figure 9.29 and 

Figure 9.30 represent estimated fuzzy set versions of this curve. Figure 9.31 and Figure 

9.32 show the sets as calculated by the GA (genetic algorithm) module. For explanation 

of the parameter each fuzzy set figure refers to, please see Figure 9.22 and Figure 9.23. 
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Figure 9.28 Heuristic Probability Curve 
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Rules, similar to those of expelt systems, were developed to relate how two linguis

tic certainties were to be combined. This can be seen in the matrix fonnats of Matrix 9.7 

and Matrix 9.8. 
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Matrix 9.7: Basic Probability Rules (5) 

c 
S 

M 

W 

U 

M 

M 

W 

U 

U 

u 

S S 

M S 

M M 

W M 

U W 

\V M 

C C 

S C 

S S 

M S 

M M 

S C 

Matrix 9.8: Basic Probability Rules (7) 

M M MS MS S S 

MW M M MS MS S 

MW MW M M MS MS 

W MW MW M M MS 

W W MW MW M M 

U W W MW MW M 

U U W W MW MW 

u W MW M MS S 
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M 

c 

As an exrunple, SU'ong and Weak certainties are combined to give a Moderate cer

tainty. The case of the standard probability categories was handled specially with integer 

values assigned as, 

• Certain = 5 
• Strong = 4 
• Moderate = 3 
• Weak =2 
• Unlikely = 1 
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Categories could then be convelted to integer values (Table 9.1), added, and then 

converted back to linguistic categories. The heuristic was to bump fractions up to the next 

highest integer for values 2.5 and higher; otherwise, bump the fraction downward. Thus, 

Strong (4) would combine with Unlikely (1) to give the value 5. This would be divided by 

2 (for the two categories) to give the fraction 2.5; which would be bumped up to 3 (Mod

erate). The reason this conversion was made was to be able to easily automate this process 

for any number of category combinations. 

Table 9.1: Numerical Linguistic Mapping Example 

4 Strong 

2 Weak 

5 Certain 

4 Strong 

1 Unlikely 

I 16/5 = 3.2 II Moderate I 
The method that combined two probabilities using fuzzy theory was, 

AbstractGPR»calcFuzzyProbCombine: (probl) with: (prob2) 

To combine an arbitrmy number of certainties, they were placed into an array which 

was passed to the method, AbstractGPR»ca[cFuzzyProb: (aProbAlTay). Results of the 

application of the foregoing rules are summarized in Matrix 9.9 and Matrix 9.10. 

() 

0.1 

0.2 

0.3 

o 
.117 

.117 

.117 

.117 

Matrix 9.9: Heuristic Combination Results (5) 

OJ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

.117 .117 .117 .117 .252 .35 .437 .6 

.117 .117 .117 .117 .252 .35 .437 .6 

.117 .171 .21 .21 .347 .431 .508 .6 

.117 .21 .35 .35 .475 .6 .6 .6 

0.9 1.0 

.6 .6 

.6 .6 

.641 .662 

.706 .8 



0.4 

O.S 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

1.0 

o 
0.1 

0.2 

0.3 

0.4 

O.S 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

1.0 
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Matrix 9.9: Heuristic Combination Results (S) 

.117 .117 .21 .35 .35 .475 .6 .6 .6 .706 .8 

.252 .252 .347 .475 .475 .531 .6 .634 .697 .747 .8 

.35 .35 .431 .6 .6 .6 .6 .667 .8 .8 .8 

.437 .437 .508 .6 .6 .634 .667 .72 .8 .823 .845 

.6 .6 .6 .6 .6 .697 .8 .8 .8 .873 .946 

.6 .6 .641 .706 .706 .747 .8 .823 .873 .902 .946 

.6 .6 .662 .8 .8 .8 .8 .845 .946 .946 .946 

Matrix 9.10: Heuristic Combination Results (7) 

o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

.035 .035 .089 .125 .125 .125 .225 .3 .3 .3 .5 

.035 .125 .125 .125 .225 .3 .3 .3 .409 .5 .5 

.089 .125 .176 .217 .265 .3 .35 .391 .452 .5 .591 

.125 .125 .217 .3 .3 .3 .4 .5 .5 .5 .7 

.125 .225 .265 .3 .35 .4 .45 .5 .55 .6 .7 

.125 .3 .3 .3 .4 .5 .5 .5 .609 .7 .7 

.225 .3 .35 .4 .45 .5 .55 .6 .65 .7 .775 

.3 .3 .391 .5 .5 .5 .6 .7 .7 .7 .875 

.3 .409 .452 .5 .55 .609 .65 .7 .74 .783 .875 

.3 .5 .5 .5 .6 .7 .7 .7 .783 .875 .875 

.5 .5 .591 .7 .7 .7 .775 .875 .875 .875 .965 

Notice that as equal probability categories combine along the diagonal, they do not 

increase unifol1nly, but periodically reach plateaus. For the five categories case, 

0.1 combines wi th 0.1 to gi ve 0.117 
0.2 combines wi th 0.2 to gi ve 0.171 
0.3 combines with 0.3 to give 0.35 
0.4 combines wi th 0.4 to gi ve 0.35 
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The combined value oscillates above and below the input values. This is due to the 

nature of the fuzzy theory approximations. It is not a critical concern for OPR interpreta

tion at this stage of the research because 5% variation either way is well within the limits 

of the hemistic probability estimates. There is no synthetic data so accurate in this 

research as to say that a given OPR image has a 99.44% probability of being a wall or 

floor. It might be 90%, or 95%, or someone else might guesstimate it as 80%. If an actual 

excavation has uncovered a buried wall for a distance of 15 meters and one then runs a 

OPR test just two meters away from where the wall has been uncovered thus far, and in 

line with the uncovered wall, ,Uld one gets a OPR profile that appears to be a wall, then 

one might have almost 100% certainty of the pattern actually being a wall. Yes, additional 

infonnation such as context can greatly increase one's celtainty, but there is nothing in the 

synthetic data to supply such infonnation. 

9.5.4 Example 

As a simple exmnple of a fuzzy calculation, consider combining celtainty 0.6 with 

0.2. Certainty factors would proceed as follows, 

0.6 + 0.2(1.0 - 0.6) = 0.68 

But for OPR interpretation, the desired result of combining these two certainties 

should lie somewhere between these two values. Fuzzy theory first projects these two cer

tainties onto fuzzy membership functions as in Figure 9.33. 
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Estimated Fuzzy Sets (5 Categories) 

Co -, • 
.c ' \ 
I/) \ , \ 

Q) 0.8 
.c .. • \ 

~ 0.6 
, \ .. 

- - - Unlikely 

Weak 
~ 
'0 0.4 ... --- Moderate 
Q) 

~ 0.2 • 
C'I 

, --- Strong 
Q) • 

Cl 0 - - - Certain 
0 

Category Probability 

Figure 9.33 Fuzzy Set Projections 

This gives degrees of membership as, 

Table 9.2: Fuzzy Membership 

0.2 0.66 Unlikely 

0.4 Weak 

0.6 1.0 Moderate 

From the fuzzy rule matrix the fuzzy linguistic categories are combined to a single 

value; the numeric minimum celta.inty is also selected, 

Table 9.3: Fuzzy Combination 

Unlikely + Moderate 

Weak + Moderate 

Wea.k 

Moderate 

min(0.66, 1.0) = 0.66 

min(O.4, 1.0) = 0.4 



Areas and centroids of these membership categories are, 

Table 9.4: Areas & Centroids 

Weak 

Moderate 

Area = 0.25 

Area = 0.2 

Centroid = 0.35 

Centroid = 0.6 

The fuzzy centroid is then calculated as follows, 

Table 9.5: Centroid Calculation 

Numerator - fuzzy probability -
multiplied by X location of fuzzy category centroid 

multiplied by fuzzy category area (usually a Triangle or Trapezoid) 

Denominator = fuzzy probability 

multiplied by fuzzy category area (usually a Triangle or Trapezoid) 

Substituting values gives, 

Numerator = (0.66 * 0.35 :I: 0.25) + (0.4 * 0.6 * 0.2) = 0.10575 
Denominator = (0.66 :I: 0.25) + (0.4 :I: 0.2) = 0.245 

Combined Certainty = Numerator/Denominator = 0.1 0575/0.245 = 0.432 
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This calculation used five, heuristically detennined membership categories and the 

results can be seen in Matrix 9.11. Results using the genetic algorithm derived member

ship functions are in Matrix 9.12. 



o 
0.1 

0.2 
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0.4 
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0.8 

n.9 
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n.3 
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n,5 
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0.8 
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I.n 
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Matrix 9.11: GA Combination Results (5) 

o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

.12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .19 .42 .42 .42 .576 .662 

.12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .19 .42 .42 .42 .476 .662 

.12 .12 .157 .203 .178 .273 .471 .47 .459 .587 .662 

.12 .12 .203 .42 .42 .516 .662 .662 .662 .662 .662 

.12 .12 .178 .42 .42 .49 .662 .662 .662 .662 .662 

.19 .19 .273 .516 .49 .534 .662 .681 .691 .698 .691 

.42 .42 .471 .662 .662 .662 .662 .713 .804 .804 .804 

.42 .42 .47 .662 .662 .. 681 .713 .736 .804 .821 .834 

.42 .42 .459 .662 .662 .691 .804 .804 .804 .876 .928 

.576 .576 .587 .662 .662 .698 .804 .821 .876 .896 .928 

.662 .662 .662 .662 .662 .691 .804 .834 .928 .928 .928 

Matrix 9.12: G A Combination Results (7) 

o n.l n.2 0.3 0.4 n.5 n.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

.1 .1 .1 .123 .257 .257 .257 .357 .383 .463 .585 

.1 .1 .1 .123 .257 .257 .257 .357 .383 .463 .585 

.1 .1 .113 .156 .279 .323 .314 .369 .423 .515 .585 

.123 .123 .156 .297 .329 .383 .383 .457 .515 .615 .633 

.257 .257 .279 .329 .404 .428 .411 .544 .595 .656 .775 

.257 .257 .323 .383 .428 .585 .585 .585 .666 .775 .775 

.257 .257 .314 .383 .411 .585 .585 .585 .641 .775 .775 

.357 .357 .369 .457 .544 .585 .585 .649 .736 .796 .825 

.383 .383 .423 .515 .595 .666 .641 .736 .788 .82 .857 

.463 .463 .515 .615 .656 .775 .775 .796 .82 .873 .884 

.585 .585 .585 .633 .775 .775 .775 .825 .857 .884 .95 
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9.5.5 Miscalculation 

A problem occurred (Figure 9.34) when an attempt was made to extend a floor sys

tem via addi tional components. The OPR interpretation software does not know whether a 

candidate token is most likely a wall component, floor component, void component, or 

any of the other possibilites. Each possibility must be tested by the system in order to 

detennine the most probable component type. In one specific instance, a token, which 

was actually a ... vall component, was being tested by the system. This token, as do they all, 

had a baseCertainty for all possiblities. It was a wall token because its baseCertainty as 

a wall was higher than for its baseCertainty as a floor, void, pit, trench, etc. In this case, 

its baseCertainty as a floor was 0.0, but the fuzzy set approximation retumed a value of 

0.119968 for the token context probability. That is, the baseCertainty of 0.0 combined 

with the height, width, separation, and local vertical offset resulted in an jncorrect proba

bility of it being an isolated floor system of 0.119968. 

~'~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;N""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"~ 

~ ~I]: ":.:. ~ ~ 
~ ~ :.:":.:: ::" ~ ~ 

~ ~ >.:.::::: ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~""""'""""""""""""""";',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"""""""""""""""""''''''''''''''''L ~ n Ell·· ~ ~ r""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''ll71]'''''''''''''~ ~ ~ 
II> I II > I Ilil? III 
~~ ~ ~ ~ ::;~~ 
~ """"""",/" ~ """"""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,""""",/. ~ ~ 

~ ~"""""""""""""""""""""""""","""""""""""""""""""""""",h ~ 
~"""""""""""""""""""""""""","""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""",4 

Figure 9.34 Misinterpreted Wall Token 

This was a resul t of the approximations inherent in the fuzzy set calculations. A heu

ristic was used to work around this problem by checking whether the baseCertainty was 

less than 0.075; if true, the system returns 0.0 as the context probability. 

9.5.6 Rules 

Heuristic fuzzy rules for wall token context certainty can be seen in Matrix 9.13 

through Matrix 9.17. Because there are four parameters of five values each, 

• Width (Narrow to Wide) 
• Height (Short to Tall) 
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• Separation (Narrow to Wide) 
• Token Horizontal Offset (Narrow to Wide) 

in order to represent each parameter combination in a separate matrix would require 25 

matrices. To reduce this number to five, each cell of the matrix was allowed to contain the 

five di fferent values of the token horizontal offset panuneter. Th us each matrix itself repre

sents one of the values for the separation parameter. The matrix vertical axis represents 

the height panuneter and the horizontal axis the width parameter. The horizontal offset 

parameter ordering vertically (top-to-bottom) for each cell is, 

• Narrow 
• Moderately, Narrow 

• Moderate 
• Moderatel 

• Wide 

Each cell contai s the certainty value (certain to unlikely) for each particular combination 

of these four para neters. Missing values or blank cells indicate that unlikely certainty is to 

be supplied. As an example, for width = moderate, height = moderate, separation = nar

row, horizontal offse = moderately narrow, the certainty would be strong. 

Wall Token Context Certainty (Narrow S paration) 

W M 
W 

M 
HEIGHT 

M 
W 

MS W W M W 
W M 

W 

S W M W 

N MN M MW W 

WIDTH 
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Not indicated in the above ,md following rule matrices are impossible scenarios 

such as the horizontal offset being greater tlum the token width. Such situations are given 

IIi! values. 

Matrix 9.14: Wall Token Context Certainty (Mod Narrow Separation) 

HEIGHT 

T 

MT 

M 

MS 

S 

W 

N 

w 

M S W 
W M 

W 
U 

W M 
W 

MN M MW W 

WIDTH 

Matrix 9.15: Wall Token Context Certainty (Moderate Separation) 

HEIGHT 

T 

MT 

M 

MS 

S 

N 

w 

W M 
W 

MN M MW W 

WIDTH 



Matrix 9.16: Wall Token Context Certainty (Mod Wide Separation) 

T 

MT 

HEIGHT M 

MS 

S 

N 

M 

MN M MW W 

WIDTH 

Matrix 9.17: Wall Token Context Certainty (Wide Separation) 

T 

MT 

HEIGHT M 

MS 

S 

N 

W 

MN M MW W 

WIDTH 
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A similar set of heuristic fuzzy rules for the intennediate floor token context cer

tai nty can be seen in Matrix 9.18 through Matrix 9.22, except in this case the offset is ver

tical rather than horizontal. The w!rtical (~tJ~'et panuneter ordering vertically (top-to

bottom) for each cell is, 

• ShOlt 
• Moderately Short 
• Moderate 
• Moderately Wide 
• Wide 
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Matrix 9.18: Intermediate Floor Token Context Certainty (Narrow Separation) 

T 

MT 

HEIGHT M 

MS 

S 

w 
W M W 

W 

W M C M W 
W S W 

W M S M W 

N MN M MW W 

WIDTH 

Matrix 9.19: Intermediate Floor Token Context Certainty (Mod Narrow 
Separation) 

T 

MT 

HEIGHT M 

MS 

S 

w 
w s W 

M 

W M W 

N MN M MW W 

WIDTH 
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Matrix 9.2{): Intermediate Floor Token Context Certainty (Moderate Separation) 

T 

MT 

HEIGHT M 

MS 

S 

N 

M 

W 

MN M MW W 

WIDTH 

Matrix 9.21: Intermediate Floor Token Context Certainty (Mod Wide Separation) 

T 

MT 

HEIGHT M 

MS 

S 

N 

w 

MN M MW W 

WIDTH 

Matrix 9.22: Intermediate Floor Token Context Certainty (Wide Separation) 

T 

MT 

HEIGHT M 

MS 

S 

N MN M MW W 

WIDTH 
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Heuristic fuzzy rules for wall system context certainty can be seen in Matrix 9.23, 

for parameters, 

• Token Context Cel1ainty 
• Vertical Offset System 

Matrix 9.23: Wall System Context Certainty 

TOKEN 

C 

S 

CONTEXT M 
CERTAINTY 

W 

U 

C 

S 

M 

W 

U 

C S M 

S M W 

M W U 

U U U 

U U U 

W 

U 

U 

U 

U 

N MN M MW W 

VERTICAL OFFSET 

Wide and narrow rooms are both considered to be unlikely. Heuristic fuzzy rules for 

the remaining options for room system certainty (certain to unlikely) can be seen in Matrix 

9.24 and Matrix 9.25, for parameters, 

• Wall 1 System Context Certainty (CeI1ain to Unlikely) 
• Wall 2 System Context CeI1uinty (Celtain to Unlikely) 
• Room Width (Narrow to Wide) 
• Floor System Context Certainty (Certain to Unlikely) 

Each matrix represents one of the room width states. The horizontal axis refers to 

one room wall and the vertical axis the other, with ordering being unimportant because of 

symmeuy. Each matrix cell contains the five possible states of the floor system context 

certainty ordered vertically (top-to-bottom) from celtain to unlikely. For eXiUllple, the top 

enuy in each cell is a placeholder for the certain state of the floor system context, but the 

value in that slot is the overall room system certainty. This was done in order to compress 

ten matrices into two. 
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Matrix 9.24: Room System Certainty (Moderate Width) 

c c c c c 
s c c c c 

c s s s c C 
M M S S S 
M M S S S 

S C C C C 
S S C C C 

S S S S S C 
M M M S S 
W W M M S 

S S C C C 
S S S C C 

WALL #2 M M S S S S 
W M M M S 
U W W M S 

M S S C C 
M M S S C 

W M M S S S 
W W M M M 
U U W W M 

M M S S C 
M M S S S 

u W M M S S 
U W W M M 
U U U W M 

u W M S c 

WALL #1 
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Matrix 9.25: Room System Certainty (Mod Narrow & Mod Wide Width) 

C C C C C 
S S S C C 

C M M S S C 
W M M M S 
W W W M M 

S S S C C 
M S S S C 

S M M M S S 
W W W M M 
U W W M M 

M S S S C 
M M M S S 

WALL #2 M W M M M S 
U W W W M 
U U W W W 

M M S S C 
M M M S S 

W W W M M M 
U W W W M 
U U U W W 

W M M S S 
W M M M S 

u U W W M M 
U U U W W 
U U U U W 

u W M S C 

WALL #1 

Heuristic fuzzy rules for the floor token context certainty can be seen in Matrix 9.26, 

for parameters, 

• Intennediate Token Context Certainty (Certain to Unlikely) 
• Base Certainty (Unlikely to Certain) 
• Floor Width Ratio (Small to Big) 

Each matrix cell contains placeholders for the five possible states of the intennedi-
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ate token context certainty ordered veltically (top-to-bottom) from certain to unlikely. The 

val ue at each placeholderrefers to the final token context certainty (Certain to Unlikely). 

Matrix 9.26: Floor Token Context Certainty 

W M M S C 
W M M S S 

S U W M M M 
U W W W W 
U U U U U 

M M S C C 
W M M S S 

MS W W M M M 
U W W W W 
U U U U U 

M S S C C 
FLOOR M M S S S 
WIDTH M W M M M M 
RATIO W W W W W 

U U U U U 

S S C C C 
M M S S S 

MB W M M M M 
W W W W W 
U U U U U 

S S C C C 
M M S S S 

B W M M M M 
W W W W W 
U U U U U 

u W M S C 

BASE CERTAINTY 

Heuristic fuzzy rules for floor system context celtainty can be seen in Matrix 9.27, 

for parameters, 

• Token Context Celtainty (Celtain to Unlikely) 
• Vertical Offset System (Narrow to Wide) 
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• Floor Width Ratio (Big to Small) 

Each matrix cell contains placeholders for the five possible states of the system floor 

width ratio ordered vertically (top-to-bottom) from big to small. The value at each place

holder refers to the floor system context certainty (Certain to Unlikely). 

Matrix 9.27: Floor System Context Certainty 

C C S M W 
C C S M W 

C S S M W U 
S M M W U 
M W W U U 

S S M W U 
S S M W U 

S S S M W U 
M M W W U 
M W U U U 

M M W U U 
TOKEN M M W U U 
CONTEXT M M W W U U 
CERTAINTY W W U U U 

W W U U U 

W W U U U 
W W U U U 

W W W U U U 
W W U U U 
U U U U U 

U U U U U 
U U U U U 

u U U U U U 
U U U U U 
U U U U U 

N MN M MW W 

SYSTEM VERTICAL OFFSET 
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9.5.7 Sets 

Initially, triangular shapes were used to approximate the fuzzy sets, however, trape

zoids were eventually allowed in order to improve the genetic algorithm calculation 

results. A trapezoid wi th a zero length upper base could still represent a triangular fuzzy 

set. In the special case where the two points of the upper base coincide, then slope calcu

lations would be indetemlinate. This case has to be monitored, and given special han

dling. 

Heuristic fuzzy sets for five basic probability categories can be seen in Figure 9.29 

and for seven categories in Figure 9.30. Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for five 

basic probability categories is displayed in Figure 9.31 and for seven categories in Rgure 

9.32. 

Heuristic fuzzy sets for storage area width categories can be seen in Figure 9.35, for 

parameters, 

• Wide (4.27m - ) 
• Moderately Wide (3.05 - 4.27m) 
• Moderate (2.14 - 3.05m) 
• Moderately Narrow (l.22 - 2.14m) 
• Narrow (0 - 1.22m) 

Storage Width Fuzzy Sets (estimated) 

,9- . \ ,- \ - . , , .. - - --• .s::. \ 
til \ • 
Qi 0.8 \1 ' . - - - Narrow 
.c I' 

~ 0.6 
, I, - - - Mod Narrow 

~ 1\ 
'0 0.4 

1 \ 
\ 

Moderate I \ 
Q) 

~ 0.2 , I ---- Mod Wide 
0'1 \ 
Q) , 
Cl 0 - - - • Wide 

0 2 4 6 8 

Width (meters) 

Figure 9.35 Storage Width (estimated) 
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Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for storage area width categories are displayed 

in Figure 9.36, for parameters, 

• Wide (3.97 - 6. 10m) 
• Moderately Wide (2.75 - 4.58m) 
• Moderate (1.53 - 3.66m) 
• Moderately Narrow (.09 - 2.44m) 
• Narrow (0 - 1.53m) 

5 torage Width Fuzzy 5 ets (genetic algorithm) 

Co --- ,. 
I 
. -- -

0_ 

.c # , 
(/) 

iii 0.8 • I 
- - - Narrow • , 

.c • , I ~ 0.6 - - - Mod Narrow 
:::E , 
'0 0.4 

I I 

Moderate , I 
Q) 

" ~ 0.2 \ - - - - Mod Wide 
C\ 
Q) 

0 0 - - _. Wide 
0 2 4 6 8 

Width (meters) 

Figure 9.36 Storage Width (genetic nlg) 

The fitll set (~f' graphics for all eleven parameters can be seen in Appendix JJocer-
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9.5.8 Summary 

9.5.8.1 WALL 

Local Certainty is a function of, 

• Height 

• Width 
• Separation 
• Horizontal Offset 

Token Context Certainty is a function of, 

• Local Certainty 

• Base Certainty 

System Context Catainty is a function of, 

• Token Context Celtainty 

• Vertical Offset 

9.5.8.2 FLOOR 

Local Certainty is a function of, 

• Height 

• Width 
• Separation 
• Vertical Offset 

Token Context Certainty is a function of, 

• Local Celtainty 

• Base Certainty 

• Floor Ratio Token 

System COlllext Certainty is a function of, 

• Token Context Celtainty 
• Vertical Offset System 

• Floor Ratio System 
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10 GPR INTERPRETATION RESULTS 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter contains test results in two sections: (1) genetic algorithms and (2) 

GPR interpretation. The genetic algorithm section contains test results for, 

• Scaling used to optimize perfonnance early and late in a run 
• Heuristic Curves (covered in Chapter 9) 

The GPR interpretation section covers, 

• Extension problems encountered during early test runs 
• First successful test runs 
• Main test. results contrasting heuristic and genetic algorithm derived fuzzy member

ship functions 

The main test result subsection contains test scenarios for, 

• Multiple arrangements of tokens via token selection, orientation, and spacing (Cases 
#1 through #5) 

• Gap comparison (Cases #6 and #7) 
• Crossover point between storage and living areas (Case #8) 

• Full room (Case #9) 
• Offset floor (Case #10) 
• Very narrow floor (Case #11) 
• Floor only (Case #12) 

• Wall only (Case #13) 
• Offset component (Cases #14 and #15) 
• Very narrow walls (Case #16) 
o Gradually increasing room width (Cases #17 through #23) 

• Maximum width room (Case #24) 
• Extended wall comparison (Cases #25 through #30) 
• Double room (Case #31) 

Note that each of the above test cases contain two options: (1) heuristically deter

mined fuzzy membership functions and (2) genetic algorithms calculated membership 

functions. There are thus 62 total test runs. 
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10.2 GENETIC ALGORITHMS 

10.2.1 Scaling 

Scaling (6.4 "FITNESS" on page 106) was done to discourage very strong members 

from dominating the population early in a run, and to discourage average members from 

unduly influencing the population late. Because the scaling factor can vary as low values 

fall into the negative region, the maximum value is not a good guide to system perfor

mance. By definition, the scaled curve rotates about the average value, thus the average 

value does not change between scaled and non-scaled curves. It is the average value that 

should be used for perfonnance comparison in Table 10.1 where test runs for the five cat

egory probability curve using a population of 100 and 50 generations were made using no 

scal ing, scal ing of 1.6, and scaling of 2.0. The scale factor of 1.6 gave the cest results. 

What one is observing in Table 10.1 is the average value column which is the aver

age of the scaled fitness. The higher the fitness, the better the result. Note how the average 

fitness value increases and asymptotically reaches a maximum. If the maximum value is 

quickly reached in the first few generations, then there is no need to continue the search 

after that point. One is also comparing the average fitness values an'ived by scaling equal 

to 1.6 versus equal to 2.0. 

Genera
tions 

o 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Table 10.1: 5 Basic Probability Category Test Comparisons 

Scaling = 1.6 

Maximum Average 

0.95987 0.71596 

1.15791 0.72369 

1.21942 0.77086 

1.22398 0.81286 

1.34283 0.83927 

1.22046 0.85466 



Genera
tions 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 
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Table 10.1: 5 Basic Probability Category Test Comparisons 

Scaling = 1.6 

Maximum Average 

1.11161 0.86002 

1.16355 0.86560 

1.2980. 0.86688 

1.23072 0.89101 

1.11460 0.89275 

1.16724 0.89597 

1.22807 0.89248 

1.13672 0.90144 

1.13664 0.90662 

1.10370 0.91436 

1.12374 0.91488 

1.12294 0.91353 

1.15385 0.91472 

1.14196 0.90558 

1.10695 0.91903 

1.17666 0.91319 

1.02981 0.91296 

1.19149 0.91244 

1.10555 0.92085 

1.14753 0.90578 

1.03140 0.90356 

1.21030 0.90892 

1.19268 0.90894 

1.17295 0.91061 



Genera
tions 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

4X 

49 

50 
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Table 10.1: 5 Basic Probability Category Test Comparisons 

Scaling = 1.6 

Maximum Average 

1.11694 0.89547 

1.25496 0.89856 

1.14607 0.91042 

1.15862 0.90845 

1.19996 0.91115 

1.03158 0.90453 

1.14466 0.90252 

1.06923 0.90501 

1.11461 0.90970 

1.13936 0.89643 

1.07142 0.91010 

1.06690 0.91476 

1.11474 0.89919 

1.12452 0.90351 

1.17873 0.90447 

1.06592 0.91499 

1.11434 0.91611 

1.14598 0.91216 

1.11113 0.90778 

1.09884 0.91350 

1.20511 0.90923 
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10.2.2 Heuristic Curves 

Training runs similar to Table 10.1 were made for each of the following heuristic 

curves as detailed in chapter 9. 

• 5 Category Probability (Figure 9.29 and Figure 9.31) 
• 7 Category Probability (Figure 9.30 and Figure 9.32) 
o Storage area width (Figure 9.35 and Figure 9.36) 
• Living area width (Figure App 3.3 and Figure App 3.4) 
• Storage area floor separation (Figure App 3.13 and Figure App 3.14) 
• Living area floor separation (Figure App 3.15 and Figure App 3.16) 
• Wall width (Figure App 3.9 and Figure App 3.10) 
• Wall height (Figure App 3.7 and Figure App 3.8) 
• Wall height separation (Figure App 3.5 and Figure App 3.6) 
• Wall horizontal offset -- Floor vertical offset token (Figure App 3.19 and Figure App 

3.20) 
• Wall vertical offset -- Floor vertical offset system (Figure App 3.17 and Figure App 

3.18) 
• Floor height (Figure App 3.11 and Figure App 3.12) 
• Floor dimension ratio (Figure App 3.21 and Figure App 3.22) 

10.3 GPR INTERPRETATION 

10.3.1 Extension Process 

When extending a token, one does not need to consider other token types because 

the goal is only to extend that particular token. When searching through the token vector, 

during a token extension, only the token type that is compatible with the token being 

extended need be considered. For ex,ullple, suppose a wall X was being extended (Figure 

10.1); a new token C is selected as a possible addition and, of the 13 possible types in its 

token vector (compare Table 7.1), only the one representing a wall token need be consid

ereci. There would be no need for checking to see if a floor token or void token could be 

an extension to a wall. Note, this is not the case while extending systems because what 

may initially be a storage area system, upon extension, may become a living area system. 

From the training data set, the neural net detenllined token C to be most likely a pit 

or trench, but since the context was a room, pits and trenches were unlikely (firepits were 

not considered in a room context). Of the most likely possibilites, the floor token better fit 



the context than the wall token. 
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tokens A, B, D 
synthetic model #3.1 

token C 
synthetic model #4.1 
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wall ~ floor '-pit trench 

Figure 10.1 Extension Considerations 
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The extension process was carried out by first checking whether the token that was 

being extended X, and the new candidate token C, are of the same type. If they are, pro

ceed with a probability calculation; if not, the model (synthetic model #4.1) from which 

the candidate token C was derived must be found and from it the probability detennined 

(0.2) of what this model would be if it were the token type represented by the extended 

token (that is, if it were a wall = 0.2 instead of a floor token = 0.4). This wall token type 

and probability (0.2) is then used to convert the candidate token from its present state as a 

floor token (0.4) before adding it to the extended wall and calculating the combined 

ex tended wall probab iii ty. 

This is where fuzzy theory made a significant contribution because it made possible 

the easy increase or decrease in probabilities. If, what was in reality a floor token, was 

added to a wall system, then the heuristic fuzzy rule should lower the resulting extended 

wall probability. Adding a floor token (converted to a wall token) to a wall system would 

greatly increase the wall width using a low probability wall token, and the fuzzy rule 

would indicate that this wide wall had a low probability. Even adding a distant 100% cer

tain wall token D to a 100% certain extended wall token X could lower the new extended 

wall token certainty to 0% because of the excessive width. 
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It is necessary to duplicate the above process for each of the 12 possible systems. 

Perfonning these calculations for each and every possibility meant that only toy problems 

could ever be considered, unless considerably more powerful computing facilities became 

available. The original phm was to employ neural net pattern recognition to select candi

dates, rather than to process them linearly. As previously mentioned, problems with the 

neural net software finally brought that approach to a halt. The modified approach had a 

main goal of exploring different possibilities, rather than seeking an efficient solution. As 

such, since there was no need nor desire to bog down the interpretation process with a lot 

or repetitive calculation, some systems were often manually bypassed in the coding when 

the logic of the algorithm would not be affected. 

10.3.2 Debug Runs 

An example of a logical error encountered during a test run as a OPR system was 

being built will now be exmnined. The extended wall in Figure 1O.2just kept growing. It 

would, for instance, grab what should have been interpreted as a floor token, and instead 

convert it to a wall token, then add it to the extended wall token because in so doing the 

extended wall certainty was increased ever so slightly. This is a good exmnple of why one 

could not employ a rule saying that if a new token increased system probability, then add 

it. It was also a good indicator that some approach like fuzzy theory was needed. 

Figure 10.2 Extension Error 

tokens 33, 34, 76 
synthetic model #3.1 

tokens 78, 80, 82 
synthetic model #4.1 

Tokens 33, 34 and 76 of Figure 10.2 were built from synthetic model #3.1 which 
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should represent a wall token. Tokens 78,80 and 82 were built from synthetic model #4.1 

which would nonnally represent a floor token. The token numbering represents their 

token ID by which tokens and their creation can be traced. Each new token is assigned an 

ID that is incremented by one. Thus wall token 33 was created first and then wall token 

34. These two combined to create a room system. Note a seeming contradiction in the 

order of creation of tokens 75 and 76. It would seem logical that one would select token 33 

first, then extend it to token 76 and then combine tokens 33 and 76 into an extended token 

75. But if that were true, then why was token 75 created before token 76? The answer lies 

in the token extension algorithm (Figure App 2.1.10). If tokens 33 and 76 were initially of 

the same wall type, then they both would be created before the extended token 75, how

ever, if token 76 was initially created as something other than a wall token then it must be 

converted. One might think that this conversion would still be prior to creating the 

extended wall token 75, but this is not necessarily the case. 

There are other tokens within the context of wall token 33 that also need to be con

sidered. Each of these must be converted into a wall token and then combined wi th wall 

token 33 to detennine which combines to produce the highest probable extended wall 

token 75. These combined calculations can be made without actually first creating either 

the wall token 76 or the extended wall token 75. This calculated combined probability is 

compared with the best found up to that point and if there is an improvement, then at that 

time the new extended wall token 75 is created, after which the previous state of wall 

token 76 is converted into wall token 76 by creating a new wall token instance! This is dif

ferent from the process when both tokens 33 and 76 are initially of the same type. Thus ID 

ordering differences may appear. The gap in numbering between 34 and 75 indicates that 

the system was checking all other possibilities before, 

• concluding a room was the best interpretation 
• selecting the best combination of tokens to extend the wall. 

The next step in building the room system was to detennine if their were any other 

tokens that could be added to the system that would increase the overall system probabil-
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ity. The OPR system calculated that adding token 78 would increase room certainty, which 

was a proper conclusion, except that it added token 78 as a wall component rather than as 

a floor component. Thus extended wall token 77 was created by the system to contain 

extended wall token 75 and basic wall token 78. This process was repreated for extended 

wall tokens 79 and 81 until finally the storage system 83 was built. Note that storage sys

tem 83 is composed of two tckens, namely, extended wall token 81 and basic wall token 

34. 

Needless to say, this was not the intention. Simply increasing certainty was not a 

sufficient criteria for token or system extension. Each of the 13 possible token types in the 

token vector had to be considered, each probability included in extended token or system 

calculations, the final certainty detennined, and then a decision made based upon that 

token type giving the greatest overall improvement. But this process was often indirect 

and required that several additional parameters be added to the system for consideration. 

Figure 10.3 is another of the many examples of a test runs gone awry. In this case, 

wall token 16 and floor token 54 first combined to bui ld a room system. Because of a 

threshold setting problem, token 63 was never considered as a floor component; this left 

its only possibility as being a wall, which the system inferred and consequently combined 

it wi th wall token 16 to fOll11 extended wall token 64. In a similar fashion, token 66 never 

was considered as a wall component, leaving its only possibility of it being a floor token 

which was combined with floor token 54 to construct extended floor token 67. Many logi

cal errors like this did not become apparent until actual test runs were made. Then it 

required debugging step-by-step to trace the logic and discover the problem. Smalltalk's 

debugger proved to be invaluable. 
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synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.3 Another Extension Error 
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The strange situation in Figure 10.4 occurred because a modification was made to a 

method at one of several conditions, but not at the other conditions with similar code. 

Token 77 was interpreted as a wall component and at the same time as token 103 a floor 

component. Token 79/109 was interpreted in a similar fashion. Wall tokens 77 and 79 

became part of extended walls 78 and 80, and eventually living area system 81. Floor 

tokens 103 and 109 became pmt of storage system 116. 
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Figure 10.4 Double Usage 

tokens 15, 17, 19 
synthetic model #3.1 

tokens 77/103, 79/109 
synthetic model #4.1 

Missing one component in the floor extension of Figure 10.5 uncovered a logical 

error that sometimes caused systems to differ based upon the order in which tokens were 

selected. Tokens 28 and 29 combined to build a room system. Token 28 then combined 

with token 40 to f0I111 an extended floor. Spatial orientation was not being considered at 

this point in the development of the interpretation system. Neither did the system recog

nize that the three components were all part of the srune segmented floor. 
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tokens 28, 29, 40 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.5 Missing Component 
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The very wide room in Figure 10.6 was interpreted as a storage area rather than the 

more likely living area because the fuzzy storage certainty was 0.116665, whereas the 

fuzzy living certai nty was 0.116664. This was due to roundoff en'or combined with the 

discrete lower fuzzy certainty limits. Both results essentially said the certainty was zero, 

but minimum fuzzy certainty would only reach a non-zero lower limit. Special condi

tional checks had to be made for extreme conditions. 

55 

5.2 m 

Figure 10.6 Width Problem 

tokens 11, 12,56 
synthetic model #3.1 

In sumlmu'y, factors that could cause unexpected resul ts included, 

• Discrete nature of fuzzy approximations 
• Non-zero fuzzy minimum certainty 
• Identical certainties for two different systems 
• Wrong threshold used in vectors or conditions 
• Calculating width of an empty system 
• Fuzzy rules with NIL values 
• Tokens not being removed or added back to universe 
• Parameter order being reversed 
• Mixing dimensions 
• Order of token selection 
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10.3.3 Testing 

A test sui te of waIl/floor configurations, each of which had a general range of prob

abilities assigned by the domain expert, was used to verify the results. 

The first semi-successful test run (Figure 10.7 and Table 10.2) captured the compo

nents cOlTectIy but as components were added to the initially interpreted storage area and 

the room became wider, a conversion did not take place to re-interpret the system as a liv

ing area. Note the height at this stage was still that as provided by the synthetic models. 

This was later deemed too high a value for wall heights and floor thicknesses, so it was 

reduced from 0.8 m to 0.25 m. 

3.2m 

tokens 44, 52, 62 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 64 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.7 First Succes.\jitl Run 

Table 10.2: First Successful Run 

44 Wall 0.984 

52 Wall 0.984 

61 X-Wall 0.592 

62 Wall 0.984 

64 Floor 0.395 

65 Storage 0.230 
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In Figure 10.8 and Table 10.3, the conversion from storage to living area took place. 

Note, however, that as the floor extension took place, the probability stayed at 35% 

instead of increasing. Also, the extended floor probability seemed too low. Modifications 

were required to the matrix of fuzzy rules and to the methods that calculated handled prob

ability combinations. However, hand calculations narrowed down the major factor in this 

case to dimensions that were being mixed between feet and meters. 
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4.2m 

tokens 54, 55, 77 
synthetic model #3.1 

tokens 84, 88, 90 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.8 Storage-to-Li ving Conversion 

Table 10.3: Storage-to-Living Conversion 

75 Living 0.492 

76 X-Wall 0.592 

89 X-Floor 0.35 

54 Wall 0.984 

90 Floor 0.395 

87 X-Floor 0.35 

55 Wall 0.984 

77 Wall 0.984 

84 Floor 0.395 

88 Floor 0.395 
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By the time that the test in Figure 10.9 ~md Table 10.4 was run, results started to look 

fairly reasonable. A continuous process of fine tuning the algorithm, improving the fuzzy 

rules, and modifying the membership functions led to gradual improvement of results. 

Note that the token COil text local certainty for tokens 15 and 16 are identical at 0.677, 

whereas the tokell context system certainies are 0.636 and 0.480 respectively. This is 

because the local certainty considers parameters, 

• Horizontal offset local 

• Separation 
• Height 

• Width 
• Base certainty 

where the first two panuneters are set to zero. The system certainty adds the vertical offset 

local parameter which causes the system certainty of token 16 to decrease because of its 

vertical offset. Note that the tenn ,\ystem in this case refers to an extended token system, 

not a system in the sense of a storage mea, firepit, or crevice. 

To sllmmari ze, the base certainty is that estimate provided by the domain expert as 

to how a synthetic model represents each of the basic 13 token types (wall, floor, boulder, 

etc.). This base certainty considers the token in isolation from its environment. The token 

context ceJiainty is that base ceJiainty as modified because of its context. The system cer

tainty is the token context certainty fmiher modified as part of a system. 

4.2m 

tokens 15, 16, 18 
synthetic model #3.1 

tokens 86, 89 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.9 First Reasonable Results 
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Table 10.4: First Reasonable Results 

77 Living 0.716 

18 Wall 1.0 0.677 0.640 

80 X-Wall nil 0.851 0.802 

15 Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 

16 Wall 1.0 0.677 0.480 

90 X-Floor nil 0.434 0.396 

R6 Floor 0.4 0.3 0.35 

R9 Floor 0.4 0.3 0.35 
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10.3.4 Test Cases -- Heuristic vs. Genetic 

The following test cases were run to demonstrate the interpretation results of the 

aPR system and to contrast these results using heuristically detennined fuzzy member

ship functions versus those generated by genetic algorithms. 

10.3.4.1 Case #1 -- Multiple Arrangement 

4.2m 

Figure 10.10 Case 1 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.5: Case 1 -- Heuristic 

6R Living 0.382 

14 Wall 1.0 0.678 

69 Floor 0.4 0.35 

66 X-Wall nil 0.7 

13 Wall 1.0 0.677 

15 Wall 1.0 0.677 

tokens 13, 14, 15 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 69 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.636 

0.239 

0.667 

0.480 

0.636 
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Figure 10.11 Case 1 -- GA 

Table 10.6: Case 1 -- GA 

68 Living 0.667 

66 X-Wall nil 0.857 

13 Wall 1.0 0.775 

15 Wall 1.0 0.775 

14 Wall 1.0 0.775 

69 Floor 0.4 0.420 

tol<ens 13, 14, 15 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 69 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.836 

0.727 

0.539 

0.727 

0.360 
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10.3.4.2 Case #2 -- Multiple Arrangement 
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4.2m 

Figure 10.12 Case 2 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.7: Case 2 -- Heuristic 

77 Living 0.482 

18 Wall 1.0 0.677 

78 X-Wall nil 0.7 

16 Wall 1.0 0.677 

17 Wall 1.0 0.677 

88 X-Floor nil 0.550 

87 Floor 0.4 0.35 

84 Floor 0.4 0.35 

tokens 16, 17, 18 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 84, 87 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.636 

0.667 

0.480 

0.636 

0.422 

0.239 

0.239 
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85 Living 

77 X-Wall 

18 Wall 

16 Wall 

81 X-Floor 

80 Floor 

34 Floor 

83 Wall 

85 

4.2m 

Figure 10.13 Case 2 -- GA 

Table 10.8: Case 2 -- GA 

0.679 

nil 0.857 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 

nil 0.604 

0.4 0.420 

0.4 0.420 

1.0 0.775 

tokens 16, 18,83 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 34, 80 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.836 

0.539 

0.727 

0.420 

0.360 

0.360 

0.727 
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10.3.4.3 Case #3 -- Multiple Arrangement 
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4.2m 

Figure 10.14 Case 3 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.9: Case 3 -- Heuristic 

78 Living 0.597 

87 X-Floor nil 0.333 

86 Floor 0.4 0.35 

83 Floor 0.4 0.35 

76 X-Wall nil 0.7 

16 Wall 1.0 0.677 

17 Wall 1.0 0.677 

15 Wall 1.0 0.677 

tokens 15, 16, 17 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 83, 86 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.531 

0.239 

0.239 

0.667 

0.636 

0.480 

0.636 
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4.2m 

Figure 10.15 Case 3 -- GA 

Table 10.10: Case 3 -- GA 

77 Living 0.796 

88 X-Floor nil 0.604 

87 Floor 0.4 0.420 

84 Floor 0.4 0.420 

79 X-Wall nil 0.857 

15 Wall 1.0 0.775 

17 Wall 1.0 0.775 

16 Wall 1.0 0.775 

tokens 15, 16, 17 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 84, 87 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.662 

0.360 

0.360 

0.836 

0.539 

0.727 

0.727 
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10.3.4.4 Case #4 -- Multiple Arrangement 

55 

54 

11 

12 

13 

55 
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2.6m 

tokens 11, 12 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 13 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.16 Case 4 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.11: Case 4 -- Heuristic 

Storage 0.367 

X-Wall nil 0.7 0.667 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.480 

Floor 0.4 0.35 0.35 
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53 Storage 

52 X-Wall 

12 Wall 

13 Wall 

29 Floor 

53 

2.6m 

tokens 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 29 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.17 Case 4 -- GA 

Table 10.12: Case 4 -- GA 

0.676 

nil 0.857 0.836 

1.0 0.775 0.727 

1.0 0.775 0.539 

0.4 0.420 0.420 
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10.3.4.5 Case #5 -- Multiple Arrangement 

55 

54 

11 

13 

12 

3.6m 

tokens 11, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 12 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.18 Case 5 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.13: Case 5 -- Heuristic 

Living 0.313 

X-Wall nil 0.7 0.667 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.480 

Floor 0.4 0.35 0.275 
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53 Living 

38 Floor 

52 X-Wall 

12 Wall 

11 Wall 

53 

3.6m 

tokens 11, 12 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 38 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.19 Case 5 -- GA 

Table 10.14: Case 5 •• GA 

0.650 

0.4 0.420 0.420 

nil 0.857 0.836 

1.0 0.775 0.539 

1.0 0.775 0.727 
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10.3.4.6 Case #6 -- Gap Comparison 

~~i~0~ ~ ~ 75 "''''''1 ~ 
~ -+ ~ ~ ...... "," r""""""""""""""" """"""""""'J',,~~. ............. i 

~.. Ij~ ~ 174/ 1171/ I ~!4 ~ = ~ i ~ ~ i -""""""""""""""""""""""""""",,,)J ~ 
~"""""""""""""""""""""""""","""""""" .. """"""""""""",;; 

2.6m 

tokens 14, 16 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 71, 74 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.20 Case 6 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.15: Case 6 -- Heuristic 

73 Storage 0.705 

14 Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 

16 Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 

75 X-Floor nil 0.550 0.514 

71 Floor 0.4 0.350 0.350 

74 Floor 0.4 0.350 0.350 
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65 Storage 

13 Wall 

14 Wall 

75 X-Floor 

74 Floor 

71 Floor 

2.6m 

tokens 14, 15 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 71, 74 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.21 Case 6 -- GA 

Table 10.16: Case 6·· GA 

0.812 

1.0 0.775 0.727 

1.0 0.775 0.727 

nil 0.604 0.662 

0.4 0.420 0.420 

0.4 0.420 0.420 
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10.3.4.7 Case #7 -- Gap Comparison 

no gap 
0.2 m gap 

~""''',,?,~, """"""""""""'"!""""""",,,,,,'" """"""""""~ 
5 ~ 75,; ~ 
~ t I 116 nF~~"~"''',,;4,,''~'r F''o;;;'o':':':':':'o':':':'i>!§ I 
o ~ t''''''N"""""""""""""""""""""""JI""iI. ~ 

~"""""""""""""""""""""""""",""""""""""""""""""""",,}, 

2.6m 

tokens 15, 16 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 71,74 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.22 Case 7 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.17: Case 7 -- Heuristic 

73 Storage 0.709 

75 X-Floor nil 0.550 0.519 

74 Floor 0.4 0.350 0.350 

71 Floor 0.4 0.350 0.350 

16 Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 

15 Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 
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no gap 

0.2 m gap 

~"""'.'.~.'.~. " ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,j,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, " ... '.""".""""'''~ 
~ t IIC!41[0~.llltil I 
Q ~ ~"""""""""""""""""""""""",u","",A ~ 

-'""""""""""""""""""""""""""" ''''''''''''''''''N'''''N''''''N'''''''''~ 

2.6m 

tokens 13, 14 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 71,74 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.23 Case 7 -- GA 

Table 10.18: Case 7·· GA 

65 Storage 0.812 

13 Wall 1.0 0.775 0.727 

14 Wall 1.0 0.775 0.727 

75 X-Floor nil 0.604 0.662 

74 Floor 0.4 0.420 0.420 

71 Floor 0.4 0.420 0.420 
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10.3.4.8 Case #8·· Crossover 

Notice in this case that the living area of Table 10.19 is interpreted as a storage area 

in Table 10.20. This could be caused by a combination of being near the crossover point 

between storage and living areas in conjunction with the difference in certainties between 

the heuristic and genetic algorithm derived fuzzy membership functions. 

50 
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3.0m 

token 14,46,48 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.24 Case 8 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.19: Case 8 .- Heuristic 

50 Living 0.270 

49 X-Floor nil 0.600 0.600 

47 X-Floor nil 0.500 0.471 

46 Floor 0.4 0.350 0.317 

14 Floor 0.4 0.350 0.317 

4R Floor 0.4 0.350 0.317 
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3.n m 

token 14,46,48 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.25 Case 8 -- GA 

Table 10.20: Case 8 -- GA 

50 Storage 0.487 

49 X-Floor nil 0.775 0.727 

47 X-Floor nil 0.604 0.662 

14 Floor 0.4 0.420 0.420 

46 Floor 0.4 0.420 0.420 

48 Floor 0.4 0.420 0.420 
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10.3.4.9 Case #9 -- Full Room 

92 
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4.2 m 

Figure 10.26 Case 9 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.21: Case 9 -- Heuristic 

92 Living 0.703 

22 Wall 1.0 0.677 

89 X-Wall nil 0.700 

20 Wall 1.0 0.677 

17 Wall 1.0 0.677 

107 X-Floor nil 0.600 

105 X-Floor nil 0.550 

101 Floor 0.4 0.350 

104 Floor 0.4 0.350 

106 Floor 0.4 0.350 

tokens 17,20,22 
synthetic model #3.1 

tokens 101, 104,106 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.636 

0.667 

0.480 

0.636 

0.600 

0.422 

0.239 

0.239 

0.239 
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4.2m 

Figure 10.27 Case 9 -- GA 

Table 10.22: Case 9 -- GA 

102 Living 0.825 

103 X-Wall nil 0.857 

100 Wall 1.0 0.775 

17 Wall 1.0 0.775 

18 Wall 1.0 0.775 

94 X-Floor nil 0.775 

93 Floor 0.4 0.420 

90 X-Floor nil 0.604 

89 Floor 0.4 0.420 

51 Floor 0.4 0.420 

tokens 17, 18, 100 
synthetic model #3.1 

tokens 51, 89, 93 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.836 

0.539 

0.727 

0.727 

0.727 

0.360 

0.420 

0.360 

0.360 
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10.3.4.10 Case #10 -- Offset Floor 

1l1is was a test of an unlikely scenario just to see what the system would do with an 

offset floor component #14. The system did not believe that an offset of this much could 

belong to the same overall floor system, thus it broke the interpretation into two parts. The 

only thing it knew to do was build two separate room systems. This is where the expert 

system would provide an ovenide on an interpretation. In some instances an offset of this 

magnitude could preclude an interpretation as a floor component, but in this case the alter

native seems even less desirable. Additional context data, however, could change the 

interpretation again. The expert system would need to have meta-knowledge of rooms and 

their contexts in order to better resolve a scenaIio such as this. 

Also note that Table 10.23 interprets the room as a living area whereas Table 10.24 

more properly interprets it as a storage area. This is because the code at the time the heu

ristic run was made did not take into consideration the problem with the lower plateau 

reached by the fuzzy certainty calculation. Sometimes the lower limit choices amount to a 

comparison between figures such as 0.116665 and 0.116666, where the living area room 

system might win out by 0.000001. This is essentially a meaningless result due to fuzzy 

theOlY in conjunction wi th a roundoff error. Fuzzy theOlY did not allow the minimum to 

ever reach the val ue of zero. Man ual checks and overIides had to be added to the system 

work around this problem. 



89 

88 

87 

55 

48 

14 
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_5;00t~~~ 
~ ~ 
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3.n m 

token 14,55,87 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.28 Case 10 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.23: Case 10 -- Heuristic 

Living 0.215 

X-Floor nil 0.500 0.537 

Floor 0.4 0.350 0.317 

Floor 0.4 0.350 0.317 

Living 0.117 

Floor 0.4 0.350 0.193 
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88 

87 

55 

48 

14 
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3.0 m 

token 14,55,87 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.29 Case 10 -- GA 

Table 10.24: Case 10·· GA 

Storage 0.487 

X-Floor nil 0.604 0.727 

Floor 0.4 0.420 0.420 

Floor 0.4 0.420 0.420 

Storage 0.120 

Floor 0.4 0.420 0.140 
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10.3.4.11 Case #11 -- Very Narrow Floor 

Notice that fuzzy theory produces a non-zero minumum value for a very narrow 

room sceIHu·io. 

69 

57 

69 

.... ~ 
1.0 m 

token 57 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.30 Case 11 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.25: Case 11 -- Heuristic 

Storage 0.117 

Floor 0.4 0.350 0.350 



252 

24 
r."""""""""""""""~ ~ )o! token 8 

synthetic model #4.1 

.... ... 
I.Om 

Figure 10.31 Case 11 -- GA 

Table 10.26: Case II -- GA 

24 Storage 0.120 

Floor 0.4 0.420 0.432 



10.3.4.12 Case #12 .. Floor Only 
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3.n m 

token 18,46 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.32 Case 12 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.27: Case 12 .. Heuristic 

49 Storage 0.216 

47 X-Floor nil 0.333 0.537 

46 Floor 0.4 0.350 0.317 

1H Floor 0.4 0.350 0.317 
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3.n m 

token 11,35 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.33 Case 12 -- GA 

Table lO.28: Case 12 GA 

37 Storage 0.487 

36 X-Floor nil 0.604 0.727 

11 Floor 0.4 0.420 0.420 

35 Floor 0.4 0.420 0.420 
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10.3.4.13 Case #13 -- Wall Only 
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4.2m 

Figure 10.34 Case 13 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.29: Case 13 -- Heuristic 

54 Living 0.367 

13 Wall 1.0 0.677 

55 X-Wall nil 0.700 

12 Wall 1.0 0.677 

11 Wall 1.0 0.677 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

0.636 

0.667 

0.480 

0.636 
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4.2m 

Figure 10.35 Case 13 -- GA 

Table 10.30: Case 13 -- GA 

54 Living 0.628 

13 Wall 1.0 0.775 

55 X-Wall nil 0.857 

12 Wall 1.0 0.775 

11 Wall 1.0 0.775 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

0.727 

0.836 

0.539 

0.727 
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10.3.4.14 Case #14 -- Offset Component 

Compare this case with that of #15. Here the floor component has been offset verti

cally by 0.4 meter to check how the OPR system interprets this versus the floor in its nor

mal location. The offset reduced the floor certainty to near zero, but the overall room 

certainty was only moderately affected. The presence of the strong looking wall compo

nents overrode the questionable floor component. 

Floor offset vertically by 0.4 m 
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4.2m 

Figure 10.36 Case 14 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.31: Case 14 -- Heuristic 

66 Living 0.397 

13 Wall 1.0 0.677 

68 X-Wall nil 0.700 

16 Wall 1.0 0.677 

15 Wall 1.0 0.677 

70 Floor 0.4 0.350 

tokens 13, 15, 16 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 70 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.636 

0.667 

0.480 

0.636 

0.158 



Floor offset vertically by 0.4 m 
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4.2m 

Figure 10.37 Case 14 -- GA 

Table 10.32: Case 14 -- GA 

66 Living 0.628 

15 Wall 1.0 0.775 

67 X-Wall nil 0.857 

13 Wall 1.0 0.775 

14 Wall 1.0 0.775 

69 Floor 0.4 0.420 

tokens 13, 14, 15 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 69 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.727 

0.836 

0.727 

0.539 

0.120 
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10.3.4.15 Case #15 -- No Offset 

Compare with case #14 above. 
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4.2m 

Figure 10.38 Case 15 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.33: Case 15 -- Heuristic 

66 Living 0.424 

65 X-Wall nil 0.700 

16 Wall 1.0 0.677 

14 Wall 1.0 0.677 

15 Wall 1.0 0.677 

69 Floor 0.4 0.350 

tokens 14, 15, 16 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 69 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.667 

0.636 

0.480 

0.636 

0.239 
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4.2 m 

Figure 10.39 Case 15 -- GA 

Table 10.34: Case 15·· GA 

73 Living 0.667 

13 Wall 1.0 0.775 

74 X-Wall nil 0.857 

15 Wall 1.0 0.775 

71 Wall 1.0 0.775 

27 Floor 0.4 0.420 

tokens 13, 15,71 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 27 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.727 

0.836 

0.539 

0.727 

0.360 
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10.3.4.16 Case #16 -- Very Narrow Walls 

Note in Figure lOAD and Figure 10041 the tokens were interpreted as two separate 

storage areas. This is because the two walls were so close together that the OPR system 

did not consider them to be a single storage area. There was no rule to tell it that it could 

not be two separate storage areas, so that was the conclusion the system made. Perhaps it 

would have been better to deduce that the situation was indetenninate, and so indicate, 

however, there is an outside chance that this configuration could represent the remains of 

two rooms adjacent to one another, in which case the lack of additional wall or floor token 

indicators would leave the OPR system with the sale option of concluding that both were 

storage areas. 

79 

11 

55 

54 

12 

13 

55 

0.7m 

tol{ens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure lOAD Case 16 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.35: Case 16 -- Heuristic 

Storage 0.117 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

Storage 0.117 

X-Wall nil 0.700 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

0.636 

0.667 

0.636 

00480 



54 Storage 

12 Wall 

102 Storage 

101 X-Wall 

13 Wall 

11 Wall 

102 

0.7m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.41 Case 16 -- GA 

Table 10.36: Case 16 -- GA 

0.120 

1.0 0.775 

0.148 

nil 0.857 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 
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10.3.5 Test Cases -- Increasing Width 

Note the progress through the followi ng figures. Here the width of the room gradu

ally increases, causing the certainties to increase and then decrease as the interpretation 

changes from storage to living area. A lot of bookkeeping and undoing of past conclu

sions was required to make this process possible. 

10.3.5.1 Case #17 -- Increasing Width 

55 

54 

12 

11 

13 

55 

... .. 
1.2 m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.42 Case 17 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.37: Case 17 -- Heuristic 

Storage 0.239 

X-Wall nil 0.700 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

0.667 

0.480 

0.636 

0.636 



55 

54 

13 

12 

1 1 

55 tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

... .... 
1.2m 

Figure 10.43 Case 17 -- GA 

Table 10.38: Case 17 -- GA 

Storage 0.317 

X-Wall nil 0.857 

Wall 1.0 0.775 

Wall 1.0 0.775 

Wall 1.0 0.775 

264 

0.836 

0.727 

0.539 

0.727 



10.3.5.2 Case #18 -- Increasing Width 

55 

54 

13 

11 

12 

55 

... .. 
1.7 m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.44 Case 18 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.39: Case 18 -- Heuristic 

Storage 0.359 

X-Wall nil 0.700 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

265 

0.667 

0.636 

0.480 

0.636 



54 

55 

13 

II 

12 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

... .... 
1.7 m 

Figure 10.45 Case 18 -- GA 

Table 10.40: Case 18 -- GA 

Storage 0.518 

X-Wall nil 0.857 

Wall 1.0 0.775 

Wall 1.0 0.775 

Wall 1.0 0.775 

266 

0.836 

0.727 

0.539 

0.727 



10.3.5.3 Case #19 -- Increasing Width 

55 

54 

13 

1 1 

12 

55 

2.7 m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.46 Case 19 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.41: Case 19 -- Heuristic 

Storage 0.372 

X-Wall nil 0.700 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

267 

0.667 

0.636 

0.636 

0.480 



55 Storage 

54 X-Wall 

13 Wall 

11 Wall 

12 Wall 

2.7 m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.47 Case 19 -- GA 

Table 10.42: Case 19 -- GA 

0.701 

nil 0.857 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 

268 

0.836 

0.727 

0.539 

0.727 
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10.3.5.4 Case #20 •• Increasing Width 

Notice in this case that the system interpretation changed from a storage to a living 

area as the width increased. This is an example of nonmonotonic reasoning where the 

addition of new infonnation c1umged past conclusions. 

55 

54 

12 

11 

13 

3.7m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.48 Case 20 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.43: Case 20 •• Heuristic 

Living 0.377 

X-Wall nil 0.700 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

Wall 1.0 0.677 

0.667 

0.480 

0.636 

0.636 



55 Living 

54 X-Wall 

12 Wall 

11 Wall 

13 Wall 

55 

3.7 m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.49 Case 20 -- GA 

Table 10.44: Case 20 -- GA 

0.680 

nil 0.857 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 

270 

0.836 

0.727 

0.539 

0.727 
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10.3.5.5 Case #21 -- Increasing Width 

Notice that the system certainty as a living area decreases as the width increases. 

Just as the storage area certainty increased with width up to a certain point. now the living 

area certainty begins to decrease with width. 

54 

55 

11 

13 

12 

54 
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I ~Em~ 55 ~ 

I
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eli li~ II 111] i 
~ ~ .. ~ ." ... ~ 

~ ~"""""",,}, ~ 
""""""""""""""""""""'11""""111","IIU'"",;'"",iI. 

4.7m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.50 Case 21 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.45: Case 21 -- Heuristic 

Living 0.366 

X-Wall nil 0.700 0.667 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.480 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 



55 Living 

54 X-Wall 

12 Wall 

13 Wall 

11 Wall 

55 

4.7m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.51 Case 21 -- GA 

Table 10.46: Case 21·· GA 

0.599 

nil 0.857 0.836 

1.0 0.775 0.727 

1.0 0.775 0.539 

1.0 0.775 0.727 
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10.3.5.6 Case #22 -- Increasing Width 

54 

55 

13 

11 

12 

54 

5.2m 

tokens II, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.52 Case 22 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.47: Case 22 -- Heuristic 

Living 0.342 

X-Wall nil 0.700 0.667 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.480 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 
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55 Living 

54 X-Wall 

13 Wall 

12 Wall 

11 Wall 

S.2m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.53 Case 22 -- GA 

Table 10.48: Case 22 -- GA 

0.508 

nil 0.857 0.836 

1.0 0.775 0.727 

1.0 0.775 0.539 

1.0 0.775 0.727 
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10.3.5.7 Case #23 -- Increasing Width 

55 

54 

12 

13 

1 1 

55 
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6.2m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.54 Case 23 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.49: Case 23 -- Heuristic 

Living 0.193 

X-Wall nil 0.700 0.667 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.480 

Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 
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55 Living 

54 X-Wall 

13 Wall 

12 Wall 

11 Wall 

6.2m 

tokens 11, 12, 13 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.55 Case 23 -- GA 

Table 10.50: Case 23 -- G A 

0.245 

nil 0.857 0.836 

1.0 0.775 0.539 

1.0 0.775 0.727 

1.0 0.775 0.727 

276 
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10.3.5.8 Case #24 -- Maximum Width 

When a room having the width in Figure 10.56 and Figure 10.57 was reached, both 

storage and living areas were given the minimum possible certainty. Since fuzzy theory 

gave a non-zero minimum, both systems were assigned this value. As actually occurred in 

this case, the non-zero minimums were identical, so there was no way to distinguish 

between the two possibilities. What actually happened was that the first system selected 

(storage area) was never altered to living area, al though it seems it should have been, 

because there was no probability increase in moving the interpretation from storage to liv

ing area. A conditional check had to be made for wide width cases, as was done for nar

row widths, in order to handle this si tuation. 
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7.2m 

tokens 11, 12,56 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure to.56 Case 24 -- Heuristic 

Table 10.51: Case 24 -- Heuristic 

55 Storage 0.117 

54 X-Wall nil 0.700 0.667 

12 Wall 1.0 0.677 0.480 

11 Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 

56 Wall 1.0 0.677 0.636 



55 Storage 

54 X-Wall 

13 Wall 

12 Wall 

11 Wall 

7.2m 

tokens 11, 12,56 
synthetic model #3.1 

Figure 10.57 Case 24 -- GA 

Table 10.52: Case 24 -- GA 

0.120 

nil 0.857 0.836 

1.0 0.775 0.727 

1.0 0.775 0.539 

1.0 0.775 0.727 

278 
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10.3.6 Extended Walls 

The following test cases were run with two extended walls using the genetic algo

rithm derived fuzzy membership functions. These results can be compared with those in 

section "The first semi-successful test run (Figure to.7 and Table to.2) captured the com

ponents cOITectly but as components were added to the initially interpreted storage area 

and the room became wider, a conversion did not take place to re-interpret the system as a 

living area. Note the height at this stage was still that as provided by the synthetic models. 

This was later deemed too high a value for wall heights and floor thicknesses, so it was 

reduced from 0.8 m to 0.25 m." on page 226 for only one extended wall. Also note the 

progression of certainty as each new token is added to the system. 

10.3.6.1 Case #25 -- (See "Case #13 -- Wall Only" on page 255.) 

68 Living 

67 X-Wall 

15 Wall 

14 Wall 

4.2m 

Figure 10.58 Case 25 

Table 10.53: Case 25 

0.714 

nil 0.857 

l.0 0.775 

l.0 0.775 

tokens 13, 14, 15, 16 
synthetic model #3.1 

0.836 

0.539 

0.727 
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Table 10.53: Case 25 

69 X-Wall nil 0.857 0.836 

16 Wall 1.0 0.775 0.727 

13 Wall 1.0 0.775 0.539 



10.3.6.2 Case #26 -- (See "Case #1 -- Multiple Arrangement" on page 230.) 

81 
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4.2m 

Figure 10.59 Case 26 

Table 10.54: Case 26 

81 Living 0.804 

83 Floor 0.4 0.420 

82 X-Wall nil 0.857 

16 Wall 1.0 0.775 

15 Wall 1.0 0.775 

79 X-Wall nil 0.857 

19 Wall 1.0 0.775 

17 Wall 1.0 0.775 

tokens 15, 16, 17, 19 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 83 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.360 

0.836 

0.539 

0.727 

0.836 

0.539 

0.727 
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10.3.6.3 Case #27·· (See "Case #2 •• Multiple Arrangement" on page 232.) 

92 Living 

89 X-Wall 

18 Wall 

20 Wall 

103 X-Floor 

102 Floor 

99 Floor 

94 X-Wall 

19 Wall 

17 Wall 

92 

4.2m 

Figure 10.60 Case 27 

Table 10.55: Case 27 

0.812 

nil 0.857 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 

nil 0.604 

0.4 0.420 

0.4 0.420 

nil 0.857 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 

tokens 17, 18, 19,20 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 99, 102 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.836 

0.727 

0.539 

0.420 

0.360 

0.360 

0.836 

0.539 

0.727 
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10.3.6.4 Case #28·· (See "Case #15·· No Offset" on page 259.) 

81 Living 

79 X-Wall 

19 Wall 

16 Wall 

83 X-Wall 

17 Wall 

15 Wall 

85 Floor 

81 

4.2m 

Figure 10.61 Case 28 

Table 10.56: Case 28 

0.804 

nil 0.857 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 

nil 0.857 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 

0.4 0.420 

tokens 15, 16, 17, 19 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 85 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.836 

0.727 

0.539 

0.836 

0.727 

0.539 

0.360 

283 



10.3.6.5 Case #29·· (See "Case #3·· Multiple Arrangement" on page 234.) 
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4.2m 

Figure 10.62 Case 29 

Table 10.57: Case 29 

91 Living 0.861 

101 X-Floor nil 0.604 

97 Floor 0.4 0.420 

100 Floor 0.4 0.420 

89 X-Wall nil 0.857 

20 Wall 1.0 0.775 

18 Wall 1.0 0.775 

92 X-Wall nil 0.857 

17 Wall 1.0 0.775 

22 Wall 1.0 0.775 

tokens 17, 18,20,22 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 97, 100 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.662 

0.360 

0.360 

0.836 

0.727 

0.539 

0.836 

0.727 

0.539 
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10.3.6.6 Case #30 -- (See "Case #9 -- Full Room" on page 246.) 

103 Living 

104 X-Wall 

25 Wall 

24 Wall 

100 X-Wall 

19 Wall 

23 Wall 

I 19 X-Floor 

118 Floor 

117 X-Floor 

113 Floor 

116 Floor 

103 

4.2m 

Figure 10.63 Case 30 

Table 10.58: Case 30 

0.861 

nil 0.857 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 

nil 0.857 

1.0 0.775 

1.0 0.775 

nil 0.659 

0.4 0.420 

nil 0.604 

0.4 0.420 

0.4 0.420 

tokens 19,23,24,25 
synthetic model #3.1 

token 113, 116, 118 
synthetic model #4.1 

0.836 

0.539 

0.727 

0.836 

0.539 

0.727 

0.662 

0.360 

0.420 

0.360 

0.360 

285 
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10.3.7 Case #31 •• Adjacent Rooms 

This case demonstrates the present state of the OPR system without the expert sys

tem module for guidance. The scemu'io is two adjacent rooms with a shared wall #116. 

Rather than creating two rooms with a common, shared wall, the system first constructed 

room #119 as a living area. Once the tokens used by room #119 were removed from fur

ther consideration, room #182 only had tokens #24, 27, and 145 to build an additional 

room system. The addition of the expert system module would guide the interpretation of 

scenarios like this based upon room location and other contextual infonnation. 

182 

2.6m 

tokens 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28 
synthetic model #3.1 

8.2 m 

119 

4.2m 

token 123, 145 
synthetic model #4.1 

Figure 10.64 Case 31 -- Adjacent Rooms 

Table 10.59: Case 31 •• Adjacent Rooms 

119 Living 0.804 

116 X-Wall nil 0.857 0.836 

26 Wall 1.0 0.775 0.727 

23 Wall 1.0 0.775 0.539 

123 Floor 0.4 0.420 0.360 
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Table 10.59: Case 31 -- Adjacent Rooms 

121 X-Wall nil 0.857 0.836 

22 Wall 1.0 0.775 0.539 

28 Wall 1.0 0.775 0.727 

182 Storage 0.676 

181 X-Wall nil 0.857 0.836 

27 Wall 1.0 0.775 0.539 

24 Wall 1.0 0.775 0.727 

145 Floor 0.4 0.420 0.420 
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11 CONCLUSION 

11.1 SUMMARY 

The present GPR interpretation system is just one stage in this research. The origi

nal goal of investigating modules of neural networks combined with the objects of Small

talk and guided by knowledge bases was implemented at a minimal level, but could not be 

expanded to build models of GPR entities because of the limitations of the neural net soft-

ware. 

When the research was transferred to the 80486 platfonn, fuzzy theory was substi

tuted for much of the task intended for neural nets. Fuzzy theory proved to be a very flex

ible and powelful tool for IHU1dling the uncertainty inherent in GPR interpretation. 

Genetic algorithms were somewhat forced on the solution at this stage with an eye to their 

future use. 

The lack of GPR causal models meant that rules had to be built for specific states. 

This limited the complexity to which the system could be expanded, but it did provide a 

good testbed for examing techniques which could be incorporated in a later stage. 

A room system was selected as the GPR target because it incorporated most of the 

basic characteristics expected for GPR systems in general. The interpretation system was 

able to handle, 

• Multiple components 

• Offset components 
• Non-continuous components 
• Nonmonotonic states 

• Fuzziness 

11.2 PROCESSING 

Although it eventually resulted in dimished importance in the final research, the 

early work of embedding many small neural networks within the objects of Smalltalk 

showed promise. Follow on research will return to this approach, but this time implement

ing the neural nets via dymunic link libraries (DLLs) under Microsoft Windows, and even-
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tually under the new Microsoft NT operating system. 

The same can be said for attaching knowledge base systems to Smalltalk objects to 

tum them into semi-intelligent agents. This was also implemented and showed early suc

cess. A geologic database of basic geologic knowledge was developed that could be used 

to provide heuristic guidance during an interpretation. Similar knowledge bases of the tar

get site should be made where feasible. 

Before the conversion to fuzzy theory took place, multiple orientations of room sys

tem components were provided to the neural net for training. This proved to be more diffi

cult than expected because of the large number of possible oIientations. An object oIiented 

module was bui It to control and track these scenru·ios, and to check for duplicates. The 

fuzzy system was easier to control because of the way the fuzzy ntles are built into the 

fuzzy associative memories. 

One of the biggest, ancI most time consuming, problems was keeping track of past 

state variables for future use because of nonmonotonicity. Work needs to be done on sav

ing this infol111ation as a generalized model whose specific features can later be calculated 

as needed. For instance, if there were a general model of a room, then instead of retaining 

every specific state vm·iable, one would only need to retain general features such as wall 

spacing, room orientation, width, length, etc. from which could be calculated details as 

needed. 

Handling a few fuzzy variables was fairly straight forward, but any more than a few 

variables quickly became unmanageable because of the number of possible combinations 

of ntle components. The solution used in this research was to generate intennediate con

cI usions and pass these along for fU11her processing. 

11.3 EXTENDING THE SYSTEM 

The present system could be extended to include any number of additional possible 

targets by hand-coding the heuristics, but such a system would be very inflexible, cumber

some, and difficult to modify. Even the present system only handles a single orientation 

relative to the target. It is thus essential that flexible, causal models of the targets be devel-
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oped in order to handle more complex scenatios. 

Perhaps a methodology, not based upon the general processes the brain seems to 

employ, could be developed for GPR interpretation that would sufficiently perfonn, as has 

been done for handwriting recognition. Whatever that approach would be is not clear, nor 

maybe even possible. A lot of infonnation processing appears to be necessary to build an 

interpretation and there seems to way of circumventing this need. 

If one were to continue attempts to specifically build a GPR interpretation system, 

then it would seem wise to concentrate on simpler targets. This goal could be met within 

the framework of present technology. If the goal is to interpret more complex GPR targets, 

then it would seem more beneficial in the long run to set aside attempts to build a specific 

GPR interpretation system and instead concentrate on developing general models, chain

ing of inferences, building intelligent agents, developing hierarchies of intelligent agents, 

and a more automated learning capability. 

Processing speed could be increased by recoding in C++, but this would still not 

provide real-time perfonnance. Eventually a move to multiple processing platfonns seems 

inevitable. 

11.4 FUTURE 

11.4.1 Bitmap 

The original plan was to base the interpretation on a bitmap of the the record log 

produced by the aPR plotter. This was changed to the use of characteristics of the aPR 

signal, but future work could return to the bitmap and include that data in conjunction with 

the signal characteristics. Noise in the bitmap could be removed by conventional image 

processing. 

11.4.2 Stitch Multiple Passes 

Multiple passes of the aPR transmitter result in strips of two-dimentional patterns 

that must be stitched together in order to produce a three-dimensional picture of the target. 

Effort<; at automating this process would wait until the single pass process was fully devel

oped. 
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11.4.3 3-D Visualization 

To produce a 3-D image of the aPR target site, strips of data could be color-coded 

and plotted using a 3-D CAD program. This would present the user with a 3-D graphic 

visual where walls could be assigned one color, floors another, firepits a third, etc. The 

associative ability of the human mind could then provide interpretations. 

Considering the status of this research, any suggestion of virtual reality (VR) is pre

mature, but VR would be ideal for providing users with the ability to tour archaeological 

sites without disturbing them. Once aPR interpretation is automated to a sufficient level, 

VR provides the ultimate vehicle for presentation of results. 

11.4.4 Multiprocessing 

Providing real-time interpretation will require the use of multiprocessing, and possi

bly a microprocessor implementation of the neural networks. The first stage would be to 

convert the system to the new Microsoft NT operating system because it will support sym

metric multiprocessing. Affordable multiprocessor platfonns using the 80486, Pentium, 

MIPS, and Alpha CPUs will be available by the mid-1990s. The future availability of this 

new hardware and software was a primruy consideration when deciding to transfer the 

project to an 80486 PC platfolln. 
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APPENDIX I -- DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the initial goals was to research minimal learning capability of OPR signal 

patterns via the dymunic modification of mUltiple neural networks embedded within the 

objects of Smalltalk. That was the reason for selecting the HNC ExploreNet software. 

Modules of neural nets were to act as intelligent agents acting at different levels of com

plexity in order to perfonn the OPR interpretation. 

The reason for distributing the project across two Sun SPARCstations was because 

the 16MB RAM limit of each SPARCstation would likely place too Iowa limit on the 

number of neural nets implemented if SmalItalk and HUMBLE were also running on the 

same workstation. Moving ExploreNet to a second workstation meant it could create pro

cesses in the entire 16MB of memory. There was also a problem of access to the worksta

tions because several pieces of software were limited by license to specific platfonns. By 

putting part of the project onto each workstation, there would al ways be a better chance of 

having a portion of the project available. Future plans for the project anticipated some 

fonn of mUltiprocessing, thus giving an additional reason to gain experience in distribut

ing the project across more than one processor. 

Distributed processing was implemented across the two SPARCstations and the sys

tem tested on small, but representative, cases. Full-sized runs, however, unexpectedly 

caused the system to crash. The system administrator and Sun tech personnel tlied adjust

ing the swap space and increasing the number of users permitted. The system administra

tor said a similar problem in the past never was resolved. Both the SmalItalk and neural 

net vendors were contacted, but their suggested fixes had either been tried and failed, or 

failed anew. It was finally detel111ined that the neural net software was the culprit, and, 

other than debugging the neural net software, for which only the vendor had access to the 

system code, there was little option other than drop the use of ExploreNet. 

Distlibuted processing was thus successfully implemented, looked to be beneficial, 
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but curtailed because of software problems unrelated to the processing itself. Although 

distributed processing was incorporated only to a limited extent in the present version, 

future OPR interpretation research will retum to it by incorporating Microsoft's Windows 

NT operating system coupled with a mUltiprocessing platfonn. 

1.2 OVERVIEW 

Figure App. 1.1 illustrates the relationships between the two SPARCstations, Red 

and Blue. On Blue was installed HNC's ExploreNet neural network software. On Red 

were installed Smalltalk-80, the HUMBLE expert system, and the C code primitives by 

which Smalltalk could make remote procedure calls across the network to ExploreNet on 

Blue. 

SMALLTALK 
object oriented language 

HUMBLE 
expert system 

C 
language primitives 

EXPLORE NET 
neural network 

Figure App 1.1 Distributed Processing 

The expert system and neural net applications were embedded within multiple 

objects of Smalltalk. These Small talk objects were then grouped together to fonn higher 

level societies or modules. A Smalltalk object could either pass a message directly to an 

instance of the expelt system seeking intelligent guidance in the fOIl11 of heuristic rules, or 

could act as a client process by lIsing C code primitives to access the neural net on the 



server (Figure App. 1.2). 

LOCAL 
KEUNEL 

1.3 SUN NETWORK 

REMOTE 
PROCEDURE 
CALL 

Figure App 1.2 Procedure Calls 

UEMOTE 
KEUNEL 
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The Sun operating system implements network services, which are analogous to 

UNIX commands, by moving specialized functions to server processes that work in close 

cooperation with the kernel. These services are based upon Sun's Remote Procedure Call 

(RPC) libnuy of procedures which provide a means by which a client process can have a 

server process execute a procedure call, but appear as though the client were making a 
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Local Procedure Call (LPC). Because these are two separate processes, they can exist on 

the same or separate platfol1ns. 

The RPC facility is built upon the Extemal Data Representation (XDR) specifica

tion which standarizes the transmission of data. This gives progrrunmers a standardized 

access to interprocess communication. 

Sun's '1}cgell protocol compiler uses a C-like language to specify RPC applications 

and define data to be passed over the network. This protocol reduced the development 

time necessary to connect the two SPARCstations because less time was spent worrying 

about coding and debugging low-level routines. 

To successfully use remote procedure calls, data must be converted from its nOl1nal, 

to its network fOl1nat, and back again using the XDR routines. The '1}cgell compiler does 

most of the low-level work automatically by convelting a progrrun interface definition 

into C language output which includes l , 

• Stub versions of the client routines 

• Server skeleton 
• XDR filter routines for both parameters and results 
• Header file that contains common definitions 

The client stubs intelface with the RPC library to hide the network from the clients, 

while the server stubs do the srune for the server processes. The HNC ExploreNet neural 

net package on the server SPARCstation is written in C which is linked with the server 

skeleton produced by '1}cgell to get an executable server program. The main GPR inter

pretation code written in SmaIltalk accesses the client stubs via Smalltalk primitives 

which are written in C. These C primitives make local procedure calls to the client stubs 

produced by ,pcgell. These are then linked with '1Jcgell's stubs to create an executable 

prognun. 

First it is necessary to detel1nine what data types will be used for all input and output 

I. Nctwork Programming. Sun Opcrating Systcm Mmmals (Sun Microsystcms Inc .• Rcvi
sion A of 9 May 19HH). p. 35. 
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procedures by writing a protocol specification file GPR4.X in RPC language that 

describes the remote version of the procedure GETGPR4. 

Once this file has been created, it is passed as an argument to the I]Jcgen compiler, 

rpcgen gpr4.x 

Running rpcgen on gpr4.x creates four output files, 

• Header file gpr4.h that contains #dejlne's for GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS, and GET

GPR4 for use in the other modules 

• File gpr4_clnt.c which includes stub routine getgpr4_10 referred to from the rccg

pr4.c client program 

• Server program gpr4_svc.c which calls procedure getgpr4_10 in rsgpr4.c 

• File gpr4_xdr.c which contains routines necessary to convelt local data structures 

into network format and back again 

These files are then compiled with the appropriate function definition files using the 

compile instructions in the MAKEFILE file. Both client and server processes must be 

compi led. 

This now establishes the cl ient and server routines, but it does not provide for con

necting the client routines to Smalltalk and embedding this new set of procedures within 

the Smalltalk class structure environment. To do this the client routines must be compiled 

together with the basic Smalltalk image into a new executable image as per the MAKE

FILE com pi ler instructions. In addi tion, the Small tal k primitive definition requires the 

files validGPR.c and remoteGPR.c. Finally, a new version of the client function defini

tion file rcgpr4.c had to be made for the Smalltalk environment which differed from the 

version that was strictly called as a C language routine rccgpr4.c. 

This was all done for gpr4 (models to tokens mapping). Most of it had to be dupli

cated for gpr2 (parameters to models mapping). The final compilation of all components 

into a single Smalltalk executable image was accomplished by a MAKEFILE. 

1.4 SMALLTALK PRIMITIVES 

The user-defined primitives (UDP) provide a means for software written in the C 
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hmguage to be interfaced with Smalltalk. This allows the extension oftheOPR interpreta

tion system to external C language ExploreNet neural network functions and routines. 

The Smalltalk-80 version 2.5 Advanced 1 Jser's Guide chapter 2 and the Object

works\Smalltalk release 4.0 User's Gllide chapter 25 set forth the general steps for creating 

user defined primitives as, 

• Compile a user defined C code module, in this case the ExploreNet neural net func
tions, with a header filed provided in the UDP interface. The header file includes a 

set of interface subroutines so that the C code and Small talk can share infonnation. 
• Link the resulting object module with the SmalItalk library to create a functional 

Smalltalk executable Virtual Machine (VM) file. 

• Boot Smalltalk using the new VM executable file so that a special installation process 

can initialize the new C code primitives. 

• In addition to initialization, the new primitives must be registered in a table of UDPs 

through another special routine. 

• Write a Small talk method to declare and access the new primitive. 

• Invoke the new Smalltalk method just as though it were a nonnal Smulltulk proce
dure. 

1.5 C LANGUAGE 

As noted in the previous section, the object oriented Small talk language communi

cates with the procedural world via C language primitives. C language code represents 

the procedural aspect of the OPR interpretation system. 

C is a high-level, compiled programming language originally developed by Bell 

Laboratories in 1972 as a resul t of efforts to design the UNIX operating system, over 90% 

of which is written in C. C combines the control and data structures of a high-level lan

guage wi th the ability to address the machine hardware at a level more usually associated 

wi th assembly language. Its compact syntax is attractive to professional systems program

mers, and its compi lers generate very efficient object code. C has become the primary lan

guage for developing complex systems software such as operating systems and database 

management systems. 

UNIX began as an alternative to the MuItics operating system by Bell Laboratories 

in 1969. It was oribrinally written in assembly language. An experimental language called 
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B (designed after an earlier language BCPL) was extended to include standard types and 

was nruned C. In 1973 UNIX was substruHially extended and over 90% of it rewritten in 

C.2 Portability, that resulted because UNIX was no longer bound to assembly language, 

allowed adaptation of UNIX to a wide variety of host systems and led to widespread use. 

As UNIX grew, so did C. Gradually C becrune supported outside the context of UNIX and 

became available for many platfollns under their own operating systems. 

C++ is an extension to the C programming language that adds object oriented fea

tures. It was also developed at Bell Labs. C++ is a hybrid language because it allows both 

procedural pro&Tramming in C as well as adding the classes, inheritance, polymorphism, 

and data absu'action of the object oriented paradigm. C++ allows the programmer to, 

• Do pure procedural programming in C 

• Do pure object oriented programming by emulating such objected oriented languages 
as Small talk 

• Mix procedural and object oriented programming 

The purpose of the language design was to add object oriented features, yet retain 

the essence, taste, and flavor of C. Objective-C, another object oriented C language, is 

essentially Smalltalk rewritten in C. For this reason, procedural C programmers usually 

prefer to migrate from C to C++. Object oriented prognunmers would tend to prefer 

Objective-C. 

Bell Labs has the greatest experience using C++ in large applications. NOllnally, 

new applications written in C required XO% of the code to be written from scratch, with 

less than 20% of the application being taken from existing C libraries. After three years of 

working with C++, the situation was almost reversed with up to 80% of a new application 

being inherited from existing C++ object types and only 20% written from scratch. Also, 

since inherited code has been used many times already, it is more error free so that testing 

time has also been reduced. 

2. Allen B. Tucker. Programming Languages (New York: McGraw-HilI. 1986), p. 412. 
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1.6 MICROSOFT NT 

Microsoft's NT (New Technology) operating system will support, 

• Portability to RISC processors 
• Symmetric mUlti-processing (SMP) 
• Memory-mapped files 
• C2 security 
• Block-structured exception handling 
• Better support of debuggers 
• More of an object oriented approach 

NT is Microsoft's new 32-bit, multiprocessing, multitasking, advanced version of 

Windows that will run on both Intel and advanced RISC processors. NT will initially be 

directed at such workstation-type applications as scientific, engineering, color publishing, 

and financial modeling. 

An SMP is a platfonn using several CPUs hooked in a symmetric fashion, all of 

which are identical, have equal access to memory and I/O, and can all do the same things. 

Once only thought of in tel1115 of supercomputering, multiprocessing is now moving 

towards affordable desktop systems. Such a system will be incorporated into future ver

siems of the OPR interpretation system. 

A thread is NT's unit of work for a processor, and whenever a new thread is created 

for an application, it automatically becomes eligible to use a CPU. In order to coordinate 

threads so they will not all be accessing the s.une data or peripheral at the smne time, 

before a thread tries to use a shared resource it must cooperate wi th all the other threads in 

a convention that assures that only one thread will have access to a resource at a time. NT 

provides a couple of mechanisms for handling this coordination, the simplest and fastest 

being a convention whereby specific ellter and exit calls are made when manipUlating 

shared resources. NT will be one of the few operating systems that can handle mUltiple 

processors. 

The idea behind cOllcu/Tellcy features like multiple processes or multithreading in 

NT is that while the platfonn is waiting for one blocking event, there might be something 
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else it could be doing. Any multithreaded application using NT will be able to take advan

tage of SMP because various threads will be transparently distributed across all the avail

able processors. An application designed to use threads will break the task into separate 

asynchronous activities which can reduce processing time significantly. The OPR system 

is very processing intensive. 

NT has already been running on low-cost clones, notebooks, symmetric mUltipro

cessors, Intel's Pentium ('80586'), MIPS R/4000 RISC machines, and DEC's Alpha PCs. 

It can run basically the same across different hardware architectures and platfonns 

because of its portable technolob'Y. To gi ve an idea of the type of fast hardware capable of 

running NT soon to be available, consider DEC's Alpha PC. This platfonn will come with 

a 128MHz superscalar RISC processor with 32MB of RAM, a 400MB hard disk, a 

2.8XMB floppy disk drive, a 12XOx 1024 resolution color display, Ethemet, and a cartridge 

tape backup that Digital claims it will market for under $10,000. 

1.7 RISe versus CISC 

RISC (reduced instruction set computing) and CISC (complex instruction set com

puting) refer to two basically different ways to build CPUs. In a RISC system, the CPU is 

designed to do a few things very fast, ideally in just one clock cycle. A 50MHz RISC pro

cessor would then run at 50 MIPS. In a CISC design, the processor is designed to do more 

things than a RISC CPU, but not all in one cycle. This is the reason a CISC CPU gener

ally does not deliver as many MIPS at a given clock rate as a RISC processor. The Intel 

80xX6 processors are CISC chips whereas the new MIPS R/4000 and DEC's Alpha are 

RISC processors. 

The X04X6 is the latest, and last with the name change to Pentium, of Intel's line of 

80x86 processors and is usually categorized as CISC architecture. Intel, however, has 

claimed that the X0486 is actually both a RISC and CISC design. Intel says the 80486 is a 

RISC processor that has been programmed to act like a CISC chip when it is running 8- or 

16-bit software such as DOS and Windows 3.1, but when 32-bit software is run it can 

function as a true RISC chip and deliver RISC perfonnance. This has been verified by 
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recent tests where platfonTIS with 80486 CPUs running the 32-bit Windows NT operating 

system are about 40% faster compared to running 16-bit Windows 3.1. The 50MHz 

80486 CPU almost delivers 50 MIPS when it is running 32-bit software.3 

111is means that as Microsoft's NT and 32-bit software become available, they are 

going to show considerable pelfonnance improvement on even the 80486 plutfonns. Cou

ple this with NT's ability to run multiple CPUs, and it becomes evident that a new level of 

processing power is on the horizon. These affordable and powerful platfonns in conjunc

tion with the Microsoft NT operating system are prime reasons, in addition to the prob

lems experienced with the neural net software, for moving the aPR interpretation system 

from the SPARCstations to the 80486 platfonn, with an eye to the future of the project. 

3. John D. Rulcy. "Windows at Work" Windows Magazinc. March 1993. p. 5l. 
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APPENDIX 2 -- CONCEPTS 

2.1 FLOWCHARTS 

2.1.1 Nassi-Shneiderman Flowcharts 

The flowchatts of this appendix follow the structured approach of Isaac Nassi and 

Ben Shneidellllan I who recommended the use of certain new diagrams for each principal 

structured programming control structure to replace the spaghetti-l ike maze of conven

tional flow diagrams. For instance, the inverted L structure is used for iteration and other 

distinctive diagrams for binm)' (if-then-else) or Illultiple (case) decisions. The entire 

scheme is built around rectangles that can be further subdivided into more rectangles. This 

approach provides clear and concise documentation. The exmnples in Figure 2.1 and Fig

ure 2.2, though possibly appearing trite, are taken verbatim from the section Structured 

Programming in the Encyclopedia of Computer Scjence and Engineering2 and are 

included because they clearly convey the concepts of looping. 

While Sunshine do 

Make Hay 

For i = I to 2 

Buckle 
Shoe 

Figure App 2.1 Structured Building Blocks 

I. Anthony Ralston and Edwin D. Reilly, Jr., cds .. Encyclopedia ofCompllter Science and 
Engineering (New York: V:m Nostr:md Reinhold Co .. 1983). pp. 1448, 1449. 

2. Ibid .. p. 1448. 
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Fishing 

Then Else 
Beggars They 
Ride Walk 

Until Caught = Limit 

Figure App 2.2 Structured Building Blocks 
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2.1.2 Selecting a Single Object 

CLASS INSTANCES 

ELEMENTS OF INPUT TOKEN VECTOR 

True 
Vttk"E"m''''I'rob''b~ 

False 

~,",EI~ True = Input Vector? False 

Create Token 

Use Input Token 

Transfer Instance Variables 

~"co~ True with System'! F:dsc 

Add tokcn to Systcm 

C:dl Contcxt Tokcn Probability 

Calculatc Systcm Probability 

~o~ Tcmporary l'robabi lity? 

True Falsc 

Save Probability 

Save Systcm 

Savc Token 

Rcmove Tokcn 
from Systcm 

Figure App 2.3 Selecting Single Object 
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2.1.3 Selecting Dual Objects 

CLASS INSTANCES 

ELEMENTS OF INPUT TOKEN VECTOR 

True Vl.'ctor Element Probability> K h 
True 

Vector Element Input Vector 
False 

Create Token 1 
Use Input Token I 

Tmnsfer Instance Variables 

True Token 1 Compatible with systeln 

TOKEN BUCKET 

True Token 2 in contexth 

~ Token 2 Input Token 1 
h"ru· 

False 

TOKEN 2 INPUT VECTOR 

True Vector Element Probability> Yr 
True 

Vector Element Bucket Token 
False 

Use Bucket Token 2 
I Create Token 2 

I Transfer Instance Variahles 

True 
Token 2 Compatible with syste~ 

Add Tokens to System 

Call Context Token Probahility 

Call System Probability 

True 
Calculated Probability> Temporary Pr~ 

Save System 

Save Tokens 

Save Prohabi lity 

~UseTokenFrom~ 
rue ; se 

Flag = True 
Flag = False 

Save Tokens from Bucket 

Remove Tokens from System 

Figure App 2.4 Selecting Dual Objects 



2.1.4 Selecting the Result of Single or Dual Objects 

INITIALIZE ANSWER ARRAY 

True 
Calculated System Probability> 0 

Single Token Probability 
> Dual Token Probability 

False 

Remove Input Token 
from Token Bucket 

Add Selected Token 
to Token Bucket 

Fill Answer Array 

Return Answer 

False 

Remove Input Token 1 
from Token Bucket 

Add Selected Token 1 
to Token Bucket 

Remove Token 2 
from Token Bucket 

Add Selected 
Token 2 

Fill Answer Array 

Return Answer 

Figure App 2.5 Single or Dual Objects? 

Return Answer 

306 
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2.1.5 Answer Selection Message Flow 

This is the flow of message calls in the object oriented environment. Think of Selec

tAnswer as an agent that calls two other agents nruned Single and Dual for their advice. 

Single then calls the agents Storage and Living for infonnation to make his decision, etc. 
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2.1.6 Initiating Message 

INTIALIZE INSTANCE VARIABLES 

AVAILABLE TOKENS 

INCREMENT LOOP FLAO 

~OP'=~ Tmc Falsc 

Rcsct Flags 

Sclect Maximum Probability Tokcn 

Updatc Tokcn Contcxt 

Sclcct Maximum Probability Systcm Array 

Rcsct Tokcn 

Updatc Token 

Extcnd Token 

~T"k"~ F.use 

Creatc Systcm ~tc~ 
Initializc Systcm Tmc Falsc 

Extcnd Tokcn 2 Crcatc Systcm 
Incrcmcnt 

Add Tokens to S ystCI11 Initializc Systcm 
Exit Flag 

Updatc Systcm Add Tokcn to Systcm 

~~ Loop Sizc? 

Calculatc Systcm Probability Updatc Systcm Tmc Falsc 

Add Systcm to OPR Managcr Calculatc System 
Probability 

Add Systcm to 
Rctum 
Fail 

Extend System OPR Managcr 

Extend Systcm 

Return Succeed 

Figure App 2.7 Manager Message 



2.1.7 Flow of Initial Message Calls 

ObjcctsGPR 
rcmotcRoomProb: 

~ 
RoomSys 
rcmot eN ct Call: 

RoomSys 
calcNNRoomProb 

~ 

RoomSys ____ .... ~ ManagcrGPR 
c:~cSysProb bcginGPR 

ManagcrGPR 

~ 
sc!cctSinglcObjcct: 

RoomSys 
c:~cSysProb: RoomSys __ --.,1--. 

cxtcndSystcm 

RoomSys ---I .... ManagcrGPR 
c:~cSysProb:with: sc!ectDuaIObjccts: 

MangcrGPR 
extcndSystcm: 

" 
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ManagerGPR 
bcginGPR 

ManagcrGPR 
SClcctMaxprob~nArmy: 

Figure App 2.8 Initial Message Flow 

2.1.8 Selecting the Maximum Probability System Array 

SELECT SINGLE OBJECT ARRAY 

SELECT DUAL OBJECTS ARRAY 

CALCULATE ANSWER ARRAY 

RETURN ANSWER 

Figure App 2.9 Maximum Probable Sys
tem 

ManagcrGPR 
beginGPR 
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2.1.9 System Extension 

INITIALIZE INSTANCE VARIABLES 

~"Bueke~ mc False 

Fill Answer Array 

Rctunl Answer 

TOKEN BUCKET 

Tme 
Token Av,,;lablc & Whh;~ 

False 

GENERIC COMPONENT BUCKET 

Of~ 
Tmc as Component> K Falsc 

Create Tokcn 

Transfer Inst:Ulcc Variahles 

Calculate Extended System Prohahility 

Update Extended Systcm Probability 

~dP~ Tl1Ic Tcmporary Pro Falsc 

Rcsct Flags 

Savc Tokcns 

Savc Probahility 

Savc Extcndcd System 

CONTINUED 

Figure App 2.10 System Extension Part A 
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CONTINUED 

Tmc SYSTEM MODIF~ 

Updatc Ncw Token 

Add Ncw Tokcn to GPR Managcr 

Rcmovc Old Tokcn from GPR M,Ulager 

Extcnd Ncw Tokcn 

~r's~ mc Fml 

Add Ncw Tokcn Add Ncw Tokcn 
to Systcm to Extcndcd Systcm 

Add Extcnded Systcm 
Update Systcm to GPR Managcr 
Prohahility Rcmovc Systcm 

from GPR M,Ulagcr 

~nMOd~ nlc al 

Storc Succced in Answer Array 
Storc Fail in Answer Array 

~TyPC~ Truc Fail 
Store System in Answer Array 

Store Systcm Storc Extcndcd Systcm 
in Answcr AlTay in Answcr Array 

RctunJ Answer 

RetunJ Answer 

Figure App 2.11 System Extension Part B 
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2.1. to Token Extension 

UPDATE CONTEXT 

TOKEN BUCKET 

Tme 
Tokcn Available ~ 
If;'''i" rnntl'xt '/ lSI 

Tme Tokens connectc~ • s( 

~YPCT~ ~c ~~ 

Calculatc Comhincd Tokens Oct Probability that Selcctcd 

Probability Token could be Self Token 

Calculate Self Token Calculate Combined 

Context Prohahility Tokens Probability 

Calculate Sci f Token 

~nz Context Probability 
T Context Prob '? 

me ~bi~ False Tnle ontext Proh '? 
'als 

Create Extended Token Create Extended Token 

Updatc Extended Tokcn Update Extended Tokcn 

Create Token of 
Mark Tokcns Sclf Token Class 

Add Tokens to Update New Token 

Extended Token 
Mark Tokens 

Updatc Extended Token 
Add Tokens to 

Add Extended Tokcn 
Extended Token 

10 OPR MiUlager Update Extcnded Token 

Remove Tokens from Add Extended Token 
OPR Manager \0 OPR Managcr 

Remove Tokens 
Build Succeed from OPR Managcr 
Answcr AlTay Build Succeed 

Answer Array 
Return Answer 

Retul1l Answer 

BUILD FAIL ANSWER ARRAY 

RETURN ANSWER 

Figure App 2.12 Token Extension 
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2.1.11 Tol<en Extension Message Flow 

ManagerGPR 
beginGPR 

Floor I Wall I Extended 
calcFuzzyContextTokProb: 

ManagerGPR 
extendToken: 

M:UlagerGPR GPRtoken 
1--'" extendToken:~~~~ extendToken 

Floor I Wall I Extended 
calcFuzzyTokProb: 

RoomSys 
extendSystcm 

Floor I Wall I Extended 
caJcFuzzyTokProb: using: 

Figure App 2.13 Flow of Token Message 
Calls 

2.1.12 System Probability Logic Flow 

System 
Probability 

-[ 

Will ---I~. minimum width = 1 meter 

Single • 

Object 

Floor 

~ 
widtll < 1 mctcr ---l~~ probability = 0 

Du:1l 
Objccts 

widtll > 1 mcter 

Figure App 2.14 Width Heuristic 
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APPENDIX 3·· UNCERTAINTY 

Heuristic fuzzy sets for five basic probability categories can be seen in Figure 9.29 

and for seven categories in Figure 9.30. Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for five 

basic probability categories is displayed in Figure 9.31 and for seven categories in Figure 

9.32. 

Heuristic fuzzy sets for storage area width categories can be seen in Figure App 3.1, 

for parameters, 

• Wiele (4.27m - ) • Moderately NaITow (1.22 - 2.14m) 
• Moderately Wide (3.05 - 4.27m) • Narrow (0 - 1.22m) 
• Moderate (2.14 - 3.05m) 

Storage Width Fuzzy Sets (estimated) 

c. -\ ,- , .- . \ , .. - - - -
.c \ 
til \ • 
Q) 0.8 \1 ' . - - - Narrow 
.c I' 

~ 0.6 
, I, - - - Mod Narrow 

::;: I' 
. , 
• '0 0.4 

1 \ I \ Moderate 
Q) , 
~ 0.2 , I I -. - . Mod Wide 
C'I 
Q) 

Q 0 - - - • Wide 
0 2 4 6 8 

Width (meters) 

Figure App 3.1 Storage Width (estimated) 
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Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for storage area width categories are displayed 

in Figure App 3.2, for parameters, 

• Wide (3.97 - 6. 10m) • Moderately Narrow (.09 - 2.44m) 
• Moderately Wide (2.75 - 4.58m) • Narrow (0 - 1.53m) 
• Moderate (1.53 - 3.66m) 

Storage Width Fuzzy Sets (genetic algorithm) 

c. 1 --- ,. 
I . -- -

~ # , 
til 

I Q) 0.8 • - - - Narrow , , , 
.c , , I ~ 0.6 - - - Mod Narrow 
~ 

, , 
I • '0 0.4 , I Moderate 

Q) 

~ 0.2 - - - - Mod Wide 
C'I 
Q) 

CI 0 - - -. Wide 
0 2 4 6 8 

Width (meters) 

Figure App 3.2 Storage Width (genetic.: alg) 
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Heuristic fuzzy sets for living area width categories can be seen in Figure App 3.3, 

for parameters, 

• Wide (5.80m - ) • Moderately Narrow (1.53 - 2.75m) 
• Moderately Wide (4.58 - 5.80m) • Narrow (0 - 1.53m) 
• Moderate (2.75 - 4.58m) 

Living Area Width Fuzzy 5 ets (estimated) 

Co 
.s:. 
II) 

Q) 0.8 
..c 
E 
Q) 0.6 

::E 
'0 0.4 
Q) 

~ 0.2 
C'\ 
Q) 

Cl 0 
0 

~--" -----
I ,I . \ . 

• 
~ 

I 

-"'\ 
\ , 
\ . 
• • • .\ Mod Narrow 

- - - Narrow 

. \ 
• \ I \ --- Moderate 

\ 

\ - - - ModWide 

- - _. Wide 
2 4 6 8 

Width (meters) 

Figure App 3.3 Living Area Width (esti
mated) 

Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for living area width categories can be seen in 



Figure App 3.4, for parameters, 

• Wide (5.49 - 7.63m) 
• Moderately Wide (4.27 - 6. 10m) 
• Moderate (2.14 - 5.19m) 

• Moderately NUiTOW (1.22 - 3.05m) 
o N an'ow (0 - 2.14m) 

Living Area Width Fuzzy Sets (genetic algorithm) 

Co 
.c 
til 
Q) 0.8 
.c 
E 
Q.) 0.6 
~ 
'0 0.4 
Q.) 

2! 0.2 
Cl 
Q.) 

Cl 0 

\ 

\ , 
\ 

o 

.... \ -\ . -. 
I \ 

\ I , 
- - - Narrow / \ 

I 

, , I - - - ModNarrow 
, I \ I , , 
\1 \ " 

Moderate 

\ • 
1\ " -- - - Mod Wide I , 

- - - • Wide 
2 4 6 8 

Width (meters) 

Figure App 3.4 Living Area Width (gen 
alg) 
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Heuristic fuzzy sets for wall height separation categories can be seen in Figure App 

3.5, for parameters, 

• Wide (61cm-) • Moderately Narrow (10 - 25cm) 
• Moderately Wide (41 - 61cm) • NaITOW (0 - lOcm) 
• Moderate (25 - 41 cm) 

Wall Height Separation Fuzzy Sets (es t) 

Co , - \ . -, 
1 
._------

.c \ I \ • , 
til • 
OJ 0.8 , I ' . - - - Narrow " .c 

\ I I, ~ 0.6 - - - Mod Narrow , , , 
:l: \ '0 0.4 

, \ 

I' I \ Moderate 
Q.) 

2! 0.2 I \ -- - - Mod Wide 
Cl , 
Q.) 

0 0 - - - • Wide 
0 20 40 60 80 100 

Separation (centimeters) 

Figure App 3.5 Wall Height Separation 
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(est) 

Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for wall height separation categories can be 

seen in Figure App 3.6, for parameters, 

• Wide (49 - 92cm) • Moderately Narrow (6 - 34cm) 
• Moderately Wide (34 - 64cm) • Narrow (0 - 18cm) 
• Moderate (18 - 49cm) 

Wall Height Separation Fuzzy Sets (go) 

.9-

.s::. 
IJ) 

m 0.8 
.c 
~ 0.6 
~ 
'0 0.4 
0) 

~ 0.2 
C'I 
0) 

0 0 
0 

-, ~ 'f.- - - - - - - -
I \ . , . " 

\ I \ . " - - - Narrow 
• I' \ I , , 

- - - Mod Narrow , 
~I \ 

. , 
• • • 

A I ' Moderate 
• 

I' • - - -- Mod Wide 
\ 

- - - • Wide 
20 40 60 80 100 

5 eparation (centimeters) 

Figure App 3.6 Wall Height Separation 
(ga) 

Heuristic fuzzy sets for wall height categories can be seen in Figure App 3.7, for 
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parameters, 

• Tall (183cm - ) • Moderately Short (15 - 31cm) 
• Moderately Tall (92 - 183cm) • Short (0 - 15cm) 
• Moderate (31 - 92cm) 

Wall Height Fuzzy Sets (est) 

,9- 1 ~ ,----, .- - --
.c • I \ f 

, • til I Oi 0.8 ~I \ • , - • - Short 
.c " ~ 0.6 t " - - • ModShort I ' 
:::1.: ,I , , 
'0 0.4 I' 

, Moderate 
Il) / , 
~ 0.2 , ' , , , - - - - ModTall , 
C'\ \ , , 
Q) , 
Cl 0 ---·Tall 
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Figure App 3.7 Wall Height (est) 

Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for wall height categories can be seen in Fig-

ure App 3.8, for parameters, 

• Tall (152 - 244cm) • Moderately Short (6 - 55cm) 
• Moderately Tall (55 - 183cm) • Short (0 - 21cm) 
• Moderate (21 - 122cm) 
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Figure App 3.8 Wall Height (ga) 

Heuristic fuzzy sets for wall width categories can be seen in Figure App 3.9, for 



parameters, 

• Wide (92cm - ) • Moderately Nan'ow (15 - 31cm) 
• Moderately Wide (61 - 92cm) • Narrow (0 - 15cm) 
• Moderate (31 - 61cm) 
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Figure App 3.9 Wall Width (est) 
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Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for wall width categories can be seen in Fig-

ure App 3.10, for parameters, 

• Wide (76 - 122cm) • Moderately Narrow (6 - 46cm) 
• Moderately Wide (46 - 107cm) • Narrow (0 - 23cm) 
• Moderate (23 - 76cm) 
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Figure App 3.10 Wall Width (ga) 
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Heuristic fuzzy sets for floor height categories c.in be seen in Figure App 3.11, for 
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parameters, 

• Tall (I 22cm - ) • Moderately Short (15 - 31cm) 
• Moderately Tall (61 - 122cm) • Short (0 - 15cm) 
• Moderate (31 - 61cm) 
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Figure App 3.11 Floor Height (est) 

Genetic AlgOlithm derived fuzzy sets for floor height categories can be seen in Fig-

ure App 3.12, for parameters, 

• Tall (92 - 183cm) • Moderately Short (9 - 46cm) 
• Moderately Tall (48 -122cm) • ShOIt(O-21cm) 
• Moderate (21 - 85cm) 
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Figure App 3.12 Floor Height (ga) 

Heuristic fuzzy sets for storage area floor separation categories can be seen in Fig-



ure App 3.13, for parameters, 
• Wide (3.05m - ) 
• Moderately Wide (2.14 - 3.05m) 
• Moderate (1.22 - 2.14m) 

• Moderately Narrow (0.61 - 1.22m) 
o Nan'ow (0 - 0.61m) 
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Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for storage area floor separation categories 

can be seen in Figure App 3.14, for parameters, 

• Wide (2.59 - 4.58m) • Moderately NmTow (0.31 -1.68m) 
• Moderately Wide (1.68 - 3.36m) • Narrow (0 - O.92m) 
• Moderate (0.92 - 2.59m) 
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Heuristic fuzzy sets for living area floor separation categories can be seen in Figure 

App 3.15, for parameters, 

• Wide (4.58m - ) • Moderately NaIl'oW (0.92 - 1.83m) 
• Moderately Wide (3.05 - 4.58m) • Narrow (0 - 0.92m) 
• Moderate (1.83 - 3.05111) 
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Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for living area floor separation categories can 



be seen in Figure App 3.16, for pm'ameters, 

• Wide (3.81 - 6.1m) • Moderately Narrow (0.46 - 2.44m) 
• Moderately Wide (2.44 - 4.88m) • Narrow (0 - 1.37m) 
• Moderate (1.37 - 3.81m) 
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Heuristic fuzzy sets for wall vertical offset categories can be seen in Figure App 

3.17, for parameters, 

• Wide (92cm - ) • Moderately Narrow (15 - 31cm) 
• Moderately Wide (61 - 92cm) • Narrow (0 - IScm) 
• Moderate (31 - 61cm) 

These are also the smne fuzzy sets for the floor vertical offset-system, but with the 
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above five categories replaced by, 

• Tall • Moderately Short 
• Moderately Tall • Short 
• Moderate 

Wall Vertical Offset Fuzzy 5 ets (est) 
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Figure App 3.17 Wall Vertical Offset (est) 
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Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for wall vertical offset categories can be seen 

in Figure App 3.18, for parameters, 

• Wide (76 - 122cm) • Moderately Narrow (7 - 46cm) 
• Moderately Wide (46 - 92cm) • Narrow (0 - 23cm) 
• Moderate (23 - 64cm) 

These are also the smne fuzzy sets for the floor vertical offset-system, but with the 

above five categories replaced by, 

• Tall • Moderately Short 
• Moderately Tall • Short 
• Moderate 
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Heuristic fuzzy sets for wall hori~ontal offset categories can be seen in Figure App 

3.19, for parameters, 

• Wide (46cm - ) • Moderately Narrow (10 - 20cm) 
• Moderately Wide (31 - 46cm) • Nan'ow (0 - lOcm) 
• Moderate (20 - 31cm) 

These are also the stune fuzzy sets for the floor vertical offset-token, but wi th the 

above five categories replaced by, 
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Figure App 3.19 Wall Horizontal Offset 
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Genetic Algorithm derived fuzzy sets for wall horizontal offset categories can be 

seen in Figure App 3.20, for panuneters, 
• Wide (38 - 61cm) • Moderately Narrow (5 - 25cm) 
• Moderately Wide (25 - 53cm) • Nan-ow (0 - 15cm) 
• Moderate (15 - 38cm) 

These are also the same fuzzy sets for the floor vertical offset-token, but with the 

above five categories replaced by, 

• Tall • Moderately Short 
• Moderately Tall • Short 
• Moderate 
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Heuristic fuzzy sets for floor ratio categories can be seen in Figure App 3.21, for 

parameters, 

• Big • Moderately Small 
e Moderately Big • Small 
• Moderate 
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Figure App 3.21 Floor Dimension Ratio 
(est) 

Genetic AlgOlithm derived fuzzy sets for floor ratio categories can be seen in Figure 



App 3.22, for parameters, 
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APPENDIX 4 -- SMALLTALK CODE 

This appendix contains a few, representative classes and methods of the Smalltalk 
object oriented language that were implemented in the GPR interpretation system. Much 
of the fonnatting has been altered because of the narrow width this page's style, thus mak
ing the code more difficult to read. The entire Smalltalk code constitutes 1.3MBytes (716 
pages). 

4.1 AbstractGPR -- (class) 

AbstractGPR subclass: #ManagerGPR 
instance Vm'i ableNames: 'parameterBucket modelBucket tokenBucket systemB ucket 

tokenDict systemlnstanceDict IUuneDict 10cationDict modeIInfoDict topoSurface Y , 
classVariableNames: " 

poolDictionm'ies: " 
categOlY: 'GPR'! 
ManagerGPR comment: 
'TIlis is the class which creates an instance to manage the GPR interpretation pro

gram. 
The instance will contain variables which, 

1. contain pertinent objects 
2, point to class instances that do sub-mana!:.ring 

This is a matter of style. 
Instance Variables: 
bucket <bag> contai ner of objects 
vectorIN <array> vector sent to neural net ... from RED to BLUE 
vectorOUT <array> vector returned from neural net ... from BLUE to RED 
parameterBucket <bag> basic panuneterObjects that constitute 

problem modelBucket <bag> modeIObjects derived from param-
eters tokenBucket <bag> tokenObjects derived from models sys-
temBucket <bag> systemObjects derived from tokens 
systemlnstanceDict <dictionmy> pointers to instances of systemObject classes 

#RoomSys --> instance of class = RoomSys 
etc. 
nmneDict <dictionary> pointers to objectBasicInfo 
#parameterNameVector --> #(#slopeAlln #lengthAnn #shapeV 
#intensityV #shapeVplateau #intensityVplateau #shapeM #intensityM #shapeMpla-

teau #intensityMplateau ) 
#modelNameVector --> #(3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 4.1 4.24.3 4.4 5.1 5.2 
5.3 5.4 6.1 6.26.36.4 7.1 7.27.3) 
#tokenName Vector put: #(#wall #floor #VertCrack #void #foundation 
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#pit #pipe #pot #posthole #anomaly #topoChange #trench #boulder) 
#systemNameBag --> #BoulderSys #FirepitSys #PipeSys #PitSys #PostholeSys 

#PotSys #TopoChangeSys #TrenchSys #VertCrackSys #VoidSys #LivingroomSys 
#BedroomSys 

10cationDict <dictionill),> pointers to objectNamelnfo 
#locationMatrices --> #wall #floor #VertCrack #Void #foundation #pit #pipe 

#pot #posthole #anomaly #tcipoChange #trench #boulder 
#locationMatrixAxes --> #velt #horiz 
modelInfoDict <dictionill),> pointers to model Object info ... width, 

height, depth 
3.1 --> #modelWidth #modelLength #modelDepth etc. 
topoSlIlface Y <float> vertical distance of topography surface 

from coordinate origin 
'! 
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4.2 ObjectsGPR -- (class) 

AbstractGPR subclass: #ObjectsGPR 
instanceVariableNames: 'id name secondaryName widthModel lengthModel depth

Model 
centroidX centroidY celtainty baseCeltainty secondaryCertainty tokContextCer

tainty 
sysContextCeltainty left right top bottom at next near moderate far property surface 

screenX 
screenY componentBucket contextBucket contextComplexity contextDict ' 
classVariableNames: " 
poolDictionaries: " 
categOlY: 'GPR'! 
ObjectsGPR comment: 
'This is an abstract class through which all panuneters, models, tokens, and system 

objects 
must funnel. 
Instance Variables: 
id 
lHune 
secondmyName 
for this!! 7Dec91 
widthModel 

<Integer> 
<String> 

<String> 

<float> 

unique identification tag 
descriptive name 

descriptive lHune C: can "t remember reason 

difference between rightmost and leftmost 
points 

lengthModel <float> difference between topmost and bottommost 
points depth Model <float> 

difference between sUlface and topmost point of object centroidX 
<Float> horizontal location of centroid of 

object in meters centroidY 
object in meters certai nty 

<Float> vertical location of centroid of 

<Float> certainty factor (probability) 
secondaryCertai nty <Float> certai nty factor (probability) C: not sure of 

reason for this!! 7Dec91 left <Float> 

right 
horizontal coordinate of leftmost pixel of object image in meters 

<Float> horizontal coordinate of rightmost pixel of object 
image in meters top <Float> vertical coordinate of topmost pixel 

of object image in meters 
bottom <Float> vertical coordinate of bottommost pixel of object 

<Integer> image in meters at 
ID"s of objects at the same location 
next <Integer> ID"s of objects at the same location 
near <Integer> ID"s of objects at the same location moderate 
<Integer> ID"s of objects at the smne location 
far <Integer> ID"s of objects at the same location property 



C: Huh?!! Can "t 
remember reason for this!! 7Dec91 surface 

coordinate of surface location screenX 
<integer> C: not sure of reason forthis!! 7Dec91 screenY 

ger> C: not sure of reason for 
this!! 7Dec91 
Class Vm'iables: 
7Dec91 
RVB -- U A Dept of Geol Engr'! 
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<float> vertical 

<inte-
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4.3 ManagerGPR -- (class) 

AbstractGPR subclass: #ManagerGPR 
instanceVariableNames: 'parameterBucket modelBucket tokenBucket system

Bucket tokenDict systemInstanceDict nruneDict 10cationDict modelInfoDict topoSur
faceY' c1assVariableNames: " 

gram. 

pooIDictionru'ies: " 
category: 'GPR'! 
ManagerGPR comment: 
'This is the class which creates an instrulce to manage the GPR interpretation pro-

The instance will contain variables which, 
1. contain pertinent objects 
2. point to class instances that do sub-managing 

This is a matter of style. 
Instance Variables: 
bucket <bag> container of objects 
vectoriN <array> vector sent to neural net ... from RED to BLUE 
vectorOUT <array> vector returned from neural net ... from BLUE to RED 
parameterBucket <bag> basic parruneterObjects that constitute 

problem modelBucket <bag> 
modelObjects derived from parameters token Bucket <bag> 

tokenObjects derived from models 
systemBucket <bag> systemObjects derived from tokens 

systemlnstanceDict <dictionary> 
pointers to instances of systemObject classes 
#RoomSys --> instance of class = RoomSys 
etc. 
IHuneDict <dictionary> pointers to objectBasicInfo 
#parameterNameVector --> #(#slopeAnn #lengthAnn #shapeV 
#intensityV #shapeVplateau #intensityVplateau #shapeM 
#intensityM #shapeMplateau #intensityMplateau ) 
#modelNameVector --> #(3.1 3.23.3 3.4 4.1 4.24.34.4 5.1 5.2 
5.3 5.4 6.1 6.26.3 6.4 7.1 7.2 7.3) 
#tokenName Vector put: #(#wall #floor #VertCrack #void #foundation 
#pi t #pi pe #pot #posthole 
#anomaly #topoChange 
#trench #boulder) 
#systemNameBag --> #BoulderSys #FirepitSys #PipeSys #PitSys #PostholeSys 
#PotSys #TopoChangeSys 
#TrenchSys #VeltCrackSys 
#VoidSys #LivingroomSys 
#BedroomSys 
10cationDict <dictiolHu'y> pointers to objectNameInfo 
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#locationMatrices --> #wall #floor #VertCrack #Void #foundation #pit #pipe 
#pot #posthole #anomaly 
#topoChange #trench #boulder 
#locationMatrixAxes --> #velt #horiz 
modelInfoDict <dictionmy> pointers to model Object info ... width, 

height, depth 
3.1 --> #modelWidth #modelLength 
#modelDepth etc. 
topoS lIlface Y <float> vertical distmlce of topography surface 

from coordinate origin 
'! 
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4.4 extelldSystem -- (method) 

extendSystem: aSystem 
"Call method to cycle thru tokens and check if selected systemObject can be 

extended by another nearby object. 
For exmnple, if a floorSystemObject has mlother tokenFloorObject lying next to that 

floorSystemObject, then the two combined would also constitute a floor. 
Continue to recurse until aSystem can no longer be extended." 
"180ct91 " 
"29Mar92" 
"SApr92" 
"RYB -- UA Dept of Oeol Engr" 
I flag sysArray sysReturned I 
flag := (sysArray := aSystem extendSystem) at: 1. "returns system info array = 

#(booleanFlag systemObject)" sysReturned := sysArray at: 2. "get new pointer to 
aSystem in case it has been changed into a different system" flag 

iffrue: ["Successfully extended systemObject ... try it again" 
self extendSystem: sysRet1l1l1ed] 
itFalse: ["Calculate system dimensions from its tok objects" 
sysReturned updateDimensions]! 
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4.5 selectAnswer:with:with: -- (method) 

selectAnswer: aTokenObject with: arrayl with: array2 
"Answer info ,may of maximum probability system that can be built from aTo-

kenObject and 

by 

the available, unused tokens in aTokenObject's context. 
Info array = #(newSystemNrulle, tokenObjectl, addedTokenObject2). 
Initialize info ,may = #(nil nil nil) ... can then detennine if System or Tokens found 

checking for NIL value." 
"array 1 = #(system token prob). 
array2 = #(system token 1 token2 prob oldToken2Flag oldToken2)" 
"5Apr92" 
"RYB -- VA Dept of Geol Engr" 
"Daily Log 410" 
I answer I 
answer := Array new: 3. 
(array 1 at: 3) 
> 0 I «array2 at: 4) 
> 0) 
iITrue: ["Check which option produced higher probability" 
(array 1 at: 3) 
> (array2 at: 4) 
iITrue: 
["Single object produced greater probability system" 
(array 1 at: 2) 
= aTokenObject 
ifFalse: 
I "If aTokenObject does not exist ... something is wrong" "Replace tokObjects" 
GPRmgr tokenBucket remove: aTokenObject if Absent: [self halt]. (array 1 at: 2) 
usedSystemFlag: true. 
GPRmgr token Bucket add: (array I at: 2) I. "Answer array with new system info" 

answer at: 1 put: (array I at: 1) lHune. 
answer at: 2 put: (array 1 at: 2). 
I\answer] 
if False: 
["Dual objects produced greater probability system" 
(array2 at: 2) 
= aTokenObject 
if False: 
I "If aTokenObject does not exist ... something is wrong" "Switch tokObjects" 
GPRmgr tokellBucket remove: aTokellObject ifAbsellt: Iself halt]. (array2 at: 2) 
usedSystemFlag: true. 
GPRmgr tokenBucket add: (array2 at: 2)]. (array2 at: 5) 



= true 
ifFalse: 
["newToken2 is being used" 
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"If 0ldToken2 does not exist ... something is wrong" GPRmgr tokenBucket remove: 
(array2 at: 6) 

if Absent: [self halt]. 
(array2 at: 3) 
usedSystemFlag: true. 
GPRmgr tokenBucket add: (array2 at: 3)]. "Answer array with new system info" 

answer at: 1 put: (array2 at: 1) name. 
answer at: 2 put: (array2 at: 2). answer at: 3 put: (array2 at: 3). I\answer)) 
if False: ["Answer array where all elements = NIL indicates failure to find a system" 
I\answer] ! 
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4.6 selectSingleObject: •• (method) 

selectSingleObject: aTokenObject 
"Answer info array of maximum probability system that can be built from aTo

kenObject. Info array = #(system token prob). 
Initialize info array = #(nil nil nil) ... can then detennine if System or Tokens found 

by checking for NIL value." 
"Daily Log 408 457.8 467.3 468.1 506.9" 
"5Apr92" 
"25Apr92" 
"2May92" 
"3May92" 
"10May92" 
"31May92" 
"RVB -- UA Dept of Geol Engr" 
I prob dict tempProb tempSys answer tempSystem vek token tempTok threshold I 
tempProb := O. 
threshold := 0.35. 
(dict := GPRmgr systemInstanceDict) keysDo: [:c1assInstance I "Cycle thru system 

instances and find system that gives max prob" 
1 to: (vek := aTokenObject token Vector) size do: [:indx I "2 Heuristic threshold that 

probability must exceed to be considered" (vek at: indx) 
> threshold 
ifTrue: 
["3 Check if we have selected aTokenObject's parameters ... if so, no 
need to create a new token" 
aTokenObject indxToken = indx 
ifFalse: 
["4 Create a new temporary tokObj" token := self createToken: indx. aTokenObject 

transferInst VarsTo: token J 
ifTrue: ["5 tokObj already exists ... so no need to create new one" token := aTo-

kenObjectl. 
((tempSystem := diet at: class Instance) compatible: token) 
itTrue: 
["6 Token is a possible component of a system" 
"Calc token prob in context of tokenSystem" 

added" 
token systemName: tempSystem tHune. 

"Calc sys prob when token is 

token tokContextCertainty: token calcTokContextCellainty. 
token sysContextCertainty: (token calcSysContextCellainty: tempSystem). 
prob := tempSystem calcSysProb: token. 
prob > tempProb 
ifTrue: 
["7 If calc prob greater ... save it" tempProb := prob. 



tempSys := tempSystem. tempTok := token]]]]]. 
answer := Array new: 3. 
answer at: 1 put: tempSys. 
answer at: 2 put: tempTok . 
• mswer at: 3 put: tempProb. 
"answer! 
systemBucket 
"Answer value of systemBucket. 
This is a Bag to contain all the systemObjects." 
"systemBucket. 
"5Nov91" 
"RYB -- UA Dept ofGeol Engr"! 
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4.7 buildTol<ells -- (method) 

bility 

bui IdTokens 
"Cycle thru model objects and create token objects corresponding to highest proba-

token from neural network." 
"lONov91" 
"26Jan92" 
"17Apr92" 
"RVB -- UA Dept of Geol Engr" 
"EXAMPLES of vectors: 
param Vector 
0.53300.7R60 0.6000 1.0000 0.36RO 1.00000.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
model Vector 
0.97710.0068 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0418 0.00030.0003 0.0511 0.00440.0003 
0.00030.0003 0.0107 0.0111 0.0003 0.0003 0.00030.0179 
model Vector 
1.00000.00000.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.0000 
token Vector 
0.9R490.0132 0.6003 0.8000 0.9847 0.1497 0.20000.10020.9009 0.0019 0.0019 
0.299RO.6506 
" 
I token indx name cert I 
GPRmgr model Bucket do: 
[:mod I 
indx := mod maxTokenlndex. "get vector index of max probability token" 
nillne := mod tokenName: indx. "get token nillne at above index" 
cert:= mod tokenCertainty: indx. "get token certainty at above index" 
"create new token object and initial ize it" 
(token := (SmalItalk at: «name copy From: 1 to: 1) asUppercase , (mune copyFrom: 

2 to: nillne size) , 'Tok') asSymbol) new) initialize. 
token indxToken: indx. "store vector index of max probability token" 
token mune: n,une. "assign token name corresponding to model object from 

which token was derived" 
token certai nty: cert. "store token probability as calculated by neural net into nor

mal instVar" 
token baseCertainty: cert. "store token probability as calculated by neural net into 

backup instVar" token modelID at: 1 put: mod id. "assign ID of model object to token 
from which token was derived" token tokenVector: mod token Vector. "get token vector 
from model object and store in token object" token transferModelDimensionsFrom: mod. 
"U'ansfer ModelObject dimensions to TokenObjects" 

mod tokenID: token id. "assign ID of token object to model object from which 
token was derived" GPRmgr tokenBucket add: token] "store new token object in 



contai ner for later access"! 
bui IdTokensOLD 1 
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"Cycle thru model objects and create token objects corresponding to highest proba-
bility token from neural network." 

I token indx name cert I 
GPRmgr modelBucket 
do: [ :mod I 
(token := GPRtoken new) initialize. "create new token object and initialize it" 
indx := mod maxTokenIndex. "get vector index of max probability token" 
name := mod tokenName: indx."get token nrune at above index" 
cert := mod tokenCertainty: indx. "get token certainty at above index" 
token indxToken: indx. "store vector index of max probability token" 
token n.Ulle: lHune. "assign token lHune corresponding to model object from 

which token was derived" 
token certainty: cert. "store token probability as calculated by neural net" 
token mode lID at: 1 put: (mod id). "assign ID of model object to token from 

which token was derived" 
token token Vector: (mod token Vector). "get token vector from model object 

and store in token object" 

token transferModelDimensionsFrom: mod. "u·ansfer ModelObject dimensions 
to TokenObjects" 

mod tokenID: (token id). "assign ID of token object to model 
object from which token was derived" 

GPRmgr tokenBucket add: token. 
J. "store new token object in container for 

later access" 
"IONov91" 
"2RDec91" 
"RVB -- UA Dept of Geol Engr" 
"EXAMPLES of vectors: 
param Vector 
0.5330 0.7R60 0.6000 1.0000 0.3680 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.0000 
modelVector 

0.9771 0.006R 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.041R 0.0003 0.0003 0.0511 
0.0044 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0107 0.0111 0.0003 0.0003 OJ)003 0.0179 

model Vector 
1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
token Vector 

0.9849 0.0132 0.6003 0.8000 0.9847 0.1497 0.2000 0.1002 0.9009 
0.0019 0.0019 0.2998 0.6506 "! 



4.8 buildModels·· (method) 

buildModels 
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"Cycle thru parameter objects and create model objects corresponding to highest 
probability model from neural network." 

"lONov91" 
"8Dec91" 
"17Apr92" 
"RVB -- UA Dept of Geol Engr" 
"EXAMPLES of vectors: 
param Vector 
0.53300.78600.6000 1.00000.3680 1.0000 0.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
model Vector 
0.97710.00680.00030.00030.0003 0.0418 0.0003 0.0003 0.0511 0.0044 0.0003 
0.00030.0003 0.0 I 07 0.0 III 0.00()) 0.0003 0.0003 0.0179 
model Vector 
1.00000.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00000.00000.00000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
token Vector 
0.98490.01320.60030.80000.98470.14970.20000.1002 0.9009 0.0019 0.0019 
0.29980.6506 
" 
I model indx mune cert I 
GPRmgr parameterBucket do: 
[:param I 
model := GPRmodel new. "create new model object" 
indx := param maxModelIndex. "get vector index of max probability model" nrune 

:= param maxModelName: indx. "get model nmneString at above index" cert:= param 
maxModelCertainty: indx. "get model certainty at above index" 

model indxModel: indx. "store vector index of max probability model" 
model mune: mune. "assign model mune corresponding to parameter object from 

which model was derived" model certainty: cert. "store model probability as calculated by 
neural net into nonnal instVar" 

model baseCertai nty: celt. "store model probability as calculated by neural net 
into backup instVar" model id: self nextID. "generate unique new integer ID for model 
object" 

model paramID: param id. "assign ID of parameter object to model from which 
model was derived" model model Vector: parmn model Vector. "get model vector from 
parameter object and store in model object" model centroidX: param centroidX. "trans
fer location data from ParmneterObject to ModelObject" model centroidY: param cen
troidY. 

param modelID: model id. "assign ID of model object to parameter object 
from which model was derived" GPRmgr modelBucket add: model] "store new 
model object in container for later access"! 
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fillParameterBucket: aBag 
"Transfer Parameter Objects supplied by user into system instVar = parameter-

Bucket. " 
aBag do: 
[ :object I parameterBucket acid: object.]. 
"7Dec91 " 
"RVB -- UA Dept of Geol Engr"! 
initial izeParameterB ucket 
parameterBucket := Bag new. 

"5Nov91 " 
"RVB -- UA Dept of Geol Engr"! 



4.9 initializeParametel"s -- (method) 

initial izeParameters 
"Cycle thru parrulleter objects. 
Send panuneter object vector from RED to neural net on BLUE. 
Map parameter to model. 
Attach returned vector to each parameter object." 
I aPanunVector aModelVector I 
GPRmgr parameterBucket 
do: [ :pm'run I 
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param id: (self nextID). "set unique integer ID for 
each parameter object" 

aParam Vector := param convel1Param Vector. "caleul ate parameter vector 
from parameter object" 

param param Vector: aPanun Vector. "attach new parameter vec-
tor to panuneter object for future reference" 

aModelVector := param remoteNetCall: aParamVector. "transfolln parameter 
vector to corresponding model vector" 

param model Vector: aModelVector. "attach new model vector 
to panuneter object from which it was derived" 

] . 
"lONov91" 
"RVB -- UA Dept of Geol Engr" 
"EXAMPLES of vectors: 
param Vector 
0.5330 0.7860 0.6000 1.0000 0.3680 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

0.0000 
mocielVector 
0.9771 0.0068 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0418 0.0003 0.0003 0.0511 

0.0044 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.OlO7 0.0111 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0179 
model Vector 
1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

O,()OOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
token Vector 

0.9849 0.0132 0.6003 0.8000 0.9847 0.1497 0.2000 0.1002 0.9009 
0.0019 0.0019 0.2998 0.6506 

"! 
parameterB ucket 
"Answer val ue of parameterBucket. 
This is a Bag to contain all the parameterObjects." 
"panuneterB ueket. 
"5Nov91" 
"RVB -- UA Dept ofGeol Engr"! ! 



4.10 beginGPR -- (method) 

beginGPR 
"Main method in Class = ManagerGPR that begins a GPR interpretation run." 
"ALGORITHM: 
(1) select max prob token. 
(2) extend token. 
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(3) select max prob system llsing that token. COMMENT: don't think necessary 
18Dec91. 

(4) select expected toks from token Vector based on max prob system. 
(5) cycle thru all possibilities. 
(6) select overall max prob system. (7) extend system." 
"ALGORITHM: 26Dec91 (1) select max prob token. 
(2) extend token. 
(3) select next most prob token. 
(4) make combination from 2 token Vectors and find system prob. (5) cycle thru all 

possibilities. 
(6) select overall max prob system. 
(7) extend system. 
(7.1) Based on max prob system, select possibilities from potential token Vectors 

based 
upon expected system components." 
"Daily Log 41 I 4SX.S" 
"IONov91 " 
"17Feb92" 
"SApr92" 
"3May92" 
"RVB -- UA Dept of Geol Engr" 
"17Dec91 COMMENT: clo not seem to be using EXTEND SYSTEM for case of 

ifFalse: but should be" 
I tok 1 tok2 sysTokArray sysName sysObject loopFlag exitFlag 100pSize debug

Count I 
self ini tial izeParameters; bui IdModel s; calculateToken Vector; orderModel Vector; 

orclerToken Vector; bui IdTokens; transferOrcleredToken Vector. "clebugCount := O. ""count 
cycles during Debug Run" 

100pFIag := D. "flags for endless loop check" 
exitFlag := O. 
100pSize := GPRmgr tokenBucket size. 
[self availableTokens] 
whileTrue: 
["cycle thru available tokenObjects in TokensContainer until all are marked as 
used in a systemObject" 
"self printDebug: (debugCount := debugCount + 1) printString , 'A'." "Print cycle 

count to a file for Debug purposes" 100pFIag := 100pFIag + 1. "Increment endless 
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loop flag" 
100pFlag = 100pSize 
ifTrue: 
["Last pass thru one cycle" "Reset flags" 
100pFlag := O. 
exitFlag := 0]. 
"DEBUG statement" 
self haIt. 
tokl := self selectMaxProbToken. "get max prob token from available, unused 

tokens in TokensContainer" tokl updateContext. "update context environment of token" 
sysTokArray := self selectMaxProbSystemArray: tok1. "build new system info 

array = 
#(newSystemName tokObj 1 tokObj2)" 
tokl := sysTokArray at: 2. "tokl may have been modified or replaced ... therefore 

update at this point" "#('RoomSys' tokObj 1 tokObj2) ... or .. , #(nil nil nil)" 
tokl lIpdateContext. "update context environment of token again in case changed 

in previous 
message" 
tokl usedSystemFlag: true. "indicate that tokObjl is now paIt of a systemObject" 
tok1 := self extendToken: tok1. "extend token via nearby tokens of same type" 
(tok2 := sysTokArray at: 3) = nil 
if False: 
["Able to find a system comprised of added tokObj2" 
sysName := sysTokArray at: 1. "new system is first element of this array" 
sysObject := (Smalltalk at: sysName asSymbol) new. "create new system object" 

"'RoomSys' --> #RoomSys" 
sysObject initialize. "then initialize inst.Ulce" 
tok2 usedSystemFlag: true. "indicate that tokObj2 is now part of a systemObject" 

tok2 := self extenclToken: tok2. "extend token via nearby tokens of same type" 
tok 1 sysContextCertai tHy: (tokl calcSysContextCertainty: sysObject). 
tok2 sysContextCertainty: (tok2 calcSysContextCertainty: sysObject). 
sysObject componentBucket add: tok 1. "store first tokenObject from which syste

mObject is bui It" sysObject componentBucket acid: tok2. "store second tokenObject 
from which systemObject is built" sysObject lIpdateDimensions. "calculate basic 
dimensions from tokenObjects it contains" sysObject updateComponentSysContextCer
tai nty. 

sysObject certainty: sysObject calcSysProb. 
GPRmgr systemBucket add: sysObject. "add sysObject ... extension will automat-

ically 
update systemBucket if necessary" 
self extendSystem: sysObjectJ "check if systemObject can be extended via 
nearby tokens of appropriate type" ifTrue: 
["1. Have not been able to build new system from tokObjl by adding a 



tokObj2 of a different type. 
2. Instead, create newSystemObject based upon tokObj 1 only. 
3. Example: 
(1) tokObjl = fIoorTokenObject; 
(2) fIoorTokenObject is or is not extended via another nearby floorTokenObject; 
(3) a new roomSystemObject cannot be created via a nearby waIlTokenObject; 
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(4) therefore, the most we can say about the systemObject is that it is a roomSyste
mObject comprised of only a floorObject" 

sysName := sysTokArray at: 1. "new system is first element of this array" sys-
Name = nil 

ifFalse: 
IsysObject := (SmalItalk at: sysName asSymbol) new. "create new system object" 

"'RoomSys' --> #RoomSys" 
sysObject initial ize. "initialize instance" 
tok 1 sysContex tCertai nty: (tok 1 calcSysContextCertai nty: sysObject). sysObject 

componentBucket add: tok 1. "store tokenObject from which 
systemObject is bui It" 
sysObject updateDimensions."calculate basic dimensions from 
tokenObjects it contains" 
sysObject updateComponen tSysContextCertai nty. 
sysObject certainty: sysObject calcSysProb. 
GPRmgr system Bucket add: sysObject. "now add new systemsObject 
to containerBag" 
self extendSystem: sysObjectJ "check if systemObject can be extended via 
nem'by tokens of appropriate type" 
iITrue: 
[exitFlag := exitFlag + 1. "flag to check how many times this block entered" 
exitFlag = loopSize itTrue: [ "check if this the only block entered during this last 

cycle" "if only entered this block ... have entered Endless Cycle ... therefore Exit" 
Afalse 1111. 

Atrue! 



4.11 initialize: -- (method) 

initialize: aBag 
"This is the method that calls all other initializing methods." 
"7Dec91" 
"30Mar92" 
"3May92" 
"RVB -- UA Dept of Geol Engr" 
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ID := O. "initialize the GlobalVar = ID that establishes unique integer id's for all 
objects" 

"initialize ClassVar to an empty bag" 
self initial izeParmneterB ucket; 
initial izeModel Bucket; 
initial izeTokenBucket; 
initial izeSystemBucket. 
self fillParmneterBucket: aBag. "aBag is initially supplied by user in order to get 

Parameter Objects into system" 
"initialize Dictionary which next methods will access" 
"initialize Dictionmy matrix info for relationships between objects" 
self initial izeLocationDict; 
initializeLocationMatrices; 
initial izeLocationMatri xAxes; 
fillLocationMatrices. "NO LONGER BEING USED -- REPLACED BY FUZZY 

SETS" 
"initialize dictionary that next methods will call" 
"initialize array containing basic names used in training neural nets" "initialize bag 

containing symbol Names of all systemClasses" 
"initialize dictionary containing pointers to instances of systemObject classes" self 

initial izeNameDict; 
initializeModelNameVector; 
initial izeParameterN.une Vector; 
initial izeTokenName Vector; 
initializeSystemNameBag; 
initial izeSystemInstanceDict; 
initial izeSystemCI ass. 
self initial izeModel InfoDict. 
self systemInstanceDict keysDo: [:key I (systemInstanceDict at: key) initialize]. 

"initialize each system class instance" 
"GPRmgr beginGPR "begin a GPR interpretation ... retum Boolean result"! 
initializeDEBUG: aBag 
"This is the method that calls all other initializing methods." 
ID := O. "initialize the GlobalVar = ID that establishes 

unique integer ill's for all objects" 
self 



initial izeParameterBucket; 
initializeModelBucket; 
initial izeTokenBucket; 
ini tial izeSystem Bucket. 
self fillParameterBucket: aBag. 

order to get Parameter Objects into system" 
self 
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"initialize ClassVar to an empty bag" 

"aBag is initially supplied by user in 

initializeLocationDict; "initialize Dictionary which next methods 
will access" initializeLocationMatrices; "initialize Dictionary matrix info 
for relationships between objects" initial izeLocationMatrixAxes; 

fiIlLocationMau·ices. 
self 
initializeNameDict; "initialize ciictionm), that next methods 

will call" initializeModelNameVector; "initialize array containing basic 
nmnes used in training neural nets" initializeParameterNameVector; 

initial izeTokenName Vector; 
initializeSystemNameBag; "initialize bag containing symbolNames 

of all systemCIasses" initializeSystemlnstanceDict; "initialize dictionary 
containing pointers to instances of systemObject classes" initializeSystemClass. 

self initializeModelInfoDict. 
self systemlnstanceDict 
keysDo: r :key I (systemlnstanceDict at: key) initialize.]. "initialize each sys-

tem class instance" 
"/\ GPRmgr beginGPR." 

Boolean resul ttl 
"7Dec91" 
"15Mar92" 
"RVB -- UA Dept of Geol Engr"! ! 

"begin a GPR interpretation ... return 
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APPENDIX 5 -- C CODE 

This appendix contains the C code for the RemoteModels (nnodels) case. This was 
the process in which a neural network was trained to map 10 synthetic GPR pattern 
parameters to 19 synthetic geometric models via remote procedure calls (RPCs) distrib
uted across the Sun network between two SPARCstations. This code handles the remote 
access of the trained net on Blue (SPARC-server) from a call on Red (SPARC-client), via 
C function call primitives that were called by Smalltalk methods. 

Code similar to the following was developed for, 

• Models 
• Remote Models 
• Tokens 
• Remote Tokens 

• Room 
• Room Probability 
• several other scenarios never included in the final results 

Some of the fonnatting has been altered because of the narrow width this page's 
style, thus making the code more difficult to reacl. The entire C code constitutes approxi
mately 750KBytes. 

5.1 CCLIENT 

5.1.1 RMODELS -- MAKEFILE 

CFLAGS =-g 
RCCGPR40BJS = rccgpr4.0 gpr4_clnt.o gpr4_xdr.o 

rccgpr4 : $(RCCGPR40BJS) 
cc $(CFLAGS) -0 $@ $(RCCGPR40BJS) 

all: rcc gpr4 

clean: 
nn -f $(RCCGPR40BJS) core 

5.1.2 RMODELS -- MAKEFILE.RG4 

CFLAGS =-g 
RCCGPR40BJS = rccgpr4.0 gpr4_clnt.o gpr4_xdr.o 



rccgpr4 : $(RCCGPR40BJS) 
cc $(CFLAGS) -0 $@ $(RCCGPR40BJS) 

all:rccgpr4 

clean: 
nTI -f $(RCCGPR40BJS) core 

5.1.3 RMODELS .. RCCGPR4.C 

1************************************************************* 
:I: 

* FILE: rccgpr4.c 
*RemoteClientCcodeGPR4.c 

* 
* 
* USAGE: 
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*This is the main routine that passes a vector over the network from the client 
('Red') 

*to remotely access the HNC bpn trained net on the server ('Blue'). 
*rccgpr4(vector, client) <RETURN> 

* 
* DESCRIPTION: 
*This program demonstrates the training of a back-propagation 
"'network with the 'models' GPR info generated by Dr. Glass from Dec. 1990 GPR 

report. 

* 
*It also demonstrates the testing of the trained network on data from a file. 

* 
*It primarily demonstrates the remote access of a trained net on 'Blue' (server) from 
*a call on 'Red' (client), but via 'C' function call rather than via Smalltalk. 
*If passes this test, then embed within Smalltalk. 

* 
"'10 input neurons, 12 hidden neurons, 19 output neurons. 
* parameters models 

* 
* 
*Usage: rccgpr4 blue --> remote GPR call via 'C' from Reel to Blue SparcStation 

* 
* HISTORY: 
*22-Sept-1991 RYB - University of Arizona, Dept of Geol Engr 

* 
* (C) 1987, 1988 HNC Inc., All Rights Reserved 
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* 
*****************************************************************1 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <rpc/rpc.h>l* always need this *1 
#include "gpr4.h"l* will be generated by rpcgen *1 

extem int 

static char 
static char 

float 
int 

FILE 
FILE 

ermo; 

NetTestData[] = "rccgpr4.in";I* test vector data file *1 
NetResult[] = "rccgpr4.out";I* output vector file *1 

temp; 
indx; 

*pTestIn; 
*pTestOut; 

1*************************************************************1 
1*************************************************************1 

main(argc, argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[2]; 
{ 
CLIENT *cl; 
char *server; 
gpr4typein vectorin; 
gpr4_result *res; 

argc = 2; 

if (argc != 2) { 
fprintf(stderr, "usage: %s host directory\n", argv[Oj); 
exit(l); 
} 

1* 
* Remember what our command line arguments refer to 
*1 

server = argv[ 11;1* second parameter in command line -- blue = 'Blue' SparcStation 



/* open test data file */ 
if «pTestIn = fopen(NetTestData, "r"» == NULL) 
printf("\nERROR - Cannot open the designated file\n"); 

/* read test data into an array */ 
for (indx = 0; indx < INLEN4; ++indx) { 
fscanf(pTestIn, "%f", &temp); 
vectorin[indx] = temp; 
} ; 

fclose(pTestln);/* close test data file */ 

/* 
* Create client 'handle' used for calling GPR4PROG on the server 
* designated on the command line. We tell the RPC package to use 
* the'tcp' protocol when contacting the server. 
*/ 
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cI = c1nccreate(server, GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS, "tcp");/* from file = gpr4.x */ 
if (el == NULL) { 
/* 
* Could not establish connection with server. Print error 
* message and die. 
*/ 

el n cpcreateerror(server); 
exit(1); 
} 

/* 
* Call the remote procedure getgpr4 on the server 
*/ 

res = getgpr4_1 (vectorin, cl);/* from file = rsgpr4.c and gpr4_clnLc */ 
if (res == NULL) { 
/* 
* An error occurred while calling the server. Print error 
* message and die. 
*/ 

elncperror(cI, server); 
exit(1); 
} 

/* 



* Okay, we successfully called the remote procedure. 
*/ 
if (res->ermo != 0) { 
/* 
* A remote system error occurred. Print error message and 
* die. 
*/ 

ermo = res->ermo; 
perror(vectorin); 
exit(l); 
} 

/* 
* Successfully got a trained vector. Print it to a file. 
*/ 

pTestOut = fopen(NetResult, "W"); 

for (indx = 0; indx < INLEN4; ++indx) { 
fprintf(pTestOut,"%2.4f ", vectorin[inclxJ); 
} 

fprintf(pTestOut,l\n"); 

for (indx = 0; indx < OUTLEN4; ++indx) { 
fprintf(pTestOut, "%2.4f ", res->gpr4_resul cu.resul t[inclx]); 
} 

fel ose(pTes tOu t); 

exit(O); 
} 

5.1.4 RMODELS -- GPR4.H 

/* 
* Please do not edit this file. 
* It was generated using l1)cgen. 
*/ 

#i nelude <rpc/types.h> 

#define INLEN4 10 
#define OUTLEN4 19 
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typedef float gpr4typein[INLEN4J; 
bool_t xdcgpr4typeinO; 

typedef float gpr4typeout[OUTLEN4]; 
booLt xdcgpr4typeoutO; 

struct gpr4_result { 
int ermo; 
union { 
gpr4typeout result; 
} gpr4_resul eu; 
} ; 
typedef struct gpr4_result gpr4_result; 
bool_t xdr_gpr4_resultO; 

#define GPR4PROG «u_long)54) 
#define GPR4YERS «u_long)l) 
#define GETGPR4 «u_long)l) 
extern gpr4_result *getgpr4_10: 
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5.1.5 RMODELS -- GPR4.X 

'Red'. 

/*************************************************************** 

* 
* FILE: gpr4.x: Remote access of Abstract GPR (GPR4) NNet on 'Blue' from 

* 
* USAGE: 
*getgpr4_1 (InputYector, cI ient) <RETURN> 

* 
* DESCRIPTION: 
*This program demonstrates the remote access of a back-propagation network 
*trained on the Abstract GPR NNet (GPR4) for models developed by Dr. Glass 
*from Dec. 1990 GPR report. 
*The program is called from the cI ient ('Red' SPARCstation) to the server 
*(,BI ue' SPARCstation), via Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) over the network. 

* 
*The program has already been run on 'Blue'. This version is remote access of it. 

* 
* HISTORY: 
*22-Sept-1991 RYB - University of Arizona, Dept of Geol Engr 

* 
*****************************************************************/ 



const INLEN4 = 10; 
const OUTLEN4 = 19; 
typedef float gpr4typein[INLEN4]; 
typedef float gpr4typeout[OUTLEN4]; 

union gpr4_result switch(int ermo) { 
case 0: gpr4typeout result; 
default: void; 
} ; 

/* 
* GPR4 Models program definition 
*/ 

prognun GPR4PROG { 
version GPR4VERS ( 
gpr4_result GETGPR4(gpr4typein) = 1; 
} = 1; 
) = 54;/* ??? Guess this is supposed to be different number for each RPC */ 

5.1.6 RMODELS -- GPR4 SVC.C 

/* 
* Please do not edit this file. 
* It was generated using rpcgen. 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#i ncI ude <rpc/rpc. h> 
#include "gpr4.h" 

static void gpr4prog_10; 

mainO 
( 
register SVCXPRT *transp; 

(void) pmap_unset(GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS); 

transp = svcudp3reate(RPC_ANYSOCK); 
if (transp == NULL) ( 
fprintf(stderr, "cannot create udp service. "); 
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exit(1); 
} 
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if (!svc_register(transp, GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS, gpr4prog_l, IPPROTO_UDP)) 

fprintf(stdelT, "unable to register (GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS, udp)."); 
exit(1); 
} 

transp = svctcp_create(RPC_ANYSOCK, 0, 0); 
if (transp == NULL) { 
fprintf(stderr, "cannot create tcp service."); 
exit(1); 
} 
if (!svc_register(transp, GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS, gpr4prog_l, IPPROTO_TCP)) 

fprintf(stderr, "unable to register (GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS, tcp)."); 
exit(1); 
} 

svc_runO; 
fprintf(stden·, "svc_run returned"); 
exit(1); 
/* NOTREACHED */ 
} 

static void 
gpr4prog_1 (rqstp, transp) 
struct svc_req *rqstp; 
register SVCXPRT *transp; 
{ 
union { 
gpr4typein getgpr4_1_arg; 
} argument; 
char *resul t; 
bool_t (*xch·_argument)O, (*xdrJesul t)O; 
char *(*local)O; 

switch (rqstp->rq_proc) { 
case NULLPROC: 
(void) svc_sendreply(transp, xdC void, (char *)NULL); 
return; 

case GETGPR4: 



xdcargument = xdr_gpr4typein; 
xdcresult = xdcgpr4_result; 
local = (char *(*)0) getgpr4_1; 
break; 

default: 
svcerr_noproc(transp ); 
return; 

bzero((char *)&argument, sizeof(argument»; 
if (!svc_getargs(transp, xdr_argument, &argument» ( 
svcercdecode(transp ); 
return; 
) 
result = (*Iocal)(&argument, rqstp); 
if (result != NULL && !svc_sendreply(transp, xdr_resuIt, result» ( 
svcercsy stemerr( transp); 
} 
if (! svc_freeargs (u'ansp, xdcargument, &argument» ( 
fprintf(stdelT, "unable to free arguments"); 
exit(1); 
} 
return; 

5.1.7 RMODELS GPR4 XDR.C 

/* 
* Please do not edit this file. 
* It was generated using rpcgen. 
*/ 

#include <rpc/rpc.h> 
#include "gpr4.h" 

bool_t 
xdcgpr4typein(xdrs,objp) 
XDR *xdrs; 
gpr4typein objp; 
{ 
if (!xdr_ vector(xdrs, (char *)objp, INLEN4, sizeof(f1oat), xdr_f1oat» { 
return (FALSE); 
} 
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return (TRUE); 
} 

bool_t 
xdcgpr4typeout(xdrs, objp) 
XDR *xdrs; 
gpr4typeout objp; 
{ 
if (!xdcvector(xdrs, (char *)objp, OUTLEN4, sizeof(float), xdcfloat)) { 
return (FALSE); 
} 
return (TRUE); 
} 

boot t 
xdr_gpr4_resul t(xdrs, objp) 
XDR *xdrs; 
gpr4_result *objp; 
{ 
if (!xdcint(xdrs, &objp->errno)) { 
return (FALSE); 
} 
switch (objp->e1TJlO) { 
case 0: 
if (!xdr_gpr4typeout(xdrs, objp->gpr4_resulcu.result)) { 
return (FALSE); 
} 
break; 
} 
return (TRUE); 
} 

5.1.8 RMODELS -- GPR4CLNT.C 

/* 
:I: Please do not edit this file. 
* It was generated using rpcgen. 
*/ 

#include <rpc/rpc.h> 
#include Igpr4.h" 

/* Defaul t timeollt can be changed using cInccontrolO */ 
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static struct timeval TIMEOUT = { 25,0 }; 

gpr4_result * 
getgpr4_1(argp, clnt) 
float *argp; 
CLIENT *clnt; 
( 
static gpr4_result res; 

bzero((char *)&res, sizeof(res»; 
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if (clnccall(c1nt, GETGPR4, xdr_gpr4typein, argp, xdr_gpr4_result, &res, TIME-
OUT) != RPC_SUCCESS) { 

return (NULL); 
} 
return (&res); 
} 

5.1.9 RMODELS -- RCCGPR4.IN 

0.533 0.7R6 0.6 1.0 0.368 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.556 0.7R6 0.5 1.0 0.526 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.556 0.786 0.4 1.0 0.632 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.556 0.786 0.3 1.0 0.R42 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.544 0.607 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.278 1.0 
0.500 0.857 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.4560.9290.55 1.00.447 1.00.1 1.00.00.0 
0.411 1.00.55 1.00.447 1.00.1 1.00.00.0 
0.367 1.0 0.6 1.0 0.421 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.311 0.9640.55 1.00.447 1.00.00.00.00.0 
0.256 1.0 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.4560.5360.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.00.611 1.0 
0.411 0.50.2 1.00.974 1.0 1.00.8 0.778 0.9 
0.367 0.5 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.9 
0.322 0.57 I 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 OJ) 0.0 0.0 
0.622 0.714 0.3 1.0 0.7R9 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.689 0.679 0.3 1.0 0.7R9 1.0 0.7 1.00.0 0.0 
0.7890.607 0.2 0.9 0.816 1.00.70.90.00.0 
0.922 0.571 0.1 0.7 0.816 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 
0.545 0.786 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.05 0.5 0.0 0.0 
0.556 0.786 0.45 1.0 0.579 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.556 0.7R6 0.35 1.0 0.737 1.0 0.65 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.522 0.732 0.375 1.0 0.724 1.0 0.55 1.0 0.139 0.5 
0.478 0.R93 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 



0.434 0.964 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.339 0.982 0.575 1.0 0.434 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.284 0.982 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.0 0.00.0 0.0 
0.356 0.786 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.0 0.00.0 0.0 
0.389 0.5 0.2 1.0 0.987 1.0 1.0 0.75 0.889 0.9 
0.344 0.536 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.35 0.5 0.45 
0.4720.792 0.25 1.0 0.894 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.0 
0.739 0.643 0.25 0.95 0.802 1.0 0.7 0.95 0.0 0.0 
0.8560.5890.150.80.816 1.00.70.80.00.0 

5.1.10 RMODELS -- RCCGPR4.0UT 
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0.5330 0.7860 0.6000 1.0000 0.3680 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 

0.9771 0.0068 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0418 0.0003 0.0003 0.0511 
0.0044 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0107 0.0111 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0179 
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5.2 SERVER 

5.2.1 RMODELS -- MAKEFILE 

LlBS = /files3/hnc!clib/uisl.a /files3/hnc/cdemo/util/utiI.a /fiIes3/hnc/cIib/netIib.a / 
files3/hnc/clib/mathlib.a 

DLIBS = -lsuntool -Isunwindow -lpixrect -1m 
CFLAGS = -I/fiIes3/hnc/cinc -I/files3/hnc/cdemo/util-g -DSW _ONLY 
RSGPR40BJS = gpr4_svc.o rsgpr4.0 gpr4_xdr.o 

rsgpr4 : $(RSGPR40BJS) $(LlBS) 
cc $(CFLAGS) -0 $@ $(RSGPR40BJS) $(LlBS) $(DLlBS) 

all:rsgpr4 

clean: 
1111 -f $(RSGPR40BJS) core 

5.2.2 RMODELS -- MAKEFILE.RG4 

LlBS = /files3/hnc!cIib/uisl.a /files3/hnc/cdemo/util/utiI.a /files3/hnc/cIib/netIib.a / 
files3/hnc/cI ib/mathlib.a 

DLIBS = -Isuntool -Isunwindow -Ipixrect -1m 
CFLAGS = -I/files3/hnc/cinc -I/fiIes3/hnc/cdemo/util -g -DSW _ONLY 
RSGPR40BJS = gpr4_svc.o rsgpr4.o gpr4_xdr.o 

rsgpr4 : $(RSGPR40BJS) $(LlBS) 
cc $(CFLAGS) -0 $@ $(RSGPR40BJS) $(LIBS) $(DLlBS) 

all:rsgpr4 

clean: 
1111 -f $(RSGPR40BJS) core 

5.2.3 RMODELS -- RSGPR4.C 

/**************************************************************** 

* 
* FILE: rsgpr4.c(GPR features from Dec. 1990 Progress RepOit -- Computer mod

els from Dr. Glass) 
*rsgpr4.c == RemoteServerGPR4.c 

* 
* USAGE: 



*remote RPC call from 'Red' to 'BIue'. 

* 
* DESCRIPTION: 
*This program demonstrates the training of a back-propagation 
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*network on Synthetic GPR profiles over blocks as taken from the Dec. 1990 report 
* 'Continuous Monitoring of the Lunar or Martian Subsurface Using On-Board 

Pattern 
* Recognition and Neural Processing of Rover Geophysical Data' 

* 
*This is the server of a remote version that can be called via RPCs. 

* 
* HISTORY: 
*22-Sept-1991 RYB - University of Ali zona. Dept of Geol Engr 

* 
* (C) 1987. 1988 HNC Inc .• All Rights Reserved 

* 
****************************************************************/ 

#inc1ude <stdio.h>/* for printfO. sprintfO .... 
#i nc1ude <si gna!.h>/* for control c trap 

#ifdef MSDOS 

*/ 
*/ 

#include <stdlib.h>/* for mallocO. freeO. atofO. randO */ 
#inc1ude <process.h>/* for systemO */ 
#endif 

#inc1ude </files3/hnc/cdemo/util/conio.h>/* for kbhitO. ... */ 
#include </files3/hnc/cinc/hnc.h>/* for all Microsoft & UISL with proper order */ 
#include </files3/hnc/cinc/bpn.h>/* for backpropagation network */ 
#include </files3/hnc/cdemo/util/util.h> /* for HNC Graphic and Keyboard Util-

ities */ 

#include <rpc/rpc.h>/* for remote procedure call */ 
#include "gpr4.h"/* for remote procedure call*/ 
extern int errno;/* for remote procedure call*/ 
extern char *mallocO;/* for remote procedure call*/ 

#ifdef SW _ONLY 
#define BPN_NET/* Include the BPN network in this application */ 



#inelude "nets.h" 
#endif 

#define ESC 27/* Escape key value */ 
#define PAT _CNT«tCnt) 19)/* Number of Training or Testing Patterns */ 
#define TRAIN 0/* switch to select between training vs. production */ 
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/* 1 = Training; 0 = no training, therefore production */ 

#defineIN«tCnt)INLEN4) 
#defineHDN«tCnt) 12) 
#defineOUT«tCnt)OUTLEN4) 

/*NONRPC 
#defineIN ((tCnt) 1 0) 
#defineHDN«tCnt) 12) 
#defineOUT«tCnt) 19) 
*/ 

#defineSTAT«tCnt)BPN_C_STAT) 
#defineHDN_ WTS ((tCnt) (HDN*(l +IN») 
#defineOUT _ WTS ((tCnt) (OUT*(l +HDN)+OUT*IN» 

/* need to change from (IN*PAT _CNT) because only one input vector for remote 
usage */ 

#define TEST INLEN4/* array size for input data */ 
#define NULL 0 

static tId Ncpld;/* Neurocomputer ID */ 
static tId NetId;/* Network ID */ 
static tFlag Fload;/* load net options */ 
static tCtsBpn CtsBpn;/* Network constants */ 

static char 
static char 
static char 
static char 
static char 

Netl] = "bpn"; /* Name of .cts, .sts, .wts, .lei files */ 
NetTrained[] = "gpr4train"; /* .cts .sts .wts .lei files */ 
NetTrainData[] = "gpr4train.dat";/* training data file */ 
NetTestData[J = "gpr4test.in";/* OPR models test data file */ 
NetResult[l = "gpr4test.out";/* OPR models result */ 
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1* static float NetTestArray[TEST]; *1 1* NONRPC -- array of input data 
to test *1 

static gpr4typein NetTestArray;l* RPC -- array of input data to test *1 
static gpr4_result structout; 1* RPC -- structure to store output*1 

static f32bit InSts[IN];I* Input slab states *1 
static f32bit OutSts[OUT];I* Output slab states *1 
static f32bit TrnSts[OUT];I* Training slab states *1 
static f32bit StatSts[STAT];/* Statistics slab states *1 
static f32bit LearnDat[IN :1. PAT _CNT];I* Training input states *1 
static f32bit LearnAns[OUT * PAT _CNT];I* Training answers *1 
static tWtsBpn HdnWts[HDN_ WTS];I* Hidden slab weights *1 
static tWtsBpn OutWts[OUT _ WTS];/* Output slab weights *1 

static tCnt Cnt;l* Weights count *1 
static tCnt cPat = 100;1* Count of patterns in training set *1 
static tNum Iter = 0;/* Number of iterations *1 
static unsigned char key;l* Keyboard choice *1 
static char strI80];/* Temporary character string *1 
static short Ctrl_C_Exit = 0;1* Flag for control c exit *1 

static char junk[Ox 10000 - 3]; 
static char junk2[Ox10000 - 3] = {OJ; 

FILE *pTestIn;/* pointer to input test file *1 
FILE *pTestOut;/* pointer to output of test run *1 
FILE *pTrainIn;/* pointer to u'iuning data file *1 

1****************************************************************1 
1***************************************************************1 

gpr4_result */* RPC *1 
getgpr4_1 (Lvectorin) 
gpr4typein Lvectorin; 

1* lmunO "'11* NONRPC *1 
{ 
ConvertArray(Lvectorin);I* RPC *1 



/* free previous result */ 
xdr_free(xdr_gpr4_reslllt, &StrllctOllt);/* RPC */ 

/* Trap Control C's if typed. MUST FreeNetO before exit program. */ 
if (CatchCtrICO) 
exit(1); 

/* allocate the ANZAP and read the constants file */ 
if (!LoadNcp("ANZAP", (tPtr) & NcpId» 
ErrorO; 

/* 
* modify parameters; reu;eve network constants from "gpr4train.cts" 
* file 
*/ 
if (TRAIN) 
ModPanl1sTrai nO; 
else { 
ModPannsTestO; 
RetrieveTrai nO; 
/* ReadTestDataO; *//* NONRPC */ 
} 

if (TRAIN) 
Fload = NOWTS + NOSTS + NOLCL; 
else 
Fload = WTS + NOSTS + LCL; 

/* load network */ 
if (TRAIN) { /* load generic network */ 
if (!LoadNet(NcpId, Net, Floacl, (tPu') & CtsBpn, 

(tCnt) sizeof(tCtsBpn), (tPtr) & NetId» 
ErrorO; } 
else { /* load already trained network */ 
if (!LoadNet(NcpId, NetTrainecl, Fload, (tPtr) & CtsBpn, 

(tOu) sizeof(tCtsBpn), (tPtr) & NetId» 
ErrorO; } 

if (TRAIN) { 
AllocateMemoryO; 
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1* Build the leaming pattem set *1 
GetTrainEx'Ul1pleO; 

1* Transfer leaming pattem set to the Ncp *1 
TransferLearnO; 
} 
1* loop forever-- *1 
for (;;) { 
if (TRAIN) 
IterNetTrai nO; 
else { 
IterNetTestO; 
break;l* done testing, now exit loop *1 
} 

if (TRAIN) {/* get the statistics *1 
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if (!GetSts(NetId, SlabStatBpn, (tNum) FIRST_PE_NBR, STAT, (tPtr) StatSts, 
(tPtr) & Cnt» 

EITorO; 

1* increment iterations counter *1 
Iter++; 

1* 
* check iterations and error parameter .. ' exit if 
* limit reached 
*1 
if ( ((I ter * cPat) > 100000) II (S tatSts[O] < 0,00001) ) 
break;/* exit tra.ining loop when training 
* limits reached *1 
} 
1* if Control C typed Exit *1 
if (Ctrl_C_Exit) 
break; 
}/** for **1 

1* print statistics to file *1 
1* PrintStatistics(TRAIN); *11* NONRPC *1 

1* if training mode, then save trained network pm'ameters *1 
if (TRAIN) { 



if (!SaveNet(NetId, NetTrained, CTS + STS + WTS + LCL)) 
En'orO; 
} 

/* deallocate neurocomputer */ 
if (FreeNet(Netld) == FALSE) 
ErrorO; 

if (!FreeNcp(NcpId)) 
En'orO; 

return (&structout);/* RPC */ 

}/** main **/ 

/***************************************************************/ 
/***************************************************************/ 

AllocateMemoryO 
{ 
/* Allocate Ncp memory for the learning pattern */ 
if (!InitDat(NetId, SlabInBpn, PAT_CNT)) 
ErrorO; 

/* Allocate Ncp memory for the learning answer pattern */ 
if (!InitDat(NetId, SlabTrnBpn, PAT_CNT)) 
ErrorO; 
} 

/***************************************************************/ 

CatchCtriCO 
{ 
int CtrICO; 

/* Set typed [CTRL C] to cause jump to CtrlC function below */ 
if (signal(SIGINT, CtrlC) == (void (*) ()) -1) 
return (1); 

/* If allowed to trap Control C return 0 */ 
return (0); 
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1***************************************************************1 

1* RPC *1 
ConvertArray(Lvectorin) 
gpr4typein Lvectorin; 
{ 
int index; 

for (index = 0; index < INLEN4; ++index) { 
NetTestArrayfinclex] = Lvectorinfindex]; 
} 
} 

1***************************************************************1 

CtrlCO 
{ 
Ctrl_C_Exit = 1;/* Set the exit flag *1 
signal(SIGINT, CtrlC);I* Restore Intrllpt *1 
} 

1***************************************************************1 

1* RPC *1 
ErrorO 
{ 
FreeNcp(NcpId); 
structollt.errno = errno; 
return (FALSE); 
} 

1* NONRPC 
ErrorO 
{ 
PrintErr«pProcNi I); 
FreeNcp(NcpId); 
exit(l); 
} 
*1 
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/****************************************************************/ 

GetTrai nExmnple() 
{ 
short 
f32bit 
float 

loop, inData, outData; 
*pDat, *pAns; 
temp; 

if «pTrainIn = fopen(NetTrainData, "r")) == NULL) 
printf("\nERROR - Cannot open the designated file\n"); 

for (loop = PAT_CNT, pO at = LemonDat, pAns = LearnAns; loop; loop--) { 
for (inDatll = 0; inDatll < IN; ++inOata) { 
fscanf(pTrainIn, "%f", &temp); 
*pDat++ = temp; 
} ; 
for (outData = 0; outData < OUT; ++outData) { 
fscanf(pTrainIn, "%f", &temp); 
*pAns++ = temp; 
} 
} ; 

fc1ose(pTrainIn); 
} 

/***************************************************************/ 

IterNetTestO 
{ 
int index, counter; 

pTestOut = fopen(NetResult, "w"); 

for (index = 0; index < (TEST / IN); ++index) { 
for (counter = 0; counter < IN; ++counter) { 
InSts[counter] = NetTestArray[index * IN + counterl; 
fprintf(pTestOut, "%2.4f ",InSts[counterj); 
}/* counter */ 

fprintf(pTestOut, "\n"); 

if (IPutSts(NetId, SJabInBpn, (tNum) FIRST_PE_NBR, IN, (tPtr) InSts, (tPtr) & 



Cnt» 
ErrorO; 

if (!IterNet(NetId, (tCnt) 1, (tCnt) 0» 
ErrorO; 
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if (!GetSt~(NetId, SlabOutBpn, (tNum) FIRST_PE_NBR, OUT, (tPtr) OutSts, (tPtr) 
& Cnt» 

ErrorO; 

/* NONRPC 
fprintf(pTestOut, "Output: "); 
for (counter = 0; counter < (OUT - 1); ++counter) { 
fprintf(pTestOut, "%2.4f ",OutSts[counter]); 
*/ 

/* RPC */ 
for (counter = 0; counter < OUT; ++counter) { 
su·uctout.gpr4_resul cu.resul t[ counter] = OutSts[ counter]; 

1/* counter */ 

/* NONRPC 
fprintf(pTestOut, "%2.4f ", (OutStsI3] * 130»; 
fprintf(pTestOut, "\n"); 
*/ 

1/* index */ 

/* fclose(pTestOut); *//* NONRPC */ 

structout.errno = 0;/* RPC -- successful run */ 
I 

/****************************************************************/ 



IterNetTrainO 
{ 
if (!IterNet(NetId, (tCnt) 1, cPat» 
En'orO; 
} 

/***************************************************************/ 

ModPamlsTestO 
{ 
CtsBpn.rt.StatsFlag = TRUE;/* Enable statistics */ 
CtsBpn.rt.Leru·nFlag = FALSE;/* Disable learning */ 
} 
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/****************************************************************/ 

ModPallllsTrai nO 
( 
long I time; 

/* initialize the random seed */ 
time(&ltime); 
srand((short) ltime); 

CtsBpn.lt.InputSize = IN;/* set network slab sizes */ 
CtsBpn.lt.OutputSize = OUT; 
CtsBpn.lt.HiddenSize = HDN; 
CtsBpn.lt.RandomSeed = (long) randC);/* initialize random seed */ 
CtsBpn.lt.lnitWeightMax = 0.5;/* set randomization interval */ 
CtsBpn.lt.WtsUpdateFlag = BPN_NORMAL;/* no batching or momentum */ 
CtsBpn.lt.Connectlnputs = TRUE;/* connect inputs to outputs */ 
CtsBpn.lt.SigTabFlag = TRUE;/* use table lookup for */ 
/* Sigmoid function */ 

CtsBpn.rt.HiddenAlpha = 0.5;/* Learning rate for hidden */ 
CtsBpn.rt.OutputAlpha = 0.25;/* Lem'ning rate for outputs */ 
CtsBpn.rt.HiddenBeta = 0.0;/* no momentum on hidden Pes */ 
CtsBpn.rt.OutputBeta = 0.0;/* no momentum on outputs */ 
CtsBpn.rt.BatchSize = 0;/* set batching */ 
CtsBpn.rt.LinearOutput = FALSE;/* Use sigmoidal output Pes */ 
CtsBpn.rt.StatsFlag = TRUE;/* Enable statistics */ 
CtsBpn.rt.Lem·nFlag = TRUE;/* Enable learning */ 



1***************************************************************1 

PrintS tatistics(Trai nSwitch) 
int TrainSwitch;l* switch to select training vs. 
* production *1 

{ 
if (Trai nSwi tch) { 
pTestOut = fopen(NetResult, "w");I* if training, write to 
* new file *1 

1* get the statistics *1 
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if (!GetSts(NetId, SlabStatBpn, (tNum) FIRST_PE_NBR, STAT, (tPtr) StatSts, 
(tPtr) & Cnt)) 

ErrorO; 

1* print statistics to output file *1 
fprintf(pTestOut. "Statistics: %2.6f %2.6f\n", StatSts[O], StatSts[l]); 

1* print number of iterations to output file *1 
fprintf(pTestOut, "Iter, cPat, Iterations: %6d %6d %6d\n", Iter, cPat, (Iter * 

cPat)); 
} else { 
pTestOut = fopen(NetResult, "a");/* if testing, append to 
* file created by 
* IterNetTestO *1 

1* get the statistics *1 
if (!GetSts(NetId, SlabStatBpn, (tNum) FIRST_PE_NBR, STAT, (tPtr) StatSts, 

(tPtr) & Cnt)) 
ErrorO; 

1* print statistics to output file *1 
fprintf(pTestOut, "Statistics: %2.6f %2.6t\n", StatSts[Ol, StatSts[I]); 

1* print number of iterations to output file *1 
fprintf(pTestOut, "Iter, cPat. Iterations: %6d %6d %6d\n", Iter, cPat, (Iter * 

cPat)); 
} 

fclose(pTestOut); 



/***********************************************************/ 

ReadTestDataO/* NONRPC */ 
{ 
float temp; 
int index; 

if «pTestIn = fopen(NetTestData, "r"» == NULL) 
printf("\nERROR - Cannot open the designated file\n"); 

for (index = 0; index < TEST; ++index) { 
fscanf(pTestIn, "%f", &temp); 
NetTestArray[indexJ = temp; 
} ; 

fclose(pTestIn); 
} 

/***************************************************************/ 

RetrieveTrainO 
{ 
if (!ReadCts(NetTrained, &CtsBpn, sizeof(tCtsBpn») 
ErrorO; 

CtsBpn.rt.StatsFiag = TRUE;/* Enable statistics */ 
CtsBpn.rt.LearnFlag = FALSE;/* Disable learning */ 

/***************************************************************/ 

TransferLe.rrnO 
{ 
/* Transfer the lem·ning pattern set to the Ncp */ 
if (!PlItDat(Netld, SlablnBpn, (tCnt) PAT_CNT, (tPtr) LearnDat, 

(tPtr) & Cnt» 
ErrorO; 

if (!PlItDat(NetId, SlabTrnBpn, (tCnt) PAT_CNT, (tPtr) Lem·nAns, 
(tPtr) & Cnt» 
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EITorO; 
} 

/***************************************************************/ 

5.2.4 RMODELS •• GPR4.H 

/* 
* Please do not edit this file. 
* It was generated using rpcgen. 
*/ 

#i ncl ude <rpc/types.h> 

#define INLEN4 10 
#define OUTLEN4 19 

typedef float gpr4typein[INLEN4]; 
bool_t xdr_gpr4typeinO; 

typedef float gpr4typeout[OUTLEN4]; 
bool_t Xt\i·_gpr4typeoutO; 

struct gpr4_result I 
int errno; 
union I 
gpr4typeout result; 
} gpr4_resul eu; 
} ; 
typedef struct gpr4_result gpr4_result; 
bool_t xdcgpr4_resultO; 

#define GPR4PROG «lUong)54) 
#define GPR4VERS «lUong)l) 
#define GETGPR4 «ldong) 1) 
extern gpr4_resul t *getgpr4_1 0; 

5.2.5 RMODELS •• GPR4.X 

/*************************************************************** 

* 
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* FILE: gpr4.x: Remote access of Abstract GPR (GPR4) NNet on 'Blue' from 



'Red'. 

* 
* USAGE: 
*getgpr4_l(InputYector, client) <RETURN> 

* 
* DESCRIPTION: 
*This program demonsu·ates the remote access of a back-propagation network 
*trained on the Abstract GPR NNet (GPR4) for models developed by Dr. Glass 
*from Dec. 1990 GPR report. 
*The program is called from the client ('Red' SPARCstation) to the server 
*('Blue' SPARCstation), via Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) over the network. 

* 
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*The program has already been run on 'Blue'. This version is remote access of it. 

* 
* HISTORY: 
*22-Sept-1991 RYB - University of Arizona, Dept of Geol Engr 

* 
****************************************************************1 

const INLEN4 = 10; 
canst OUTLEN4 = 19; 
typedef float gpr4typein!INLEN4]; 
typedef float gpr4typeout!OUTLEN4j; 

union gpr4_result switch(int errno) { 
case 0: gpr4typeout result; 
defaul t: void; 
}; 

1* 
* GPR4 Models program definition 
*1 

prognun GPR4PROG { 
version GPR4YERS ( 
gpr4_result GETGPR4(gpr4typein) = 1; 
} = 1; 
} = 54;/* ?'!? Guess this is supposed to be different number for each RPC *1 

5.2.6 RMODELS GPR4 SVC.C 

1* 
* Please do not edit this file. 



* It was generated using rpcgen. 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <rpc/rpc.h> 
#include "gpr4.h" 

static void gpr4prog_lO; 

mainO 
( 
register SVCXPRT *transp; 

(void) pmap_unset(GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS); 

transp = svcudp_create(RPC_ANYSOCK); 
if (transp == NULL) ( 
fprintf(stderr, "cannot create udp service. "); 
exit(1); 
) 
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if (!svc_register(transp, GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS, gpr4prog_l, IPPROTO_UDP)) 

fprintf(stderr, "unable to register (GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS, udp)."); 
exit(1); 
) 

transp = svctcp_create(RPC_ANYSOCK, 0, 0); 
if (transp == NULL) ( 
fprintf(stdeIT, "cannot create tcp service. "); 
exit(1); 
) 
if (!svc_register(transp, GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS, gpr4prog_l, IPPROTO_TCP)) 

fprintf(stderr, "unable to register (GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS, tcp)."); 
exit(1); 
) 

SVCjlIllO; 

fprintf(stderr, "svc_run returned"); 
exit(1); 
/* NOTREACHED */ 
) 



static void 
gpr4prog_l(rqstp, transp) 
struct svc_req *rqstp; 
register SVCXPRT *transp; 
{ 
union { 
gpr4typein getgpr4_1_arg; 
} argument; 
char *result; 
bool_t (*xdcargument)O, (*xdr_result)O; 
char *(*local)O; 

swi tch (rqstp->rq_proc) { 
case NULLPROC: 
(void) svc_sendreply(transp, xdc void, (char *)NULL); 
return; 

case GETGPR4: 
xdcargument = xdr_gpr4typein; 
xdcresult = xdcgpr4_result; 
local = (char *(*)()) getgpr4_1; 
break; 

default: 
svcercnoproc(transp); 
return; 
} 
bzero((char *)&argument, sizeof(argument»; 
if (!svc_getargs(transp, x(h'_argument, &argument» ( 
svcen'_decode(transp ); 
return; 
} 
resul t = (*1 ocal )(&argumen t, rqstp); 
if (result != NULL && !svc_sendreply(transp, x(h'_result, result» ( 
svcercsy stemen'( transp); 
} 
if (!svc_freeargs(transp, xdcargument, &argument» { 
fprintf(stderr, "unable to free arguments"); 
exit(1); 
} 
return; 
} 
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5.2.7 RMODELS -- GPR4 XDR.C 

/* 
* Please do not edit this file. 
* It was generated using rpcgen. 
*/ 

#i nclude <rpc/rpc. h> 
#include Igpr4.h" 

bool_t 
xdcgpr4typein(xdrs, objp) 
XDR *xdrs; 
gpr4typein objp; 
{ 
if (!xdr_vector(xdrs, (char *)objp, INLEN4, sizeof(f1oat), xdcfloat» { 
return (FALSE); 
} 
return (TRUE); 
} 

bool_t 
xch'_gpr4typeout(xdrs,objp) 
XDR *xdrs; 
gpr4typeout objp; 
{ 
if (!xdr_vector(xdrs, (char *)objp, OUTLEN4, sizeof(f1oat), xcl!'_f1oat» { 
return (FALSE); 
} 
return (TRUE); 
} 

bool_t 
xch'_gpr4_resul t(xdrs, objp) 
XDR *xdrs; 
gpr4_resuIt *objp; 
{ 
if (!xdr_int(xdrs, &objp->errno» { 
return (FALSE); 
} 
swi tch (objp->errno) { 
case 0: 
if (!xdr_gpr4typeout(xdrs, objp->gpr4_resulcu.resuIt» { 
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return (FALSE); 
} 
break; 
} 
return (TRUE); 
} 

5.2.8 RMODELS •• GPR4CLNT.C 

/* 
* Please do not edit this file. 
* It was generated using rpcgen. 
*/ 

#include <rpc/rpc.h> 
#include "gpr4.h" 

/* Default timeout can be changed using c1nccontrolO */ 
static struct timeval TIMEOUT = { 25,0 }; 

gpr4_result * 
getgpr4_1 (argp, cI nt) 
float *argp; 
CLIENT *c1 nt; 
( 
static gpr4_resul t res; 

bzero«char *)&res, sizeof(res)); 
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if (c1nccaJJ(c1nt, GETGPR4, xdr_gpr4typein, argp, xclcgpr4_resuIt, &res, TIME-
OUT) != RPC_SUCCESS) { 

return (NULL); 
} 
return (&res); 
} 

5.2.9 RMODELS •• G4TRAIN.DAT 

0.533 0.786 0.6 1.0 0.368 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.556 0.786 0.5 1.0 0.526 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 1.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 
0.556 0.786 0.4 1.0 0.632 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 



0.00.0 1.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 
0.5560.7860.3 1.00.842 1.00.8 1.00.00.0 
0.00.00.0 1.00.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.5440.607 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.278 1.0 
0.00.00.00.0 1.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 
0.500 0.857 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.00.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.00.00.00.00.0 1.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 
0.456 0.929 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.411 1.0 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.367 1.0 0.6 1.0 0.421 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.311 0.9640.55 1.0 0.447 1.00.00.00.00.0 
0.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 1.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 
0.256 1.0 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 1.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 
0.456 0.536 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.611 1.0 
0.0 OJ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.411 0.50.2 1.00.974 1.0 1.00.80.7780.9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.367 0.5 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.9 
0.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 1.00.00.00.00.0 0.0 
0.322 0.571 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 
0.622 0.714 0.3 1.0 0.789 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.00.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.689 0.679 0.3 1.0 0.789 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00.00.0 
0.7890.6070.2 0.9 0.816 1.00.70.90.00.0 
0.00.00.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00.0 
0.922 0.571 0.1 0.7 0.816 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 
0.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 

5.2.10 RMODELS -- GPR4TEST.IN 

0.533 0.786 0.6 1.0 0.368 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.556 0.786 0.5 1.0 0.526 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.556 0.786 0.4 1.0 0.632 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.556 0.786 D.3 1.0 0.842 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.544 0.607 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.278 1.0 
0.500 0.857 D.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.1 1.0 O.D 0.0 
0.456 0.929 D.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 
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0.411 1.0 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.367 1.0 0.6 1.0 0.421 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.311 0.9640.55 1.00.447 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.00.0 
0.256 1.0 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.4560.5360.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.00.611 1.0 
0.411 0.5 0.2 1.0 0.974 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.778 0.9 
0.367 0.5 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.9 
0.322 0.571 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.6220.7140.3 1.00.789 1.00.8 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.6890.679 0.3 1.0 0.789 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.7890.6070.2 0.9 0.816 1.00.70.9 0.0 0.0 
0.922 0.571 0.1 0.7 0.816 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 
0.545 0.786 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.05 0.5 0.0 0.0 
0.556 0.786 0.45 1.0 0.579 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.5560.7860.35 1.00.737 1.0 0.65 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.5220.7320.375 1.0 0.724 1.00.55 1.00.139 0.5 
0.478 0.893 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.1 1.00.0 0.0 
0.434 0.964 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.1 1.00.00.0 
0.339 0.982 0.575 1.0 0.434 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.2840.982 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 OJ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.356 0.786 0.55 1.0 0.447 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.3890.5 0.2 1.00.987 1.0 1.00.75 0.889 0.9 
0.344 0.536 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.35 0.5 0.45 
0.472 0.792 0.25 1.0 0.894 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.0 
0.7390.643 0.25 0.95 0.802 1.00.7 0.95 0.00.0 
0.8560.5890.150.80.816 1.00.7 0.8 0.00.0 
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5.3 STCLIENT 

5.3.1 RMODELS -- MAKEFILE.RG4 

# 
# makefile for linking user primitives on Suns. 
# 

# The IHune of resultant VM executable 
WHO = st80gpr 

# Name(s) of User Primitive files 
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USER = validGPR.o remoteGPR.o rcgpr1.o gprl_clnt.o gprl_xdr.o rcgpr2.0 
gpr2_clnt.o gpr2_xdr.o rcgpr4.0 gpr4_clnt.o gpr4_xdr.o 

### floating point processor 
FPOPTION = 

# use -g rather than -0 for debugging 
COPTION= -04 
#COPTION= -g 

# define -DUNSAFE here if you want to live dangerously 
SAFETY= 

CFLAGS = $(COPTION) -fsingle $(FPOPTION) $(SAFETY) 

BASEOBJS = st80_s11n4.o cllstomize.o 
LlBS = -1m -IX 11 

$(WHO):$(BASEOBJS) $(USER) 
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -0 $(WHO) $(BASEOBJS) $(USER) $(LlBS) 

$(USER): llserprim.h 
customize.o:llserpri m.h 

llserprim.h: IIp_unsafe.h 
IIp_llnsafe.h: unsafe_oops.h 

5.3.2 RMODELS -- RCGPR4.C 

/**************************************************************** 
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* 
* FILE: RCgpr4.c 
*RCgpr4.c == RemoteClientGPR4.c 

* 
* USAGE: 
*This is the main routine that passes a vector over the network from the client 

('Red') 
*to remotely access the HNC bpn trained net on the server ('Blue'). 
*RCgpr4(vector, client) <RETURN> 

* 
* DESCRIPTION: 
*This pro1:,'Tam demonstrates the training of a back-propagation 
*network with the GPR models generated by Dr. Glass from Dec. 1990 OPR report. 

* 
*It primarily demonstrates the remote access of a trained net on 'Blue' (server) from 
*a calIon 'Red' (client). 

* 
*Remote version to be called from Smalltalk. 

* 
* HISTORY: 
*22-Sept-1991 RYB - University of Arizona, Dept of Geol Engr 

* 
* (C) 19H7, 198H HNC Inc., All Rights Reserved 

* 
****************************************************************/ 

#inclllde <stdio.h> 
#inclllde <rpc/rpc.h>/* always need this */ 
#inclllde "gpr4.h" 
/* wi 11 be generated by rpcgen */ 

extern int 

float 
int 

FILE 
FILE 

elTno; 

temp; 
indx; 

*pTestIn; 
*pTestOllt; 

/***************************************************************/ 
/***************************************************************/ 



void 
getClient4(server, vectorin, vectorout) 
char *server; 
gpr4typein vectorin; 
gpr4typeout vectorout; 
{ 
CLIENT *cl; 
gpr4_resul t *res; 
int indx; 

/* 
* Create client 'handle' used for calling GPR4PROG on the server 
* designated on the command line. We tell the RPC package to use 
* the'tcp' protocol when contacting the server. 
*/ 

cl = clnccreate(server, GPR4PROG, GPR4VERS, "tcp"); 
if (cl == NULL) ( 
/* 
* Could not establish connection wi th server. Print ell'or 
* message and die. 

"'/ 
cl ncpcreateerror(server); 
exit(1); 
} 

/* 
* Call the remote procedure getgpr4 OIl the server 
"'/ 

res = getgpr4_1 (vectorin, cl); 
if (res == NULL) { 
/* 
'" An error occurred while calling the server. Print error 
'" message and die. 
*/ 

clncperror(cl, server); 
exit(1); 
} 

/'" 
* Okay, we successfully called the remote procedure. 
*/ 

if (res->errno != 0) { 

/'" 
'" A remote system error occurred. Print error message and 
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* die. 
*/ 

ermo = res->errno; 
perror(vectorin); 
exit(1); 
} 

/* 
* Successfully got a trained vector. Return result vector. 
*/ 

for (indx = 0; indx < OUTLEN4; ++indx) { 
vectorout[indxl = res->gpr4_resulcu.result[indx]; 
} 
} 

5.3.3 RMODELS -- REMOTGPR.C 

#i ncl ude </files3/small tal k/userpri m/userprim.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <rpc/rpc.h> 
#inclllde "gprl.h" 
#inclllde "gpr2.h" 
#inclllde "gpr4.h" 

typedef lIpChar *lIpString; 

void 
RegEx(recv, expressionHandle, testStringHandle) 
upHandle recv, expressionHandle, testStringHandle; 
{ 

ex pressionSize, testS tringSi ze, UPi ndex VarSizeO; 
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upInt 
lIpString errorMessage, re_compO, UPtoStringO, mallocO, expressionString, 

testString; 
illt result; 

expressionSize = UPindexVarSize(expressionHandle); 
if «expressionString = malloc(expressionSize + 1)) == NULL) 
UPfail(l);/* FAIL "expression too long" */ 

(void) UPcopySTtoCstring(expressionHandle, expressionString, expressionSize, 1); 
expressionString[expressionSize] = '\0'; 



testStringSize = UPindexVm'Size(testStringHandle); 
if «testString = malloc(testStringSize + 1» == NULL) ( 
(void) free(expressionString); 
UPfail(2);/* FAIL "test string too long" */ 
} 
(void) UPcopy STtoCstring(testStringHandle, testS tring, testStri ngSize, 1); 
testString[testStlingSize] = '\()'; 

/* 
* Compile the regular expression, re_compO indicates a bad regular 
* expression by returning a C su·ing. 
*/ 

errorMessage = re30mp(expressionString); 
if (errorMessage) { 
(void) free( ex press ionStri ng); 
(void) free(testString); 
UPfail(4);/* FAIL */ 
} 
/* Execute the regular expression. */ 
result = re_exec(testString); 

(void) free(expressionStri ng); 
(void) free(testString); 
switch (result) { 
case-I: 
UPfail(5);/* FAIL "Badly fOl1l1ed expression" */ 
case 0: 
UPreturnFalseO;/* NO MATCH */ 
case 1: 
UPreturnTrueO;/* MATCH */ 
} 
/* NOT REACHED */ 
} 

void 
remoteGPR 1 (recv, inputHandle) 
upHanc\Je recv, inputHandJe; 
{ 
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upFloat 
upFloat 
llpChar 
upHandle 
void 

inplltVector[INLEN 1]; 
outputVector[OUTLEN1]; 
*server; 

olltplltHandle; 
getCI ien to; 

UPcopySTtoCfloatArray(inplltHandle, inputVector, INLEN1, 1); 

server = "blue"; 
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getCI ient1 (server, inplltVector, outputVector);/* function created in 'rcgpr1.c' file */ 

outputHandle = UPalIocAITay(UPCtoSTfloat(O.OOOOOO), OUTLEN1); 
(void) UPcopyCtoSTfioatArray(outplltHandle, outputVector, OUTLEN1, 1); 

UPreturnHandle(outputHandle); 
} 

void 
remoteGPR2(recv, inputHandle) 
upHandle recv, inputHandle; 
( 
upFloat 
llpFloat 
llpChar 
upHandle 
void 

inputVectorIINLEN2]; 
ou tpu tVectorl 0 UTLEN2]; 
*server; 

outputHandle; 
getClientO; 

UPcopySTtoCfloatArray(inputHandle, inputVector, INLEN2, I); 

server = "blue"; 

getClient2(server, inputVector, outputVector);/* function created in 'rcgpr2.c' file */ 

outputHandle = UPallocAITay(UPCtoSTfloat(O.OOOOOO), OUTLEN2); 
(void) UPcopyCtoSTfloatArray(outputHandle, outputVector, OUTLEN2, 1); 

UPreturnHandle( ou tpu tHandle); 
} 



void 
remoteGPR4(recv, inputHandle) 
upHandle recv, inputHandle; 
( 
upFloat 
upFloat 
upChar 
upHandle 
void 

inputVector[INLEN4]; 
outputVector[OUTLEN4]; 
*server; 

outputHandle; 
getClientO; 

UPcopySTtoCfloatArray(inputHandle, inputVector, INLEN4, 1); 

server = "blue"; 
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getClient4(server, inputVector, outputVector);/* function created in 'rcgpr4.c' file */ 

outputHandle = UPallocArray(UPCtoSTfloat(O.OOOOOO), OUTLEN4); 
(void) UPcopyCtoSTfloatArray(outputHanclle, outputVector, OUTLEN4, 1); 

UPreturnHanclle(outputHandle); 
} 

5.3.4 RMODELS -- VALIDGPR.C 

/* static char sccsld[J = "@(#)validate.c1.1 9/17/88" */ 
/* Validation tests for Smalltalk-80 User-defined primitives */ 
/* Copyright (C) 1988 by ParcPlace Systems, All rights reserved */ 

#include "userprim.h" 

char *memsetO; 
char *memcpyO; 
char *strcpyO; 

void RegExO; 
void remoteGPR 1 0; 
void remoteGPR20; 
void remoteGPR40; 



void 
TstUPCtoSTbool(revr) 

upHundle revr; 
{ 
UPretllmHundl e(UPCtoSTbool(TR UE»; 
} 

void 
TstUPCtoSTehur(revr) 

lIpHundle revr; 
{ 
UPretllrnHandle(UPCtoSTchar('e'»; 
} 

void 
TstUPCtoSTfloat(revr) 

lIpHandle revr; 
{ 
UPreturnHandle(UPCtoSTfloat(3.14»; 
} 

void 
TstUPCtoSTint(rcvr) 

lIpHandle revr; 
{ 
UPretllrnHandle(UPCtoSTint((lIpInt)42»; 
} 

void 
TstUPSTtoCbool(revr, arg) 

lIpHandle revr. arg; 
{ 
UPretllrnHandle(UPCtoSTbool((lIpBool)(UPSTtoCbool(arg»»; 
} 

void 
TstUPSTtoCehar(revr, arg) 

lIpHandle revr, arg; 
{ 
UPreturnHamUe(UPCtoSTehar(UPSTtoCchar(arg»); 
} 

void 
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TstUPSTtoCfloat(revr, arg) 
upHanclJe revr, arg; 

( 
UPreturnHanclJe(UPCtoSTfloat(UPSTtoCfloat(arg))); 
} 

void 
TstUPSTtoCint(revr, arg) 

upHandJe revr, arg; 
( 
UPreturnHaJ1(Ue(UPCtoSTint(UPSTtoCint(arg))); 
} 

void 
TstUPbasieAt(revr, arrayUpHandJe, index) 

upHandJe revr, amlyUpHanclle, index; 
( 
UPreturnHandle(UPbasieAt(anllyUpHandJe, UPSTtoCint(index))); 
} 

void 
TstUPbasieAtPut(revr, arrayUpHanclJe, index, upHandJeToBePlIt) 

lIpHandJe revr, arrayUpHandJe, index, lIpHandleToBePlIt; 
( 
lIpHanclle oJd; 

old = UPbasieAt(arrayUpHandJe, (int)UPSTtoCint(index)); 
UPbasieAtPlIt(arrayUpHandJe, (int)UPSTtoCint(index), upHandleToBePlIt); 
UPretlirnHandJe(oJd); 
I 

void 
TstUPbyteAt(revr, arg, index) 

upHandJe revr, arg, index; 
( 
UPretllrnHamlle(UPCtoSTint«lIplnt)UPbyteAt(arg, UPSTtoCint(index)))); 
} 

void 
TstUPbyteAtPlIt(revr, arg, index, aUpByte) 

upHandJe revr, arg, index, aUpByte; 
{ 
lIplnt i; 
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lIplnt old; 

i = UPSTtoCint(index); 
old = UPbyteAt(arg, i); 
UPbyteAtPlIt(arg, i, (lIpByte)UPSTtoCint(aUpByte»; 
UPretlirnHandle(UPCtoSTint(old»; 
} 

void 
TstUPcopyCtoSTintArray(rcvr, arg, aCollnt, startingAt) 

lIpHandle rcvr, arg, aCollnt, startingAt; 
{ 
static lIplnt aUplntPointer[3] = { 1, 2, 3}; 
UPretlirnHandle(UPCtoSTint(UPcopyCtoSTintAn'ay(arg, aUplntPointer, 

UPSTtoCi nt(aCollnt), 
UPSTtoCint(startingAt»»; 

} 

void 
TstUPcopyCtoSTbytes(rcvr, arg, aCount, startingAt) 

lIpHanclle rcvr, arg, aCollnt, startingAt; 
{ 
static lIpByte aUpBytesf3 J = {-I, 2, -3 }; 
UPreturnHandle(UPCtoSTint(UPcopyCtoSTbytes(arg, aUpBytes, 

UPSTtoCillt(aCoullt), 
UPSTtoCint(startingAt»»; 

} 

void 
TstUPcopyCtoSTfioatArray(rcvr, arg, aCollnt, startillgAt) 

upHalldle rcvr, arg, aCount, startillgAt; 
{ 
static upFloat aUpFloatPointerl3] = {-1.0, 2.0, -3.0}; 
UPretlirnHandle(UPCtoSTillt(UPcopyCtoSTfioatArray(arg, aUpFloatPointer, 
UPSTtoCi nt(aCollnt), 
UPSTtoCi nt(startillgA t»»; 
} 

void 
TstUPcopyCtoSTstrillg(rcvr, arg, aCollnt, startingAt) 

lIpHandle rcvr, arg, aCount, startingAt; 
{ 
UPretlirnHandle(UPCtoSTillt(UPcopyCtoSTstring(arg, "abc", 
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UPSTtoCi nt(UCollnt), 
UPSTtoCint(stUitingAt)))); 
} 

void 
TstUPcopySTtoCbytes(rcvr, arg, aCollnt, sturtingAt) 

lIpHandle rcvr, arg, uCollnt, startingAt; 
{ 
char aUpBytes[20]; 
static lIpByte proto[6] = { 2,2,2,2,2, 2}; 
lIpHandle myBA; 

(void)memset(aUpBytes, 0, 20); 
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(void)memcpy(aUpBytes, (char *)proto, sizeof(proto)); 
(void)UPcopySTtoCbytes(arg, (lIpByte *)&aUpBytes[UPSTtoCint(startingAt) - 1], 
UPSTtoCint(aCollnt) ,1L); 

myBA = UPallocByteArraY((lIpByte)O, (lIplnt)sizeof(proto)); 
(void)UPcopyCtoSTbytes(myBA, (lIpByte *)aUpBytes, (lIplnt)sizeof(proto), lL); 
UPretlirnHandle(my BA); 
} 

void 
TstUPcopySTtoCfloatAlTay(rcvr, arg, aCount, startingAt) 

llpHandle rcvr, arg, aCollnt, startingAt; 
{ 
llpFloat aUpFloats[20]; 
static llpFloat proto [ 6] = { 2.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0 }; 
int sz; 
llpHandle myA; 

(void)memcpy((char *)aUpFlo<lts, (char *)proto, sizeof(proto)); 
(void) UPcopy STtoCtloatArray(arg, &aU pFloats[UPSTtoCint(startingAt) - 1 J, 

UPSTtoCint(aCount),lL); 
sz = sizeof(proto) / sizeof(float); 
my A = UPallocArray(UPCtoSTfloat(O.O), (upInt)sz); 
(void)UPcopyCtoSTfioatArray(myA, aUpFloats, (uplnt)sz, lL); 
UPreturnHandle(myA); 
} 

void 
TstUPcopySTtoCintArmy(rcvr, arg, aCount, startingAt) 

upHand\e rcvr, arg, aCount, startingAt; 
{ 



llpInt aUpInts[20]; 
static llpInt proto[6] = { 2,2,2,2,2, 2}; 
llpHandle myA; 
int sz; 

(void)memcpy( (char *)aUpInts, (char *)proto, sizeof(proto)); 
(void)UPcopySTtoCintArray(arg, &aUpInts[UPSTtoCint(startingAt) - 1], 
UPSTtoCi nt(aCollnt), 1 L); 
sz = sizeof(proto) / sizeof(i nt); 
my A = UPallocArray(UPCtoSTint(OL), (llpInt)sz); 
(void)UPcopyCtoSTintAmly(myA, aUpInts, (llpInt)sz, lL); 
UPretllmHandl e(my A); 
} 

void 
TstUPeopySTtoCstring(revr, arg, aCollnt, startingAt) 

llpHandle revr, arg, aCollnt, startingAt; 
( 
llpHandle myA; 
char aUpString(20); 

(void)strepy(aUpString, "bbbbbb"); 
(void) UPeopy STtoCstring(arg, &aU pString[ UPSTtoCi nt(startingA t) - 1], 

UPSTtoCi nt(aCollnt), 1 L); 
my A = UPalloeStringC " (llpInt)strlen(aUpString)); 
(void)UPeopyCtoSTsuing(myA, aUpSu'ing, (lipInt)strlen(aUpString), lL); 
UPretllmHanclle(myA); 
) 

void 
TstUPfioatAt(revr, arg, index) 

lIpHandle rcvr, arg, index; 
( 
UPretllmHandle(UPCtoSTfloat(UPfioatAt(arg, (int)UPSTtoCint(index)))); 
) 

void 
TstUPintegerAt(revr, arg, index) 

lIpHanclie rcvr, arg, index; 
( 
UPretlirnHandle(UPCtoSTint(UPintegerAt(arg, (int)UPSTtoCint(index)))); 
) 
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void 
TstUPfloatAtPut(revr, arg, index, aFloat) 

upHandle revr, arg, index, afloat; 
( 
upInt i; 
upHanclle old; 

i = (int)UPSTtoCint(index); 
old = UPbasieAt(arg, i); 
UPfloatAtPut(arg, i, UPSTtoCfloat(aFloat»; 
UPreturnHandle(old); 
} 

void 
TstUPi ndex VarSize(revr, arg) 

upHandle revr, arg; 
( 
UPreturnHandle(UPCtoSTint(UPi ndex VarSi ze(arg) »; 
} 

void 
TstUPinstVm"At(revr, arg, index) 

upHandle revr, arg, index; 
( 
UPreturnHanclle(UPinstVarAt(arg, UPSTtoCint(index»); 
} 

void 
TstUPinstVarAtPut(revr, arg, index, upHandleToBePut) 

upHandle revr, arg, index, upHandleToBePut; 
( 
upHandle old; 

old = UPinstVarAt(arg, (int)UPSTtoCint(index»; 
UPinstVarAtPlIt(arg, (int)UPSTtoCint(index), lIpHandleToBePlIt); 
UPretllrnHamlle(old); 
} 

void 
TstUPinstVm'Size(revr, m'g) 

lIpHandle revr, arg; 
{ 
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UPretumHandle(UPCtoSTint(UPinstVarSize(arg))); 
} 

void 
TstUPintegerAtPut(revr, arg, index, aUpInt) 

upHandle revr, arg, index, aUpInt; 
( 
upInti; 
upHandle old; 

i = UPSTtoCint(index); 
old = UPbasieAt(arg, i); 
UPintegerAtPut(arg, i, UPSTtoCint(aUpInt)); 
UPretumHandle(old); 
} 

void 
TstUPisArrayOfFloat(rcvr, arg) 

upHandle revr, arg; 
( 
UPretumHandle(UPCtoSTbool(UPisArrayOfFloat(arg))); 
} 

void 
TstUPisArrayOfInteger(revr, arg) 

upHandle revr, arg; 
( 
UPreturnHaIHlle(UPCtoSTbool(UPisArrayOflnteger(arg))); 
} 

void 
TstUPisBoolean(revr, arg) 

upHandle revr, arg; 
( 
UPreturnHaIHlle(UPCtoSTbool(UPisBoolean(arg))); 
} 

void 
TstUPisByteArray(revr, arg) 

upHandle revr, arg; 
( 
UPreturnHandle(UPCtoSTbool(UPisByteArray(arg))); 
} 
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void 
TstUPi sCharacter(rcvr, arg) 

upHandle rcvr, arg; 
( 
UPretlirnHandle(UPCtoSTbool(UPisCharacter(arg»); 
} 

void 
TstUPisRoat(rcvr, arg) 

upHandle rcvr, arg; 
( 
UPretlirnHal1(ile(UPCtoSTbool(UPisFloat(arg»); 
} 

void 
TstUPi sInteger(revr, arg) 

lIpHandle revr, arg; 
I 
UPreturnHandle(UPCtoSTbool(UPisInteger(arg»): 
} 

void 
TstUPi sStri ng(rcvr, arg) 

upHandle revr, arg; 
( 
UPreturnHandle(UPCtoSTbool(UPisString(arg»); 
} 

void 
TstUPisByteLi ke(revr, arg) 

upHandle revr, arg; 
( 
UPretlirnHandle(UPCtoSTbool(UPisByteLike(arg»); 
} 

void 
TstUPnil(revr) 

lIpHandle revr; 
I 
UPretlirnHandle(UPniIO); 
} 
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void 
TstUPreturnFalse(revr) 

upHandle revr; 
{ 
UPreturnFal se(); 
} 

void 
TstUPreturnHandle(rcvr, arg) 

upHandle revr, arg; 
{ 
UPreturnHandle(arg); 
} 

void 
TstUPreturnNil(rcvr) 

upHandle rcvr; 
{ 
UPreturnNilO; 
} 

void 
TstUPreturnTrue(rcvr) 

upHandle revr; 
{ 
UPreturnTrueO; 
} 

static void 
myHandler(code) 
uplnt code; 

{ 
(void)UPinstaIIErrorHandler((upFunct)O);/* remove handler */ 
UPreturnHandle(UPCtoSTint( 1 (0)); 
} 

void 
TstUPerrorHancller(rcvr) 

upHandle rcvr; 
{ 
upHandle junk, elem; 

(void) UPi nstaIIEITorHandler(myHamller); 
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junk = UPallocArray(UPCtoSTint(O), 2); 1* two elements *1 
UPfloatAtPutUunk, 10L, 1.0);/* this should fail*1 
UPfail(10l);!* shouldn't get here *1 
} 

void 
TstUP32Argumen ts(rcvr,aO 1 ,a02,a03,a04,a05,a06,a07 ,a08,a09, 
alO,al1,a 12,a13,aI4,aI5,aI6,aI7,aI8,aI9, 
a20,a21 ,a22,a23,a24,a25,a26,a27 ,a28,a29, 
a30,a31,a32) 
upHandle rcvr,aO 1 ,a02,a03,a04,a05,a06,a07 ,a08,a09, 

al O,a II,a 12,a 13,aI4,a 15,aI6,aI7,a 18,aI9, 
a20,a21 ,a22,a23,a24,a25,a26,a27 ,a28,a29, 
a30,a31,a32; 
( 
upHandle array; 

array = UPallocArray(UPnilO, 33L); 
UPbasicAtPut(array,33,rcvr); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array,O 1 ,aOl); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array,02,a02); 
UPbasicAtPut(array,03,a03); 
UPbasicAtPut(array,04,a04); 
UPbasicAtPut(array,05,a05); 
UPbasicAtPut(array,06,a06); 
UPbasicAtPut(array,07,a07); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array,8,a08); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array,9,a09); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array,1 O,a I 0); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array, 11,a 11); 
UPbasicAtPut(array, 12,a 12); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array, 13,a 13); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array, 14,a 14); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array, 15,a 15); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array, 16,a 16); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array, 17 ,aI7); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array, 18,a 18); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array, 19,a 19); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array,20,a20); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array,21 ,(21); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array,22,a22); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array,23,a23); 
UPbasicAtPlIt(array,24,a24); 
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UPbasicAtPut(array,25,a25); 
UPbasicAtPut(array,26,a26); 
UPbasicAtPut(array,27,a27); 
UPbasi cA tPu t( array ,28,a28); 
UPbasicAtPut(array,29,~129); 

UPbasi cA tPut( array ,30,a30); 
UPbasicAtPut(array,31,a31); 
UPbasicAtPut(array,32,a32); 
if (UPislnteger(aOl)) 
UPreturnHandle(UlTay); 
else 
UPfail(1); 
} 

void 
TstUPregHandleAt(rcvr, indx) 

upHandle rcvr; 
upHandle indx; 

{ 
UPreturnHal1(ile(UPregisteredHandleAt(UPSTtoCint(inclx))); 
} 

void 
TstUPislmmediate(rcvr, arg) 

upHandle revr; 
upHandle arg; 

{ 
UPreturnHandl e(UPCtoSTbool(UPi sIm medi ate(arg))); 
} 

void 
TstUPalloeRegSlot(rcvr) 

upHandle rcvr; 
{ 
UPreturnHandle(UPCtoSTint(UPallocRegisuySlotO)); 
} 

void 
TstUPregHandleAtPut(revr, indx, val) 

upHandle rcvr; 
upHandle indx; 
upHandle val; 
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UPregisteredHandIeAtPlIt(UPSTtoCint(indx), val); 
UPretlirnHandIe(UPregisteredHandIeAt(UPSTtoCint(indx»); 
} 

void 
TstUPaIIoeFs(revr, cIs) 

lIpHandIe revr; 
lIpHandIe cIs; 

( 
UPretlirnHandIe(UPaIIoeFsObjeet(cIs»; 
} 

void 
TstUPaIIoeVs(revr, cIs, sz) 

lIpHandIe revr; 
lIpHandIe cIs; 
lIpHandIe sz; 

( 
UPretlirnHandIe(UPaI Ioe V sObjeet(cI s, UPSTtoCi nt(sz»); 
} 

void 
TstUPcIassType(revr, cIs) 

lIpHandIe revr; 
lIpHandIe cIs; 

( 
UPretlirnHandI e(UPCtoSTin t(UPeI assType( eI s»); 
} 

void 
TstUPsignaISem(revr, sem) 

lIpHandIe revr; 
lIpHandIe sem; 

( 
UPsignaI Semaphore(sem); 
UPreturnHandIe(sem); 
} 

static lIpInt mySIot = -1; 

void 
myPoIIHandIerO 
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( 
if(mySlot> 0) ( 
UPsigllaISemaphore(UPregisteredHalldleAt(mySlot)); 
UPregisteredHalldleAtPut(mySlot, UPlliIO); 
} 
UPi nstaI IPolIHandl er« upFunet)O); 
} 

void 
TstUPpostIllt(revr, sem) 

upHandle revr; 
upHalldle sem; 

( 
mySlot = UPalloeRegisuySlotO; 
UPregi steredHalldleA tPut(mySI ot, sem); 
UPillstaIIPoIIHalldler(myPoIIHalldler); 
UPpostlnterruptO; 
UPreturnHalldle(revr); 
} 

void 
TstUPisKilldOf(revr, inst, cis) 

upHalldle revr; 
upHalldle inst; 
upHalldle cis; 

( 
UPreturnHalldle(UPCtoSTbool(UPisKilldOf(inst, cis))); 
} 

void 
TstUPCtoSTdouble(revr) 

upHalldle revr; 
( 
UPreturnHalldle(UPCtoSTdouble(3.14 )); 
} 

void 
TstUPSTtoCdouble(revr, arg) 

upHalldle revr, arg; 
( 
UPreturnHalldle(UPCtoSTdouble(UPSTtoCdouble(arg))); 
} 
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void 
TstUPisDouble(revr, arg) 

upHandle revr, arg; 
( 
UPretumHandle(UPCtoSTbool(UPisDouble(arg»); 
} 

void TstUPclass(revr, arg) 
upHandle revr, arg; 

( 
UPreturnHandle(UPclass(arg»; 
} 

void 
sumByteArray(revr, ba) 
upHandle revr; 
register upHandle ba; 
( 
register int sz, i; 
register int sum = 0; 

if(!UPisByteArray(ba» 
UPfail(UPEwrongClass); 
sz = UPindexVarSize(ba); 
for(i = 1; i <= sz; i ++) ( 
sum += UPbyteAt(ba, i); 
} 
UPreturnHamlle(UPCtoSTint(sum»; 
} 

void 
zeroArray(revr, a) 
upHandle revr; 
register llpHandle a; 
( 
register int sz, i; 
register llpHandle zero = UPCtoSTint(O); 

if(UPelass(a) != UPregisteredHandleAt(arrayClassX» 
UPfail(UPEwrongClass); 
sz = UPindexVm"Size(a); 
for(i = 1; i <= sz; i++) ( 
UPbasieAtPut(a, i, zero); 
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UPreturnHandle(rcvr); 
} 

char * 
UPinstallO 
{ 
/* added by RVB -- UA Dept of Geol Engr -- Sept 22,1991 */ 
UPaddPrimitive(10200, RegEx, 2); 
UPaddPrimitive(10201, remoteGPR 1, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0202, remoteGPR2, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(10204, remoteGPR4, 1); 

/* Original Smalltalk Code */ 
UPaddPrimitive(lOOOl, TstUPCtoSTbool, 0); 
UPaddPrimitive(10002, TstUPCtoSTchar, 0); 
UPadc1Primitive(10003, TstUPCtoSTfloat, 0); 
UPaddPrimitive(10004, TstUPCtoSTint, 0); 
UPac1dPrimitive(l0005, TstUPSTtoCbool, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0006, TstUPSTtoCchar, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0007, TstUPSTtoCfloat, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(lOOOH, TstUPSTtoCint, 1); 
/* 10009 - 10015 */ 
UPaddPrimitive(l 0016, TstUPbasicAt, 2); 
UPadc1Primitive( I 00 17, TstUPbasicAtPut, 3); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0018, TstUPbyteAt, 2); 
UPaddPrimitive(10019, TstUPbyteAtPut, 3); 
UPaddPrimitive(1 0020, TstUPcopyCtoSTintAlTuy, 3); 
UPac1dPrimitive(l 0021, TstUPcopyCtoSTbytes, 3); 
UPaddPrimitive(10022, TstUPcopyCtoSTfioatArray, 3); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0023, TstUPcopyCtoSTstring, 3); 
UPadc1Primitive(10024, TstUPcopySTtoCbytes, 3); 
UPaddPrimitive(1 0025, TstUPcopySTtoCfloatArray, 3); 
UPaddPrimitive(10026, TstUPcopySTtoCintArray, 3); 
UPaddPrimitive(10027, TstUPcopySTtoCstring, 3); 
/* 1002H */ 
/* 10029 */ 
UPaddPrimitive(10030, TstUPfioatAt, 2); 
UPaddPrimi ti ve(l 0031, TstUPfioatA tPu t, 3); 
UPaddPrimitive(10032, TstUPindexVarSize, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(10033, TstUPinstVarAt, 2); 
UPaddPrimitive(10034, TstUPinstVarAtPut, 3); 
UPaddPrimitive(10035, TstUPinstVarSize, 1); 
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UPaddPrimitive(l0036, TstUPintegerAtPut, 3); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0037, TstUPisAmtyOfFloat, 1); 
UPaddPrilllitive(l0038, TstUPisAmtyOfInteger, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0039, TstUPisBoolean, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0040, TstUPisByteArray, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(1 0041, TstUPisCharacter, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0042, TstUPisFloat, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0043, TstUPislnteger, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0044, TstUPisString, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l 0045, TstUPnil, 0); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0046, TstUPretul1lFalse, 0); 
UPaddPrimitive(l 0047, TstUPretul1lHandle, 1); 
UPaddPrilllitive( 1 0048, TstUPretul1lNi I, 0); 
UPaddPrilllitive(l0049, TstUPretul1lTrue, 0); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0050, TstUPerrorHandler, 0); 
UPaddPrimitive(10051, TstUPisByteLike, 1); 
UPaddPrilllitive(l0052, TstUP32Arguments, 32); 
UPaddPrimitive(l 0053, TstUPintegerAt, 2); 
/* post-2.5 routine tests */ 
UPaddPrimitive(l0054, TstUPregHandleAt, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0055, TstUPregHandleAtPut, 2); 
UPaddPrimitive(10056, TstUPallocRegSlot, 0); 
UPaddPrimitive(10057, TstUPallocFs, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(10058, TstUPallocYs, 2); 
UPaddPrimitive(10059, TstUPclassType, 1); 
UPaddPrilllitive(10060, TstUPsignalSem, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l 0061, TstUPpostInt, 1 );/* installs poll-hancller */ 
UPaddPrimitive(10062, TstUPisKindOf, 2); 
UPaddPrimitive(10063, TstUPisDouble, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive( I 0064, TstUPCtoSTdouble, 0); 
UPaddPrimitive( 10065, TstUPSTtoCdouble, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0066, TstUPclass, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(l0067, TstUPislmmediate, 1); 

/* peli'ollllance tests */ 
UPaddPrimitive(l 0100, sumByteArray, 1); 
UPaddPrimitive(10101, zeroArray, 1); 
return "Validation User Primitives"; 
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